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CHAPTER 1 PURPOSE OF DOCUMENT
This Alternatives Development Technical Report has been created in support of the Tier 2 Environmental
Assessment (EA) and the Interchange Justification Report for the I-66 Corridor Improvements Project, or
Transform 66 Outside the Beltway (the project). This technical report provides documentation on
previously completed studies along the corridor, a summary of the Tier 1 Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) and the high-level alternatives screening process, and a more detailed documentation of the Tier 2
EA alternatives refinement. Three specific types of alternatives testing occurred during the Tier 2 process:
1. Consideration of mainline/cross section alternatives.
2. Evaluation of possible locations and types of access along the I-66 corridor.
3. An assessment of possible interchange concepts at each of the selected access locations.
A total of two Build alternatives are documented at the end of the report.
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CHAPTER 2 PROJECT OVERVIEW
2.1 Background
The Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) and the Virginia Department of Rail and Public
Transportation (DRPT), in cooperation with the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), Fairfax County,
Town of Vienna, City of Fairfax, and Prince William County, are evaluating improvement alternatives for
the I-66 corridor from US 15 in Prince William County to I-495 in Fairfax County. The development of
improvements in this corridor is following a tiered National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process. The
Tier 1 Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) was completed in November 2013, and FHWA
issued a Record of Decision (ROD) on November 20, 2013, concurrent with publication of the Tier 1
FEIS.
As stated in the Tier 1 ROD, the transportation needs in this corridor cannot be met with a single standalone improvement concept; rather, a combination of improvements will be necessary, some of which can
be implemented in the near term, while others can be realized over a longer term. Because all of these
improvements cannot be implemented simultaneously, the tiering process provides for phased
implementation of a variety of improvements as independent elements of an overall long-term program of
projects. Accordingly, VDOT has used the planning efforts, findings, and decisions from the Tier 1 FEIS to
frame the elements of this Tier 2 project, which represents a combination of concepts over the 25-milelong corridor.
Under the proposed Tier 2 project, I-66 would be improved to provide:
§
§

Three regular lanes in each direction.
Two managed lanes (also referred to as Express Lanes) in each direction that would support:
-

§

Toll paying customers.
High-occupancy vehicle (HOV) users with three or more occupants, exempt from tolls.
High-frequency and quality bus service.

Direct or nearly direct access between the managed lanes and new or expanded park-and-ride
facilities.

The above items constitute the I-66 Corridor Improvements Project, also referred to as “Transform 66
Outside the Beltway” (the project). Together, these items will satisfy the following elements from the Tier 1
ROD:
§
§
§
§
§

§

Improving three general purpose lanes and adding auxiliary lanes between interchanges where
appropriate.
Repurposing a portion of the right-of-way to provide managed lanes, which should result in
consistent travel times for an enhanced transit service, HOV-3 users, and toll-paying customers.
Fixing chokepoints.
Addressing safety issues.
Enhancing intermodal connectivity with the addition of new park-and-ride facilities, expansion of
existing lots, enhancement to commuter bus services, addition of corridor-specific Rapid Bus
Service (RBS), and investing in transportation demand management (TDM) strategies.
Integrating transportation communications and technology.

It should be noted that these elements represent 6 of the 10 elements of the I-66 Tier 1 EIS ROD. One of
those 10 elements, the Virginia Railway Express (VRE) extension, is continuing; VRE is in the planning
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phase for this extension. The remaining three elements of the ROD included dedicated travelways for
Metrorail, light rail, and/or bus rapid transit. The proposed project is advancing so as not to preclude a
future extension of Metrorail or other major transit investments within the right-of-way.
This Technical Report supports overall project documentation and provides information to stakeholders
and the general public regarding the universe of all alternatives considered and the selection process
used to determine the final two Build concepts.

2.2 Purpose and Need
Improvements in the I-66 corridor are needed to address:
§

§

§

§

§

Corridorwide congestion. The corridor currently experiences significant vehicular congestion
during weekday peak commute periods as well as during peak periods on weekends. With
continued local and regional population and employment growth, traffic volumes are expected to
increase and the severity and duration of congestion will worsen without further investment in I66. The Metrorail Orange Line also experiences significant crowding during peak-use periods,
generally coinciding with peak vehicular travel periods on I-66. Even with the planned transition to
all eight-car trains on the Orange Line, it is expected to remain crowded during peak periods in
the future.
Corridorwide safety deficiencies. Many locations along the corridor suffer from geometric and
operational deficiencies that contribute to crashes along the corridor. With overall corridor
demand expected to increase, modifications are needed corridorwide to enhance corridor safety
for the traveling public.
Location-specific operational and safety deficiencies. In addition to corridor modifications,
there are a number of localized constraints or “chokepoints” in the corridor where geometric and
operational modifications are needed to improve traffic and bus operations.
Limited travel choices. The majority of transit service in the corridor is oriented to serve hometo-work travel to the region’s core in the morning and work-to-home travel from the region’s core
in the evening. There is no contiguous midday transit service in the corridor and very little
weekend transit service. More all-day and weekend transit services is needed that supports more
origins and destinations. Likewise, the network of bicycle and pedestrian facilities will need to be
expanded to support walking and bicycling along and crossing the corridor, supportive of transit
access and otherwise. In addition, travelers would benefit from receiving more information about
the variety of travel choices available to them, including carpooling and vanpooling.
Travel reliability. Congestion contributes to travel time being highly unpredictable in the vast
majority of the corridor. Modifications to the corridor are needed (including infrastructure,
technology, programs, and servic es) that mitigate the effects of vehicular congestion, incidents,
events, and inclement weather, and offer more travel choices to increase reliability .

In response to these needs, the goals for improvements in the I-66 corridor are to:
§
§
§
§

Reduce congestion on I-66.
Provide new, predictable travel choices.
Enhance safety and travel predictability.
Deliver innovative transportation solutions that are cost effective in a timely manner.
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CHAPTER 3 PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The following sections describe the alternatives analyzed in the Environmental Assessment (EA) for the
I-66 Corridor Improvements Project, also referred to as “Transform 66 Outside the Beltway” (the project).
The project analyzed a No-Build alternative and two Build alternatives, described as follows:
§

§

No-Build Alternative. The No-Build alternative is defined as the existing transportation system in
the project corridor with committed and funded roadway and transit projects as documented in the
regional Constrained Long Range Transportation Plan (CLRP).
Build Alternative. Through the project development process, two Build alternatives were
developed and analyzed for the project (after narrowing down from many alternatives that were
considered). The proposed Build alternatives assume the implementation of projects within the
No-Build alternative and also two new Express Lanes and three general purpose lanes in each
direction of I-66 from US 15 to I-495. The Build alternatives also include park-and-ride facilities
(new and expanded existing), new and expanded existing transit service, transportation program
support, and bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure improvements. Build alternatives are
designated as 2A and 2B. From a roadway perspective, the two alternatives differ in the width of
the mainline cross section and the location of Express Lane access points. The final Build
alternative is likely to be a hybrid of 2A and 2B. The Virginia Department of Transportation
(VDOT) will use the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) evaluation process to select
the preferred elements of each alternative to carry forward as the Preferred Alternative.

3.1 No-Build Alternative
The No-Build alternative is defined as the existing transportation system in the project corridor with
committed and funded roadway and transit projects as documented in the regional CLRP. Elements of
the No-Build alternative are defined below.

3.1.1 Existing Roadway Corridor
The I-66 corridor from US 15 in Prince William County to I-495 in Fairfax County has interchanges as
shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: I-66 Interchanges in Prince William and Fairfax Counties
Prince William County

Fairfax County

US 15

US 29 (Centreville)

US 29 (Gainesville)

Route 28

Route 234 Bypass

Stringfellow Road (HOV access to/from the east)

Route 234 Business

Monument Drive (HOV access to/from the east)
Fairfax County Parkway
US 50
Route 123
Route 243
I-495
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The lane configuration and associated operating characteristics of I-66 vary within the study corridor as
summarized below:
§

§

§

I-495 to US 50. This section accommodates six vehicular travel lanes (three in each direction).
The inside lane (median side) is a concurrent HOV-2 (two occupants or more) lane in the peak
travel direction between the hours of 5:30 to 9:30 a.m. and 3:00 to 7:00 p.m. on weekdays. The
median in this section is occupied by Metrorail from west of Route 243 through the eastern extent
of the study corridor. The shoulder (outside) is used as a general purpose travel lane in the peak
travel direction from 5:30 to 11:00 a.m. and 2:00 to 8:00 p.m. on weekdays. The posted speed
limit is 55 miles per hour (mph).
US 50 to US 29 (Gainesville). This section accommodates eight vehicular travel lanes (four in
each direction). The inside lane (median side) is used as a concurrent HOV-2 lane in the peak
travel direction between the hours of 5:30 to 9:30 a.m. and 3:00 to 7:00 p.m. on weekdays. This
section of I-66 has a median as well as shoulders. The posted speed limit is 55 mph in Fairfax
County and transitions to 65 mph in Prince William County.
US 29 (Gainesville) to US 15. This section accommodates four vehicular travel lanes (two in
each direction). It does not have HOV restrictions. A planned project by VDOT will widen the
cross section to eight vehicular travel lanes (four in each direction). Upon completion of the
widening, the innermost lane will become a concurrent HOV-2 lane in the peak travel direction
between the hours of 5:30 to 9:30 a.m. and 3:00 to 7:00 p.m. on weekdays. The widening is
planned to be complete by the end of 2015.

3.1.2 Transit, Bicycle/Pedestrian, and Transportation Demand
Management (TDM)
Transit along the corridor consists of commuter, regional, and local bus services that use I-66 vehicular
travel lanes and access points, as well as Virginia Railway Express (VRE) service operating along the
Norfolk-Southern Railroad corridor and the Metrorail Orange Line in the median of I-66 on the eastern
end of the corridor. These services are supported by existing park-and-ride facilities at various locations
nearby and within the corridor. Many of these services are shown in Figure 3.1; an overview of corridor
transit resources is below:
§

§

VRE Commuter Rail. VRE commuter rail connects the Northern Virginia suburbs to Union
Station in Washington, DC. VRE’s Manassas Line generally runs parallel to I-66, approximately
5 miles to the south. The Manassas Line’s westernmost station is Broad Run/Airport in Bristow,
continuing east with stations at Manassas, Manassas Park, Burke Centre, and Rolling Road
outside of I-495. VRE operates during weekdays and runs six eastbound trains and one
westbound train along the Manassas Line during the morning peak period. The Manassas Line
averages 8,600 daily trips (VRE, October 2014).
Metrorail Orange Line. The Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) operates
the Metrorail Orange Line on two tracks in the I-66 median at the eastern end of the study
corridor, continuing east through Falls Church into Arlington County and the regional core. Two
Metrorail stations are located within the study corridor: Vienna/Fairfax-GMU Metrorail station (just
west of Route 243), which is the Orange Line’s westernmost station, and the Dunn LoringMerrifield Metrorail station (just west of I-495). In June 2012, WMATA initiated a new “Rush+”
service, which includes six additional trains in both directions (three per direction) along the
Orange Line for a total of 19 trains in each direction per hour. The Orange Line is Metrorail’s
second busiest, carrying approximately 180,000 passenger trips on a typical weekday; peak hour
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trains on the Orange Line between Court House and Rosslyn Metrorail stations carry more
passengers per car than anywhere else on the system (WMATA, 2012).
Local and Regional Bus. Local and regional bus service operating along I-66 and on adjacent
roadways is provided by five different transit agencies: City-University-Energysaver (CUE) (City of
Fairfax); Fairfax Connector (Fairfax County); Loudoun County Transit; OmniRide [Potomac and
Rappahannock Transit Commission (PRTC)]; and WMATA. Combined, the corridor bus services
total approximately 130 AM peak period bus trips in the I-66 corridor between US 50 and I-495.
Park-and-Ride Facilities. Twenty-one park-and-ride facilities are located within a 5-mile radius of
the study corridor. The park-and-ride facilities are served by a variety of bus services and also are
used by carpools and vanpools. Two park-and-ride facilities are located at VRE stations, and two
facilities are at Metrorail stations. Ten of the facilities are utilized at a rate of 90 percent or
greater: the Vienna/Fairfax-GMU and Dunn Loring-Merrifield Metrorail stations; Stringfellow Road;
Stone Road/US 29, Manassas Park, Manassas, and Broad Run/Airport VRE stations; and
Limestone Drive.
Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities. I-66 is a high-speed, controlled-access facility that does not
allow bicycles to operate within its limits. One short section of I-66 near Stringfellow Road has an
existing trail located within the right-of-way (Bobann Drive trail), but this trail is separated from the
roadway. A few of the bridges carrying arterial roadways over or under I-66 have bicycle paths
and/or sidewalks.
TDM Programs. TDM programs and services are in place to support transit use and other
ridesharing activities, as well as to reduce overall travel demand in the Washington, DC, area.
These services, operated by federal, state, county/city, and private agencies, include park-andride facilities, carpool ride-matching and incentives, the Guaranteed Ride Home program, vanpool
ride-matching and subsidies, commuter stores, telework programs, car-sharing services, traveler
information services, and commercial site plan review. (Corridor-specific strategies were identified
in the 2009 I-66 Transit/TDM Study for implementation by 2015 and by 2030.)
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Figure 3.1: Metrorail and VRE Transit Services

3.1.3 Committed and Funded Roadway and Transit Projects
The No-Build alternative assumes the existing transportation system as well as all projects funded for
construction in the National Capital Region's 2014 CLRP (October 14, 2014). Regionally significant and
corridor-specific projects include:
§

§
§

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Direct access ramps from I-66 HOV to Vaden Drive to provide access to the Vienna/Fairfax-GMU
Metrorail station
(http://www.virginiadot.org/projects/northernvirginia/vienna_metro_access_ramps.asp).
Diverging-diamond interchange on US 15 at I-66
(http://www.virginiadot.org/projects/northernvirginia/i-66_and_route_15_interchange.asp).
I-66 and Route 28 improvements, which include widening Route 28 to eight lanes with
interchanges and also redesigning the I-66 interchange (to be coordinated with the ongoing
Route 28/I-66 Interchange project managed by VDOT).
I-66 and US 29/Linton Hall Road interchange improvements.
I-66 widening to four lanes between US 29 in Gainesville and US 15 in Haymarket.
Route 234 Bypass/Relocation at the Balls Ford Road interchange.
I-95 HOV/HOT lanes from Garrisonville Road to north of Edsall Road.
Route 286 HOV, widen and upgrade to six and eight lanes between Route 267 and I-66.
Route 234 Bypass, construct four lanes between Route 234 Bypass at I-66 and US 50.
Dulles Corridor Metrorail Silver Line between East Falls Church and Route 772 in Loudoun
County.

A full list of projects is available at http://www.mwcog.org/clrp/projects/highway.asp.
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3.2 Build Alternatives
Two Build alternatives are under consideration. They are designated as Alternative 2A and Alternative
2B. The principal difference between the two alternatives is in the width of the mainline cross section and
the location of Express Lane access points. It should be noted that the final Build alternative is likely to be
a hybrid of Alternative 2A and 2B. VDOT will use the NEPA evaluation process to select the desirable
elements of each alternative to carry forward as the Preferred Alternative.
Common to each Build alternative are the assumption of the inclusion of existing infrastructure and
committed projects contained in the No-Build alternative as well as the following:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Two managed (Express) lanes in each direction of I-66 within the project limits.
Three general purpose lanes in each direction of I-66 within the project limits.
Modification to interstate access to accommodate interstate mainline changes.
Park-and-ride facilities accommodating multiple travel modes.
Commuter bus service and Rapid Bus Service (RBS) along the corridor.
Improved bicycle and pedestrian access along the corridor.
Enhanced transportation demand management (TDM) programs and services.

Operation of the Express Lanes would be managed using a combination of congestion-based variableprice tolling and vehicle-occupancy policy. The HOV requirement would be three or more per vehicle.
Buses and carpool and vanpool vehicles with three or more passengers would travel free in the Express
Lanes. Non-HOV passenger vehicles would have the choice of driving free in the regular lanes or paying
a toll to use the Express Lanes. The change in corridor HOV requirement (from two to three occupants) is
consistent with the region’s CLRP, which recommends HOV-3 on I-66 by 2020.

3.2.1 Roadway Cross Section, Access Locations, and Interchange
Configuration
The I-66 Tier 2 Alternatives Development Technical Report provides documentation on the creation of
the two Build alternatives. This includes three primary evaluation processes for the mainline cross
section, possible access locations along the corridor, and viable interchange configurations for the
selected access locations. Chapters 5 and 6 provide detailed descriptions of the universe of alternatives
and the evaluation methodologies used to develop the Alternatives 2A and 2B.

3.2.2 Park-and-Ride Facilities
Park-and-ride facilities are an essential part of the transit, TDM, and Integrated Corridor Management
(ICM) support infrastructure in the I-66 corridor. These facilities will offer people direct access to transit
services, facilitate people’s transition from one mode to another, and support ridesharing operations and
carpooling opportunities. The nature of existing and future development along the I-66 corridor is such
that much of the transit demand in the corridor will be generated by park-and-ride activity and through
coordinated local transit and corridor RBS.
New and expanded park-and-ride facilities will have direct or nearly direct access to the Express Lanes
and are recommended in the following key locations in the corridor as part of the project:
§
§
§

Haymarket, west of the I-66/US 15 interchange (new facility).
Gainesville, off of University Boulevard (new facility).
Route 234 Bypass (Cushing Road), east of the I-66 interchange (expansion of existing facility
under Alternative 2B).
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Manassas (Balls Ford Road), west of Route 234 Business (new facility).
Stringfellow Road (expansion of existing facility—expansion currently underway by Fairfax
County; additional expansion by the project is not anticipated at this location).
Monument Drive/Fairfax Corner (new facility, likely structured parking; delivery method to be
determined).
Vienna/Fairfax-GMU Metrorail station (possible improvements of access to existing facility).

Park-and-ride facility locations that will be modified or created by the project, as well as other park-andride facilities adjacent to the I-66 corridor and a part of consideration within the Tier 2 EA, are shown in
Figure 3.2.
The following services and elements are recommended at the existing and proposed park-and-ride
facilities:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Park-and-ride parking for privately-owned vehicles.
Real-time parking availability information.
Kiss-and-ride accommodation.
Dedicated space for transit operations (bus bays and station/stop facilities).
Waiting area for buses (shelters, sidewalk, plaza area, etc.).
Waiting area for casual carpooling (depending on anticipated demand).
Lighting (at bus stations and in lots).
Static and real-time transit service information.
Landscaping.
Pedestrian walkways.
Covered bicycle racks and bicycle lockers.
Interconnecting transit service [e.g., local feeder services and Rapid Bus Service (RBS) on I-66].
Direct or nearly direct access to/from I-66 Express Lanes via new ramps.
Multimodal access from arterial street network (including pedestrian and bicycle access).

Working in coordination with VDOT operations of the corridor, including intelligent transportation system
(ITS) elements of the project, transit and TDM recommendations for park-and-ride facilities also are likely
to include the development of infrastructure for the delivery of real-time information to travelers about
park-and-ride facility utilization and transit service information.
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Figure 3.2: I-66 Park-and-Ride Facilities

3.2.3 Transit Service
The 2009 I-66 Transit and TDM Study and additional work currently being completed as part of this Tier 2
EA have led to a set of infrastructure, program, and service recommendations for transit in the corridor.
These recommendations for transit are documented in more detail in the I-66 Tier 2 Transit Technical
Report.
A combination of existing local and new or expanded corridor-focused transit services will serve weekday
and weekend peak and off-peak-hour demand intersecting with and along the I-66 corridor. Commuter
bus service will be expanded and a new I-66 RBS will increase service efficiency and effectiveness, while
increasing its convenience and utility for many trip purposes and travel periods. The Tier 2 EA documents
the recommendation for a mixture of the following transit services:
§

§

Commuter services delivering one-seat rides along strategic routes to enhance connectivity to
major destinations in DC, Arlington, Vienna, Merrifield, Tysons, Fair Lakes, Reston, Herndon,
Centreville, and Manassas. Commuter services will operate primarily in the peak commuting
direction during peak commute periods. New and proposed commuter service will operate in the
Express Lanes where feasible.
I-66 RBS, bus service specifically for the I-66 corridor operating as a bus extension/complement
of the Metrorail Orange Line. The I-66 RBS will operate on several route patterns to offer frequent
headways and all-day and weekend service to and from park-and-ride facilities with direct ramp
access to/from Express Lanes. RBS will operate in the Express Lanes to provide users a reliable,
convenient transit choice 7 days per week. RBS would not be subject to tolls or fees in using the
Express Lanes.
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Baseline study assumptions for transit in the I-66 corridor were as follows:
§

§

§

Interconnecting local, regional, and commuter bus services. Existing and planned local,
regional, and commuter bus service route patterns could be modified to better integrate overall
transit service connecting to and within the I-66 corridor. Affected service providers are likely to
include Potomac and Rappahannock Transportation Commission (Omni Ride and Omni Link),
Fairfax Connector (Connector), and the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority
(Metrobus). All publicly-accessible local, regional, and commuter buses would be able to use the
Express Lanes without charge.
Integrated interface between I-66 transit services and the Metrorail Orange Line. I-66
corridor transit services would be coordinated with the Metrorail Orange and Silver Lines where
possible.
Integrated interface between I-66 transit services and Virginia Railway Express (VRE). I-66
corridor transit services and facilities would be coordinated with existing and future VRE facilities
to the extent reasonable (cost, feasibility, effectiveness, etc.).

3.2.4 Tolling
The two Express Lanes in each direction of I-66 within the study area would operate as managed lanes
24 hours a day. Section 1121 (codified at 23 USC 166) of the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient
Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy For Users (SAFETEA-LU) allows for tolling of HOV facilities. In
accordance with the legislation, buses, carpools (HOV-3), motorcycles, and emergency vehicles would
have free access to the new Express Lanes. Drivers of vehicles, including small and medium trucks, with
fewer than three occupants could choose to pay a toll to access the Express Lanes. Tractor-trailer trucks
would be prohibited in the Express Lanes.
Tolls for the Express Lanes would vary according to traffic conditions to regulate demand and keep the
lanes operating at an acceptable level of service at all times of the day. As Express Lane traffic volumes
increase, tolls would increase to temper demand for the lanes. Likewise, as traffic volumes decrease, tolls
would decrease to make the lanes more attractive.
Fully electronic tolling would require customers to pay tolls with E-ZPass. Toll booths would not support
the facility. Electronic signs would display toll rates to help drivers decide whether to access the Express
Lanes. Drivers would lock in their toll rate for the specific toll segment when they enter the Express
Lanes. Under provisions of 23 USC 166(d), annual certification must be made that operational
performance monitoring programs and enforcement programs are in place to ensure that the performance
of the facility is not degraded and that the facility is operated in accordance with the restrictions and
requirements of 23 USC 166.

3.2.5 Traffic Operations/ITS
VDOT uses technology to manage traffic on the I-66 corridor. From the McConnell Public Safety
Transportation Operation Center (MPSTOC) in Fairfax, VDOT monitors traffic conditions through
surveillance cameras, dispatches Safety Service Patrol (SSP) vehicles, and provides incident,
construction and congestion information to the public through the 511 phone service and co-branded
website and mobile app.
This project necessitates reconstruction of all the roadside technology components. The components
currently in place and plans for their replacement or enhancement include:
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Full-span gantries with lane-by-lane overhead dynamic message signs to alert drivers of
closed lanes ahead, including the status of the shoulder lane which opens to traffic during
peak periods, and variable speed limits to warn drivers to slow down when approaching
congestion.
Cameras with video analytics to monitor for stopped traffic on the shoulder lane.
Adaptive ramp metering, where on-ramp metering rates adjust in response to current traffic
flow rates and ramp queues.
This system will be replaced in a modified form, without the shoulder lane.

Other ITS devices. The corridor is instrumented with devices common to the rest of the freeway
network, which includes 54 surveillance cameras, 42 dynamic message signs, 193 vehicle
detectors (a combination of in-pavement inductive loops and pole-mount side-fire radar
detectors), and one Environmental Sensor Station at US 15. These devices will be replaced
though specific locations and spacing will be dictated by the final design.
Connected vehicle roadside units. As cars become better equipped with communications
technologies for mobility and safety applications, departments of transportation are researching
ways to leverage that information to better manage traffic and improve safety. VDOT has an
active research project in the I-66 corridor with 48 roadside units (RSUs) installed on camera
poles with radios that can communicate with equipped vehicles. These devices will remain
operational during construction and will be replaced.
Fiber optic communications backbone. VDOT has a fiber optic communications backbone in a
redundant ring over I-66, I-395, I-95, and Route 234 that transmits data to and from all field
devices back to the MPSTOC. If any part of that backbone is cut, data traffic is rerouted in the
opposite direction. The I-66 portion of that backbone has 96 strands and three shelters with
aggregation points. In line with industry trends, the demand for communications bandwidth is
expected to increase substantially in the future. The backbone will be kept intact during
construction and additional bandwidth and redundancy will be added.

3.2.6 Bicycle and Pedestrian Parallel Access Improvements
During coordination with local government transportation agencies and bicycling advocates, suggestions
have been made to construct a shared-use path parallel to I-66. VDOT agreed to look into the feasibility
of implementing such a facility, but it is not part of the Project at this time. Incorporating such a facility into
the roadway template would require additional right-of-way, which would result in additional impacts. As
part of the public involvement process, public input will be sought regarding the benefits and impacts of
such a facility. Following the public hearing, results of public input on a parallel shared-use path will be
shared with local government agencies. If consideration for a parallel shared-use path is incorporated into
the project, a more detailed analysis will be included in the Revised EA.
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CHAPTER 4 REFERENCED DOCUMENTS
The development of alternatives for improving the I-66 corridor was based in part on the findings of
previous studies. Since the mid-1990s, the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) and the Virginia
Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT), along with other agencies, have conducted several
studies that examined comprehensive solutions to the increasing congestion and continued growth in
traffic volumes within the I-66 corridor. Some, but not all, of the improvements recommended in these
studies already have been implemented. The major findings of pertinent studies are summarized below.

4.1 I-66 Major Investment Study (1995–1999)
From 1995 to 1999, the I-66 Corridor Major Investment Study (MIS), in collaboration with DRPT and
VDOT, analyzed the 25-mile corridor between US 15 in Haymarket and I-495. The MIS focused on “the
need for and the benefits and impacts associated with potential transportation improvements to
accommodate projected growth in travel demands through the year 2020.” The MIS began in December
1995 with the Broad Range of Alternative Transportation Improvements that then went through an initial
screening analysis to determine the 18 alternatives.
Through Screen 1A, three alternatives were eliminated based on consistency with local and regional
policies and plans, major effects on the natural environment and community context, and comparative
order of magnitude of capital costs. The remaining 15 alternatives proceeded through Screen 1B analysis
of single-mode alternative elements and were defined into 17 multimodal transportation system
alternatives. The measures of effectiveness (MOEs) used to screen at this level included:
§
§
§
§
§
§

Study area mode split.
Travel times (vehicle and transit).
Roadway level of service.
Reverse commute transit trips served.
Transit ridership by mode.
Roadway vehicle miles of travel, hours of travel, and hours of delay.

Following Screen 2A—which included all 1A and 1B MOEs plus new transit riders, person throughput,
and vehicle occupancy—11 strategies were carried forward. Resulting in six redefined strategies, Screen
2B included the 2A MOEs plus the following:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Displacements.
Stream crossings/wetlands.
Historic properties impacted.
Parklands impacted.
Total capital cost.
Net operating cost.
Annualized cost.
Total annual cost per annual rider.
Total annual cost per incremental rider.
Total annual highway cost per incremental study area vehicle trips.

Screen 3 included 2B MOEs and the list below:
§
§
§

Neighborhood impacts.
Environmental justice.
Historic/archaeological properties impacted.
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Hazardous material sites impacted.
Safety/accidents.

Screen 3 resulted in the Locally Preferred Transportation Investment Strategy for the I-66 corridor, also
known as the Recommended Investment Strategy.
Following public review and comments, the recommendations were presented to the Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC) and Policy Advisory Committee (PAC) and renamed the Preferred Investment Strategy
for the conclusion of the MIS process. The multimodal transportation Preferred Investment Strategy
produced the following recommendations:
§
§
§
§
§

Extend the Metrorail Orange Line beyond the current Vienna Metrorail station terminus to the
Centreville area.
Construct a two-lane, reversible, barrier-separated HOV facility from I-495 to the Route 28
Bypass or beyond.
Add a general purpose lane with full shoulders in each direction between US 50 and I-495.
Expand bus transit, Virginia Railway Express (VRE), and Metrorail services.
Continue coordination with other major projects that might affect the efficient functioning of the I66 corridor.

A three-step, multi-year implementation and staging plan was developed to allow for the time to conduct
more detailed environmental and engineering studies. The supporting reasoning behind these
recommendations surrounded the expected growth in both population and employment in the study area
and the need for additional transportation system capacity to effectively ease and facilitate the growth.
There were several implications of the listed recommendations:
§

§
§

§
§

Right-of-way preservation techniques for all recommended corridor improvements needed to be
investigated to preserve and acquire the needed right-of-way for future transportation
improvements.
The costs of the recommended improvements were not reflected in the region’s Constrained
Long Range Plan (CLRP).
The implementation of all recommendations would not completely alleviate projected peak-period
traffic congestion in year 2020 but would allow more people to travel through the corridor and
improve mobility during off-peak periods.
Complementary projects in the area would be needed to better accommodate projected travel
demands in all directions.
Consistent with the Fairfax County Comprehensive Plan, the north-south travel demands warrant
additional consideration of multimodal transportation improvements.

4.2 I-66 Transit/Transportation Demand Management Study (2009)
In 2009, DRPT conducted a Transit/Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Study to identify more
transportation choices through transit service and TDM program enhancements to increase mobility in the
I-66 corridor. The study developed a short- and medium-term plan for transit and TDM service
improvements along I-66 between US 15 in Haymarket and Washington, DC. Members of state, regional,
and local jurisdictions, transit agencies, and TDM providers, in cooperation with DRPT, formed the I-66
Transit/TDM Technical Advisory Committee (TAC). The TAC performed a multimodal transportation
planning effort in order to consider a broad range of possible alternatives for the project. Their efforts
incorporated a market research survey, travel demand forecasting, park-and-ride demand forecasting,
and the general expertise of the TAC to develop their recommendations.
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Key takeaways from the I-66 Transit/TDM Study include:
§
§

§

§
§
§

High-quality transit service was limited during off-peak periods and in the reverse-peak direction.
Unless corridorwide transit-oriented development strategies were implemented, sprawl and
congestion would continue to increase within the corridor due to projections of future land uses
less conducive to transit service, with origin trips at approximately 22 percent growth and
destination trips at approximately 40 percent.
Bus rapid transit (BRT) improvements would greatly increase service frequency to important
destinations within the corridor by 2030, attracting more residents in activity centers that would
ride transit and potentially reduce sprawl.
Recommended BRT improvements would reduce the number of transfers required and create
travel time savings to major markets in the I-66 corridor, attracting more people to transit.
The limits of the short-term recommendations confirm the need for advancement of the long-term
strategy to provide the capacity required to meet forecasted demand.
The recommended TDM program would benefit all travelers by reducing vehicle trips, providing
travel options, raising awareness of transit services, meeting the needs of more people, and
costing less than infrastructure improvements with quicker implementation.

The recommendations of the I-66 Transit/TDM Study were intended for adoption in short-term and
medium-term phases, based on analysis and planning years 2015 and 2030, with the idea that actual
implementation could be earlier.

4.3 I-66 Tier 1 Environmental Impact Statement (2013)
In 2011, VDOT and DRPT began to work with the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to study the
potential environmental impacts of transportation improvement concepts along I-66. The Tier 1 Final
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is the first step in the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
analysis. The study was designed to aid in the development of a long-term vision for the I-66 corridor and
to define existing and future transportation conditions and needs within the 25-mile corridor from US 15 in
Haymarket to I-495. This study identified a range of conceptual-level improvements that would address
those needs and evaluated the potential effects of these concepts on the natural and human
environments. The Tier 1 EIS focused on broad issues including Purpose and Need, travel modes,
technology choices, and the general locations of proposed improvements.
Various federal, state, and local agencies coordinated on the scope of the Tier 1 EIS. The purpose of the
Tier 1 EIS was to address existing and future transportation problems on I-66, evaluating the
effectiveness of highway and transit improvements to meet identified needs including:
§
§
§
§
§

Transportation capacity deficiencies.
Major points of congestion.
Limited travel-mode choices.
Safety deficiencies.
Lack of transportation predictability.

The Tier 1 Record of Decision (ROD) was issued in November 2013 and serves as the official decision
document that concluded the Tier 1 NEPA process. The ROD outlines the following:
§
§
§
§

The FHWA decision to advance improvement concepts.
The general location for studying future highway and transit improvements.
The need to look beyond identifying individual projects with independent utility.
The advancement of tolling for subsequent study.
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The following studies and documents will support the overall I-66 Corridor Improvements Project, or
Transform 66 Outside the Beltway (the project):
§

§

§
§

§

§

Tier 2 Environmental Assessment, VDOT. This study will develop the scope/specifics of the
improvements to meet the needs of the study corridor and document impacts of proposed
modifications to I-66 as a part of the project.
Corridor Study and Systemwide Interchange Justification Report (IJR), VDOT. The IJR will
request approval for new and modified interstate access associated with corridor improvements
related to general purpose lanes, Express Lanes, and transit facilities.
Transit/TDM Implementation Plan, DRPT and VDOT. This study will document transit demand
and facility and service needs as inputs to the project.
Preliminary Engineering of I-66 Corridor Improvements, VDOT. This study will prepare
preliminary engineering plans of infrastructure and facility modifications to support defined
corridor needs.
Traffic and Revenue Study, Virginia Office of Public-Private Partnerships (VAP3). This study
will document traffic and revenue forecasts associated with Express Lane operations along I-66 in
coordination with the project.
I-66 HOT Lanes Study, VDOT. This study is currently under preparation by VDOT and will
determine the feasibility of implementing variably priced, high-occupancy toll (HOT) lanes inside II-495. For the purposes of the project, the following assumptions are being used regarding the
I-66 HOT Lanes Study:
-

-

§

Assume opening year of 2025 for the third-lane phase of the I-66 HOT Lanes project.
The I-66 HOT Lanes project will be documented under an Environmental Assessment.
Project termini will extend eastward from I-495. The study will evaluate the current HOV
terminus at US 29 and consider an eastern terminus at the DC line, if the study shows that a
DC terminus captures additional HOT traffic.
Toll operations will be contracted out by VDOT to a private party, which is to be determined
by others outside of the I-66 HOT Lanes Study.

Route 28/I-66 Northern Project. Whitman, Requardt & Associates currently is working on a
separate project that includes the Poplar Tree Road/Stonecroft Boulevard Overpass and EC
Lawrence Park Entrance, which includes the removal of the EC Lawrence Park entrance traffic
signal along Route 28, the extension of Poplar Tree Road from its existing terminus east of Route
28 to Stonecroft Boulevard, and associated improvements at the Westfields Boulevard
interchange.

Other data including current and forecasted traffic volumes, transit service options, and crash analyses
can be found in these and other referenced documents.

4.4 Capital Beltway Environmental Impact Statement (April 2006)
FHWA, in conjunction with VDOT, proposed to improve I-495 in Fairfax County between the I-95/I-395/
I-495 interchange and the American Legion Bridge. Improvements were made to increase I-495’s
capacity to accommodate expected growth in daily traffic volumes and remedy current congestion,
operational, and safety problems on this critical link in the region’s transportation system.
The improvements to I-495 and its interchanges extend for about 14 miles from Backlick Road to the
American Legion Bridge over the Potomac River. The FHWA determined that these termini are logical
and that improving this portion of I-495 had independent utility. The project also included improvements to
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portions of 10 roadways that intersect and connect to I-495 via existing interchanges at Braddock Road,
Little River Turnpike, Gallows Road, Arlington Boulevard, I-66, Route 7 (Leesburg Pike), Route 123
(Chain Bridge Road), Dulles Access/Toll Road, Georgetown Pike, and the George Washington Memorial
Parkway. Modifications to these roadways were necessary to properly integrate the proposed I-495 and
interchange improvements with existing (or planned) roadway designs and traffic patterns. Improvements
to the remainder of I-495 in Virginia and Maryland are not included as part of this project.
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CHAPTER 5 ALTERNATIVES DEVELOPED DURING THE TIER 1 EIS
Chapter 5 provides detail on the development of alternatives throughout the Tier 1 Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS). During the Tier 1 EIS, the universe of possible alternatives that would meet the needs of
the project were considered both along the I-66 corridor and parallel to it. A more detailed, refined
analysis process then occurred as a part of Tier 2, focusing on a smaller subset of possible alternatives.
Documentation for this development process is included in the following sections.
During the Tier 1 EIS process, the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) and the Virginia
Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT) identified 10 concepts that would increase capacity,
provide multimodal options, improve individual interchanges, and address safety and operations. The
improvement concepts were narrowed down to be located within the I-66 corridor from US 15 in
Haymarket to I-495, rather than in new location corridors as was once considered.
A variety of alternatives were developed based on considerations specific to elements of Purpose and
Need and then prioritized based on viability and feasibility. The elements that were recognized throughout
the I-66 corridor included:
§
§
§
§
§

Identifying the existing and future capacity deficiencies.
Improving spot locations and chokepoints.
Determining limited mode choices.
Identifying safety deficiencies.
Recognizing unpredictable travel times.

Using these elements, potential improvement concepts were analyzed on their ability to meet the needs
of the corridor and were categorized into three groups:
§
§
§

Not meeting needs.
Partially meeting needs.
Fully meeting needs.

5.1 Recommended Improvement Strategies
The Tier 1 project team, with participation and input from participating agencies, stakeholders, and the
general public, developed a process for evaluating possible improvement concepts in the I-66 corridor, as
shown in Figure 5.1. Based on the needs of the I-66 corridor, 14 improvement concepts were considered:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

General purpose lanes.
Managed lanes.
Metrorail extension.
Light rail transit (LRT).
Bus rapid transit (BRT).
Virginia Railway Express (VRE) extension.
Improved spot locations and chokepoints.
Corridor intermodal connectivity.
Corridor safety improvements.
Improvements in transportation communication and technology.
System-wide and out-of-corridor improvements to Metrorail.
Construction of/improvements to parallel facilities.
Transportation Demand Management (TDM).
No-Build.
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Figure 5.1: Tier 1 EIS Concept Development and Evaluation Process

After an initial analysis, four improvement concepts were eliminated from the study because they did not
directly address needs within the I-66 corridor across multiple dimensions (capacity deficiencies, major
points of congestion, and travel time predictability). The improvement concepts eliminated include:
§
§
§
§

System-wide and out-of-corridor improvements to Metrorail.
Construction of/improvements to parallel facilities.
TDM.
No-Build.
-

Note: the No-Build concept was maintained in evaluation for comparison purposes only.
While these improvement concepts were eliminated in full, certain aspects were incorporated
into other improvement concepts that were carried forward.

No improvement concepts were determined to fully meet the needs of the I-66 corridor. The remaining
concepts were identified as partially meeting needs and were categorized as either capacity
improvements or non-capacity improvements. Capacity improvements were considered to have the
greatest potential to affect the existing and future capacity deficiencies within the corridor. The following
six improvement concepts that were considered for evaluation could not stand alone and were combined
into 47 improvement concept scenarios (ICS):
§
§

General purpose lanes.
Managed lanes.
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Metrorail extension.
LRT.
BRT.
VRE extension.

The capacity improvement concepts carried forward were developed through five steps of analysis.
§
§
§
§

§

Step 1: The total travel demand in person-trips for each segment of the I-66 corridor in year 2040
was quantified.
Step 2: The range of improvement concepts for carrying person-trips in the corridor was identified
through input from the public and various agencies.
Step 3: The generalized ability of each improvement concept to carry person-trips in the I-66
corridor was quantified through base, reach, and maximum scenarios.
Step 4: The range of possible improvement concept combinations was identified. These 47 ICS
represent all of the logical and consistent combinations of capacity-related building blocks within
the I-66 corridor. Several key components to developing the 47 ICS included adding transit first to
accommodate demand, with general purpose lanes added last to each ICS. Certain combinations
of the six capacity improvement concepts cannot be carried out in tandem—for example,
Metrorail extension, LRT, and BRT cannot coexist because of an overlap in service. Additionally,
as multiple concepts for managed lanes were developed, it was determined that there could not
be more than one concept in an ICS.
Step 5: Analysis was performed to determine the ability of a concept to meet demand and other
evaluation measures that seek to enhance mobility and modal choices while minimizing footprint
and cost. This analysis was broken down into three categories. First, each ICS was analyzed
based on its ability to meet the qualitative evaluation measures and demand. Next, each ICS was
analyzed based on its alignment to goals and objectives, input from the general public, and input
from the cooperating/participating/scoping agencies involved. Lastly, each ICS was analyzed
based on safety and the ability of the ICS to:
-

Accommodate demand.
Enhance modal choices.
Support TDM and efficient land-use patterns.
Reduce the share of travel by single-occupant vehicles (SOV).
Offer space efficiency (amount of persons moved within the generalized width of the
concept).

The generalized width of the concept, the preliminary planning-level cost, and the composite score of
evaluation and consideration measures also were evaluated.
The non-capacity improvement concepts partially meeting the needs of the I-66 corridor were identified as
being distinct from the capacity improvement concepts and were able to advance independently.
Considerations made in these concepts included:
§
§
§
§
§

Use of a single travel mode.
Amount of interaction between the concept and travel modes.
Geographic focus.
Lesser levels of potential impacts.
Whether the concept complements the capacity improvement concepts or serves in isolation.

From these considerations, the non-capacity improvement concepts carried forward included:
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Improving spot locations and chokepoints.
Safety improvements.
Improving/creating intermodal connectivity.
Improving transportation communication and technology.

5.2 Tier 1 Alternatives Carried Forward to Tier 2 EA
The previously discussed capacity improvement concepts and non-capacity improvement concepts
combined to create 47 ICSs that were evaluated based on seven criteria:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Ability to accommodate demand.
Ability to enhance modal choices.
Ability to reduce SOV share and support TDM.
Generalized physical width.
Space efficiency.
Generalized planning-level cost.
Cost per incremental person-trip accommodated.

and Error! Reference source not found. show the results of the Tier 1 EIS evaluation across the
aforementioned categories for the 47 ICSs. The 10 highest performing ICSs in each category are
highlighted in yellow, while the 10 lowest performing ICSs are shown in blue. Six of the 47 ICSs had four
or more top 10 categories. The top performing ICSs were advanced for consideration in the Tier 2 EA.
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ABILITY TO REDUCE SOV
SHARE AND SUPPORT TDM4

GENERALIZED PHYSICAL
WIDTH (FEET)5

SPACE EFFICIENCY6

0.54

0.08

0.25

91

0.60

NA

NA

1: GP (12) Only
2: ML1 Only

1.06
0.71

0.08
0.11

0.40
0.39

175
91

0.61
0.78

$3,854
$1,107

$4,900
$4,300

3: ML2 Only

0.94

0.53

0.65

111

0.85

$1,901

$3,100

4: Metrorail Only
5: LRT Only

0.69
0.59

0.23
0.12

0.40
0.29

103
106

0.67
0.56

$2,123
$1,216

$9,100
$16,400

6: BRT Only

0.60

0.13

0.30

117

0.51

$412

$4,700

7: VRE Only
8: GP (8) + ML1

0.55
1.02

0.08
0.11

0.25
0.48

91
143

0.60
0.71

$53
$3,502

$8,900
$4,800

9: GP (4) + ML2

1.06

0.53

0.69

130

0.82

$2,754

$3,500

10: GP (8) + Metrorail
11: GP (10) + LRT

1.01
1.00

0.23
0.12

0.49
0.42

158
173

0.64
0.58

$4,626
$4,276

$6,400
$6,100

12: GP (10) + BRT

1.02

0.13

0.43

186

0.55

$3,556

$4,800

13: GP (10) + VRE
14: ML1 + Metrorail

1.02
0.86

0.08
0.27

0.39
0.54

167
103

0.61
0.83

$3,544
$3,229

$4,800
$6,600

15: ML1 + LRT

0.76

0.16

0.44

106

0.71

$2,323

$7,000

16: ML1 + BRT
17: ML1 + VRE

0.77
0.71

0.17
0.12

0.45
0.39

118
91

0.65
0.78

$1,518
$1,160

$4,400
$4,400

18: ML2 + Metrorail

1.09

0.69

0.81

123

0.89

$4,024

$4,800

19: ML2 + LRT
20: ML2 + BRT

0.99
1.00

0.58
0.59

0.70
0.71

126
138

0.78
0.72

$3,118
$2,313

$4,600
$3,300

21: ML2 + VRE

0.94

0.54

0.66

111

0.85

$1,955

$3,200

22: Metrorail + VRE
23: LRT + VRE

0.70
0.59

0.23
0.13

0.40
0.30

103
106

0.68
0.56

$2,176
$1,269

$9,100
$15,800

24: BRT + VRE

0.60

0.14

0.31

117

0.51

$465

$5,000

25: GP (6) + ML1 + Metrorail
26: GP (8) + ML1 + LRT

1.03
1.04

0.27
0.16

0.59
0.52

135
153

0.76
0.68

$4,689
$4,457

$6,300
$5,900

27: GP (8) + ML1 + BRT

1.03

0.17

0.53

162

0.64

$3,546

$4,700

28: GP (8) + ML1 + VRE

1.03
1.11

0.12
0.69

0.49
0.81

143
127

0.72
0.87

$3,555
$4,204

$4,800
$4,900

1.07

0.58

0.73

141

0.76

$3,769

$4,600

1.08
1.05

0.59
0.54

0.74
0.69

152
129

0.71
0.82

$2,983
$2,764

$3,600
$3,500

1.01

0.23

0.50

157

0.64

$4,625

$6,500

0.87
1.10

0.27
0.69

0.55
0.81

103
123

0.84
0.89

$3,282
$4,077

$6,600
$4,800

29: GP (2) + ML2 + Metrorail
30: GP (4) + ML2 + LRT
31: GP (4) + ML2 + BRT
32: GP (4) + ML2 + VRE
33: GP (8) + Metrorail + VRE
34: ML1 + Metrorail + VRE
35: ML2 + Metrorail + VRE
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ABILITY TO ACCOMMODATE
TOTAL DEMAND2

ABILITY TO ENHANCE
MODAL CHOICES3

ABILITY TO REDUCE SOV
SHARE AND SUPPORT TDM4

GENERALIZED PHYSICAL
WIDTH (FEET)5

SPACE EFFICIENCY6

GENERALIZED PLANNINGLEVEL COST ($MILLIONS)7

COST PER INCREMENTAL
PERSON-TRIP
ACCOMMODATED8

Figure 5.3: Tier 1 EIS Evaluation of 47 Concepts (Part 2)

36: GP (10) + LRT + VRE

1.01

0.13

0.42

173

0.58

$4,320

$6,100

37: ML1 + LRT + VRE
38: ML2 + LRT + VRE

0.76
0.99

0.17
0.58

0.44
0.71

106
126

0.71
0.78

$2,376
$3,171

$7,100
$4,600

39: GP (10) + BRT + VRE

1.01

0.14

0.43

184

0.55

$3,497

$4,900

40: ML1 + BRT + VRE
41: ML2 + BRT + VRE

0.77
1.00

0.17
0.59

0.45
0.72

118
138

0.65
0.73

$1,571
$2,366

$4,500
$3,400

42: GP (6) + ML1 + Metrorail + VRE

1.02

0.27

0.59

133

0.77

$4,654

$6,300

43: GP (6) + ML1 + LRT + VRE
44: GP (8) + ML1 + BRT + VRE

1.02
1.04

0.17
0.17

0.52
0.53

150
162

0.68
0.64

$4,381
$3,599

$6,000
$4,800

45: GP (0) + ML2 + Metrorail + VRE

1.06

0.69

0.80

121

0.88

$3,984

$5,000

46: GP (4) + ML2 + LRT + VRE
47: GP (4) + ML2 + BRT + VRE

1.06
1.08

0.58
0.59

0.73
0.74

139
152

0.76
0.71

$3,727
$3,036

$4,700
$3,700

CAPACITY
IMPROVEMENT
CONCEPT SCENARIO 1

NA – the No-Build alternative carries zero incremental trips, so this measure is undefined.
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CHAPTER 6 MAINLINE AND ACCESS-POINT ALTERNATIVES
DEVELOPED DURING THE TIER 2 EA
In July 2014, the Tier 2 Environmental Assessment (EA) analysis began. Alternatives analyzed during the
Tier 2 EA combine improvement concepts from the Tier 1 Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) with
other safety and operational improvements. The Tier 2 EA evaluates site-specific conditions and the
potential effects the proposed improvements would have on air quality, noise, neighborhoods, parks,
recreation areas, historic properties, threatened and endangered species habitats, and wetlands and
streams. The Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) is focused on minimizing the footprint of the
project while determining the most effective and viable transportation solutions for the I-66 corridor.

6.1 Range of Improvement Concepts Considered
Amid the improvement concept scenarios (ICSs) carried forward from the Tier 1 EIS to the Tier 2 EA,
focus remained constant along the following improvement goals:
§
§
§
§

Reduce congestion on I-66 by increasing capacity.
Provide new, predictable travel choices.
Enhance safety and travel predictability
Deliver innovative transportation solutions that are cost effective in a timely manner.

6.2 Planning and Operational Assumptions
Several assumptions were required to complete the analysis of improvement concepts carried forward
into the Tier 2 EA. First, the general location of future highway and transit improvements were required to
be within the I-66 corridor, with the exception of the Virginia Railway Express (VRE) extension
improvement, which was not included as part of this study. Next, the concept must meet, or at least
partially meet, the Purpose and Need elements identified as part of the Tier 1 National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) study. Additionally, all reasonable measures should be taken to minimize right-of-way
impacts throughout the I-66 corridor. In accordance with NEPA, additional assumptions include:
§
§
§
§
§

For capacity improvement projects, the current number of regular lanes must be maintained
during AM and PM rush hours.
Rapid Bus Service (RBS) will be advanced along with other bus service recommendations from
the I-66 Transit TDM Technical Report.
Safety and operational (non-capacity) improvements can move forward independently or in
conjunction with capacity improvements.
The alternatives cannot preclude other concepts, including the consideration of Metrorail
extension in the right-of-way.
The concept must be feasible to implement in a reasonable timeframe.

The dimensions of design features (e.g., lane and shoulder widths) were guided by established design
criteria for interstate highways and were used to develop typical cross sections for the proposed roadway.
Potential access points to the Express Lanes were identified by considering existing access points to the
current high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes, existing interchanges, other existing crossroads where
access to the express lanes might be advantageous, and, in several instances, locations where a new
crossroad might provide an advantageous connection. Potential interchange improvements were guided
by the need to provide adequate connectivity between crossroads and both the general purpose lanes
and Express Lanes of I-66.
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Transit elements were developed in close coordination with the Transit Technical Advisory Group (TTAG)
comprised of state and local transit agencies and transit providers. The Transit/TDM Technical Report
describes the development process in more detail.
The proposed build alternatives include elements that represent 6 of the 10 improvement concepts
advanced out of the I-66 Tier 1 Record of Decision (ROD). Three of the remaining concepts from the
ROD included dedicated travelways for Metrorail, light rail, and/or bus rapid transit (BRT). The proposed
project is advancing so as not to preclude a future extension of Metrorail or other major transit
investments within the corridor. The remaining concept, the VRE extension to Haymarket, is continuing as
a separate Tier 2 study.

6.3 Mainline Roadway Configurations
The conclusion of the Tier 1 EIS study determined the need to improve the I-66 corridor to at least a
10-lane divided highway with improved interchanges and additional direct access at certain locations to
alleviate congestion and improve safety. Various configurations of a 10-lane facility with improved
interchanges and additional access were developed, analyzed, and evaluated for this study. The following
five roadway improvement concepts were determined to be the top performing concepts for analysis:
§
§
§
§
§

Two managed lanes + Metrorail extension.
Two managed lanes + Metrorail extension + VRE extension.
One general purpose lane + two managed lanes + Metrorail extension.
Two general purpose lanes + two managed lanes + Rapid Bus Service (RBS) + VRE extension.
Two general purpose lanes + two managed lanes + RBS.

Each concept was scoped with elements outlined contributing to the overall ICS. The two managed lanes
(Express Lanes), consist of converting the existing HOV lane and constructing an additional Express
Lane, resulting in two Express Lanes. The existing HOV lane requirement will be converted from
operating as HOV-2+ (requiring at least two occupants per vehicle) to operating as HOV-3+ (requiring at
least three occupants per vehicle) by 2020, consistent with the region’s Constrained Long Range Plan
(CLRP).
Vehicles traveling in the Express Lanes can either travel freely or pay for travel through a congestionbased toll, aligning with similar regional protocol. Drivers traveling with three or more occupants, including
transit buses, can travel in the Express Lanes for free at any time. Drivers traveling with less than three
occupants will be required to pay the variable toll rate to enter the Express Lanes for travel. The general
purpose lanes will not have tolls and will be open to all traffic. Auxiliary general purpose lanes will be
constructed providing ramp-to-ramp connections for up to three general purpose lanes.
RBS and other multimodal improvements will offer high frequency of service beyond AM and PM peak
hours. They will be allowed to travel in Express Lanes to maintain predictable travel times for commuters.
Additionally, there will be improved access to park-and-ride facilities, incorporating elements of TDM. RBS
will advance concepts from the 2009 DRPT I-66 Transit and TDM Study to assist in maximizing corridor
capacity by increasing person throughput. Additional park-and-ride facilities will be served by the RBS,
with direct-access opportunities from park-and-ride facilities to Express Lanes. Long-term possibilities
include providing parallel service to Metrorail, which is already near capacity.
Mainline roadway configuration concepts/typical sections were narrowed down to two alternatives,
Alternative 1 and Alternative 2.
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6.3.1 Alternative 1
Alternative 1 consists of a 2-foot concrete barrier-separated section with 12-foot shoulders and a 42-foot
center median for potential future center transit, with auxiliary lanes providing ramp-to-ramp connections if
needed. A total of four full shoulders would be provided in each direction. This typical section width is 266
feet from edge of shoulder to edge of shoulder, increasing to 290 feet with auxiliary lanes between
interchanges.

6.3.2 Alternative 2
Alternative 2 has three configurations. Each configuration uses a 4-foot flexible bollard buffer system to
separate the Express Lanes from the general purpose lanes. The plastic bollards used in a barrierseparated system consist of a series of painted lightweight plastic tubes, often with reflective coating,
attached to the roadway with adhesive. The bollards are flexible and can be hit a certain number of times
before breaking down. This type of barrier system requires less right-of-way compared to other barrier
systems and can allow emergency and maintenance vehicles to drive over them as necessary in
response to incidents. They do not provide physical protection, can be damaged through snow removal,
and can require regular removal of built-up roadway debris.
Alternative 2A consists of a 42-foot center median for potential future center transit, corresponding
additional width for future Metrorail stations, and auxiliary lanes providing ramp-to-ramp connections, if
needed. A total of two shoulders will be provided in each direction. The Express Lanes will have a full
shoulder on the left and the general purpose lanes will have a full shoulder on the right. The Alternative
2A typical section width is 246 feet from edge of shoulder to edge of shoulder, including auxiliary lanes
between interchanges. Crossover ramps and direct-access ramps are provided at strategic locations to
provide motorists the option of using the general purpose or Express Lanes and to optimize the use of the
facilities. All interchange improvement alternatives and selected direct-access locations are incorporated
in this alternative. Collector-distributor roads will be provided at selected interchanges to reduce conflicts
with the mainline traffic. Sufficient acceleration and deceleration lane lengths also will be provided for
merging and exiting traffic to improve safety and operation.
Alternative 2B consists of a median barrier separating eastbound and westbound travel lanes and
auxiliary lanes providing ramp-to-ramp connections if needed. The Alternative 2B typical section width is
206 feet from edge of shoulder to edge of shoulder, including auxiliary lanes between interchanges.
Alternative 2C is similar to Alternative 2A but providing space for future Metrorail extension stations by
increasing the median width from 42 feet from Alternative 2A to 60 feet in the locations future Metrorail
stations are anticipated.
The I-66 corridor is not expected to have the same alternative throughout the entire corridor. Figure 6.1
shows the typical sections for each of the mainline alternatives considered.
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Figure 6.1: Typical Sections of Mainline Alternatives
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6.3.3 Mainline Alternative Configuration Evaluation
The mainline configuration concepts were evaluated based on the following criteria:
§
§
§

§
§
§
§

Right-of-way impacts: Planning-level comparison of the quantity of property impacts (number of
partially impacted properties and number of total takes with relocation required).
Major utility impacts: Tabulation of number of major utilities impacted, limited to electric, water,
and gas transmission facilities.
Environmental impacts [including Section 106, Section 4(f), 6(f), etc.]: Planning-level
comparison of the impacts to the natural and human environment (i.e., parks and recreational
lands, water bodies and wetlands, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and historic sites or cultural
resources); and qualitative comparison of potential noise impacts on residential areas and
sensitive receptors related to increased traffic located closer to adjacent properties.
Safety: Qualitative discussion of the relative safety advantages and disadvantages of each
concept.
Fixed guideway transit: Qualitative assessment of operational, physical, and financial factors of
the provision of future fixed guideway transit (Metrorail, LRT, or BRT).
Geometric design feasibility: A qualitative review of the number and size of bridges needed,
project constructability, design waivers needed, and ability to reuse existing pavement.
Relative cost: A planning-level cost comparison between the various mainline cross section
improvement concepts.

Due to the significant right-of-way impact, Alternative 1 was eliminated from further engineering
consideration by project stakeholders. Alternative 2C was eliminated after Alternative 2A was modified to
include the median “bump outs” to provide for future Metrorail stations, resulting in Alternative 2C being a
redundant alternative. Alternatives 2A and 2B were advanced for further analysis.

6.4 Direct Express Lane Access Points and Crossovers
Access points to and from the Express Lanes will be needed to implement the Express Lanes element of
the project. The screening of access-point alternatives consists of three steps:
1. A travel demand test.
2. A geometric analysis of access-point feasibility.
3. A planning-level analysis of the alternatives.

6.4.1 Access Locations Considered
Twenty-one potential access-point locations were identified throughout the I-66 corridor. These accesspoint locations were compared against each other to determine which locations to carry forward in
analysis and which to dismiss from further consideration. The 21 access-point locations considered were:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

US 15 (James Madison Highway).
US 15 Slip Ramps between US 15 and US 29 (Gainesville).
US 29 Gainesville (Lee Highway).
University Boulevard.
Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway).
Balls Ford Road park-and-ride.
Route 234 Business (Sudley Road).
Slip Ramps between Route 234 Business and US 29 (Centreville).
US 29 Centreville (Lee Highway).
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Route 28 (Sully Road).
Slip Ramps between Route 28 and Stringfellow Road.
Stringfellow Road (east facing only).
Fairfax County Parkway.
Monument Drive.
US 50 (Lee Jackson Highway).
Slip Ramps between US 50 and Route 123.
Route 123 (Chain Bridge Road).
Vaden Drive/Vienna Metrorail station.
Route 243 (Nutley Street).
Dunn Loring Slip Ramps (between Route 243 and I-495).
I-495 (general purpose lanes and Express Lanes).

6.4.2 Access Location Sensitivity Analysis
A travel demand test was utilized to screen access-point locations throughout the I-66 corridor. The travel
demand test consisted of the Tier 2 Traffic and Revenue Model for the AM peak period and the 2040
No-Build trip tables. If the access point possessed minimal demand, it was eliminated from further
consideration. Geometric analysis also was conducted for access-point feasibility. Access location, type,
and number of ramp lanes all were considered as part of the geometric analysis. If a fatal flaw was
discovered, the access point was eliminated from further consideration.
The I-66 corridor access points were compared using a sensitivity analysis, presented in Figure 6.2. The
following criteria were used to objectively measure the impact of each access point:
§

Traffic demand on Express Lanes ramps:
- Worst: demand greater than 1,200 vehicles per hour.
- Poor: demand from 900 to 1,200 vehicles per hour.
- Medium: demand from 600 to 900 vehicles per hour.
- Good: demand from 300 to 600 vehicles per hour.
- Best: demand less than 300 vehicles per hour.

§

Traffic operations (ratio of volume to capacity):
- Worst: V/C > 1
- Poor: 0.84 < V/C < 1
- Medium: 0.7 < V/C < 0.84
- Good: 0.5 < V/C < 0.7
- Best: V/C < 0.5

§

Transit accommodations:
- Connections to existing and planned transit stations or transfer points.
- Connections to existing and planned park-and-ride facilities.
- Facilitation of planned transit service.
- Existing or projected transit demand.

§

Right-of-way impacts:
- Worst: residential relocation.
- Medium: other significant property impact.
- Best: minimal land-only impact or no land impact.
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§

Environmental impacts:
- Worst: major Section 4(f) and/or Section 106, etc.
- Medium: wetlands, floodplains, etc.
- Best: minor impacts.

§

Ramp Spacing (from ramp gore to ramp gore):
- Worst: insufficient weave distance [low level of service (LOS)].
- Medium: sufficient weave distance (mid-level LOS).
- Best: sufficient weave distance (high LOS).

§

Interchange Spacing (from arterial center line to center line):
- Worst: requires design exception, less than 1 mile center line to center line.
- Medium: less than 1.5 miles but great than 1 mile center line to center line.
- Best: greater than 1.5 miles center line to center line.

§

Geometric design feasibility (constraints, utilities, etc.):
- Worst: requires design exception(s).
- Medium: requires design waiver(s).
- Best: fully compliant design.

§

Relative cost (order of magnitude):
- Worst: more than $150 million.
- Poor: from $100 million to $150 million.
- Medium: from $50 million to $100 million.
- Good: from $10 million to $50 million.
- Best: less than $10 million.

May 12, 2015

6.4.3 Results of Access Location Sensitivity Testing
The results of the processes to screen various access points is shown in Figure 6.1. This sensitivity
analysis table provides a high-level overview of the strengths and weaknesses of each existing and
potential access-point location.
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Figure 6.2: Sensitivity Analysis at Access Points
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In addition to the sensitivity analysis, further discussion detailing the pros and cons of each potential
access-point location is summarized below. This overall screening process resulted in the narrowing
down of potential access-point locations used in two distinct corridor alternatives of access points studied
as part of the system-wide traffic analyses.

6.4.3.1 US 15 (James Madison Highway)
§

§

§

Pros:
- A flyover option east of US 15 is able to capture additional traffic in comparison to a western
connection and is geometrically feasible.
- The proposed eastern connection is similar to an existing interchange in the Washington, DC,
area.
- Interfaces with planned park-and-ride facility and a future VRE connection.
- Provides access to Express Lanes as the western terminus of the project.
Cons:
- Providing a connection west of US 15 is very costly and is not geometrically feasible.
- Due to the diverging diamond interchange that is currently under construction, direct access
to US 15 is difficult.
Decision: Considered in Alternatives 2A and 2B.

6.4.3.2 US 15 Slip Ramps [between US 15 and US 29 (Gainesville)]
§
§

§

Pros: No significant advantages.
Cons:
- Spacing available between University Boulevard connection and ramps is not feasible.
- Direct access to Express Lanes is preferred over slip ramps through general purpose lanes
for ease of transit access.
Decision: Altered and included in Alternative 2A as a component of the US 15 interchange.

6.4.3.3 US 29 – Gainesville (Lee Highway)
§
§

§

Pros: No significant advantages.
Cons:
- Not geometrically feasible (right-of-way conflicts).
- Spacing available between University Boulevard connection and ramps between US 15 and
US 29 is not feasible.
- Signage needed to direct traffic.
Decision: Removed from study alternatives.

6.4.3.4 University Boulevard
§

Pros:
- Important connection due to the VRE connection and proposed park-and-ride facilities.
- Proposed connection is geometrically feasible and cost effective.
o Utilizing the available median allows the maintenance of traffic (MOT) to be cost effective.
o Provides access from all directions.
- Redirects traffic from the US 29 interchange, consistent with the preferred concept to utilize
adjacent arterials for connections to Express Lanes (separates general purpose lanes and
Express Lanes on arterial streets).
- Captures development and high transit demand in area.
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Cons:
- Providing a connection west of US 15 is very costly and is not geometrically feasible.
- Due to the diverging diamond interchange that is currently under construction, direct access
to US 15 is difficult.
Decision: Considered in Alternatives 2A and 2B.

6.4.3.5 Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway)/Cushing Road Park-andRide
§

§

§

Pros:
- Existing park-and-ride facility on Cushing Road.
- High transit demand in area.
Cons:
- Not geometrically feasible due to the proximity of Manassas Battlefield.
- Existing high levels of congestion.
- Compared to Balls Ford Road:
o Park-and-ride facility already exists at Cushing Road.
o Balls Ford Road separates the general purpose lane and Express Lane traffic on arterial
streets.
Decision: Considered in Alternative 2B.

6.4.3.6 Balls Ford Road Park-and-Ride
§

§
§

Pros:
- VDOT already owns right-of-way at the intersection south of Route 234 Business at Balls
Ford Road, so the connection is more cost effective.
- Proposed project park-and-ride facility location.
- Potential location for VRE connection.
- High transit demand in the area.
- Redirects traffic away from Route 234 interchange.
- Connection provides adequate spacing between interchanges.
- Separates general purpose lane and Express Lane traffic on arterial streets.
Cons: N/A
Decision: Considered in Alternatives 2A and 2B.

6.4.3.7 Route 234 Business (Sudley Road)
§

§
§

Pros:
- Proposed project park-and-ride location.
- High transit demand in area.
Cons:
- Too congested to provide access.
Decision: Removed from study alternatives.

6.4.3.8 Bull Run Slip Ramps [between Route 234 Business and US 29
(Centreville)]
§

Pros:
- Existing access road to Bull Run Park parallel to I-66.
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Cons:
- Construction would be difficult due to right-of-way impacts (proximity of Manassas Battlefield,
Bull Run Park, and floodplains).
- Existing drainage issue.
- Low traffic demand.
- Direct access to Express Lanes is preferred over slip ramps through general purpose lanes
for ease of transit access.
Decision: Removed from study alternatives.

6.4.3.9 US 29 – Centreville (Lee Highway)
§

§

§

Pros:
- Proximity to proposed park-and-ride facility in southwest quadrant at the interchange.
- Serves existing transit route with an existing park-and-ride facility.
- High future transit demand in the area.
Cons:
- Right-of-way currently is zoned commercial and would only be purchased if a Metrorail
station is proposed (purchasing would be unlikely and not cost effective).
- Low traffic demand (Route 28 captures the majority of traffic in this area).
- Access spacing is not feasible.
Decision: Removed from study alternatives.

6.4.3.10 Route 28 (Sully Road)
§

§
§

Pros:
- Direct access for Express Lanes provided for all movements, except from west to south and
south to west.
- Highest traffic demand.
- Ramps tied into Express Lanes to the west.
o Flyover ramps provide option for vehicles to leave Express Lanes and return to general
purpose lanes (if priced out).
Cons: N/A
Decision: Considered in Alternatives 2A and 2B.

6.4.3.11 Slip/Flyover Ramps (between Route 28 and Stringfellow Road)
§

§

§

Pros:
- Creates two tolling segments.
- Potentially eliminates direct movements at Route 28.
- Flyover ramps from eastbound and westbound Express Lanes into general purpose lanes
alleviates concern of potential stacking of queues into Express Lanes due to traffic
congestion in general purpose lanes.
Cons:
- Direct access to Express Lanes is preferred over slip ramps through general purpose lanes
for ease of transit access.
Decision: Included in Alternative 2B.
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6.4.3.12 Stringfellow Road (east-facing only)
§

§

§

Pros:
- Potential optimization of existing access.
- Potentially connect to future transit location.
o Ramps could be easily phased to minimize impact to the interchange.
- If remains reversible, does not impact bridge.
- Existing park-and-ride facility served by transit, with expansion under construction.
- Accommodates near-term plans for transit improvements.
Cons:
- If ramp is two-way directional all day, impacts bridge.
- No direct access to Fairfax County Parkway; potentially increases travel time for bus
transfers.
Decision: Considered in Alternatives 2A and 2B.

6.4.3.13 Fairfax County Parkway
§

§

§

Pros:
- High traffic demand.
- Potential for future Express Lane direct access (when interchange is improved).
- Provides connection to proposed HOV system along Fairfax County Parkway.
- Efficiently accommodates Fairfax County future plans for High Quality Transit Network
(HQTN) by providing direct connections (improves reliability and headways).
- Reduces demand on existing (over-capacity) ramps by providing redundant ramp movements
for access to and from the west.
- Improves travel-time reliability and reduces shifts of traffic to signalized arterials of
Stringfellow Road and Monument Drive.
- Provides connection to Fairfax/Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) bus
maintenance facility.
Cons:
- Not cost effective.
- Major right-of-way impacts to surrounding commercial and residential parcels.
- Future interchange configuration concepts are already three levels and Express Lane access
would add additional complexity (more flyover ramps).
o More turbulent traffic flow.
o Potential traffic congestion impacts on the Express Lanes.
o Potential to increase noise-level impacts.
- More traffic demand at Route 28; another connection would negatively affect operations to
the Express Lanes.
- Negatively impacts recently constructed Fairfax County Parkway at Fair Lakes interchange
project.
- No park-and-ride or transit transfer facility identified.
Decision: Removed from study alternatives.

6.4.3.14 Monument Drive:
§

Pros:
- Connection currently exists; public expectations would anticipate the connection to remain.
- High traffic demand in both directions and strong future transit demand.
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- Existing park-and-ride facility served by bus route.
- Potentially connect to future transit location.
Cons:
- Existing interchange would need to be reconfigured to allow for:
o Traffic to enter/exit the Express Lanes simultaneously, as opposed to the existing
reversible operations that vary by time of day.
o Provision of space in the median for future fixed guide-way transit facilities.
- No direct access to Fairfax County Parkway; potentially increases travel time for bus
transfers.
- Disconnect between proposed HOV facility on Fairfax County Parkway and proposed HOV
facility element of the proposed Express Lanes.
- Future HQTN service would require substantial diverting on local arterials, resulting in travel
time increases.
Decision: Considered in Alternatives 2A and 2B.

6.4.3.15 US 50 (Lee Jackson Highway)
§

§
§

Pros:
- Reverse peak traffic demand is higher.
- Facilitates existing transit routes.
Cons:
- Low traffic demand in the peak direction.
Decision: Considered in Alternatives 2A (Express lanes connection) and 2B (improvement to
general purpose interchange only).

6.4.3.16 Slip Ramps between US 50 and Route 123
§
§

§

Pros: N/A
Cons:
- Low traffic demand for direct Express Lanes.
- One of the highest crash “hot spots” along the I-66 corridor, currently experiences substantial
issues with weaving.
- Direct access to Express Lanes is preferred over slip ramps through general purpose lanes
for ease of transit access.
Decision: Removed from study alternatives.

6.4.3.17 Route 123 (Chain Bridge Road)
§
§
§

Pros:
- Serves existing transit routes.
Cons:
- Low traffic demand for direct Express Lanes.
Decision: Considered in Alternatives 2A (improvement to general purpose interchange only) and
2B (Express lanes connection).

6.4.3.18 Vaden Drive/Vienna Metrorail Station
§

Pros:
- An option to the west is feasible without impacting the Vaden Road bridge.
- Critical access point to Vienna Metrorail station.
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Cons: N/A
Decision: Considered in Alternatives 2A and 2B.

6.4.3.19 Route 243 (Nutley Street)
§
§

§

Pros:
- Serves existing Metrorail line.
Cons:
- Low traffic demand for direct Express Lanes.
- Proximity to Vienna Metrorail station makes a direct access point challenging.
- Proximity to the I-495 interchange/end of the I-66 Express Lanes would result in very short
trips, difficult to manage for variable tolling.
Decision: Considered in Alternatives 2A and 2B.

6.4.3.20 Dunn Loring Slip Ramps (between Route 243 and I-495)
§
§
§

Pros: N/A
Cons:
- Low traffic demand for direct Express Lanes.
Decision: Altered and included in Alternative 2B as a proposed flyover ramp west of Gallows
Road from eastbound general purpose lanes to Express Lanes, removing a ramp from the I-495
and I-66 interchange.

6.4.3.21 I-495 (General Purpose Lanes and Express Lanes)
§
§

§

Pros:
- Existing and proposed services between I-495 Express Lanes and I-66 Express Lanes.
Cons:
- Partial access would entail elimination of a direct connection between eastbound I-66 general
purpose lanes and I-495 Express Lanes.
o Would require indirect access using a slip ramp east of Route 243 interchange.
Decision: Considered in Alternatives 2A and 2B.

Following the discussion of pros and cons for each interchange location, direct access-point comparisons
were made between the following potential access-point locations:
§
§
§
§
§

University Boulevard versus US 29 Gainesville (Lee Highway).
Route 28 (Sully Road) versus Slip Ramps at Route 28.
Monument Drive versus US 50 (Lee Jackson Highway).
US 50 versus Route 123 (Chain Bridge Road).
Direct access at Fairfax County Parkway versus Stringfellow Road/Monument Drive.

The proximity between Stringfellow Road, Fairfax County Parkway, and Monument Drive does not meet
the access management spacing requirements. As a result, an Express Lane access point at Fairfax
County Parkway would prevent access-point locations at Stringfellow Road and Monument Drive. An
access point at either Stringfellow Road or Monument Drive would minimize potential projects costs and
impacts at Fairfax County Parkway.
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Figure 6.3: Express Lane Access Points Alternative 2A
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Figure 6.4: Express Lane Access Points Alternative 2B
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Following the evaluation of the 21 access-point locations, several were dismissed from further
consideration. Fully-directional access for all movements was dismissed at Fairfax County Parkway.
Direct connections were dismissed at:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

US 15 Haymarket.
US 29 Gainesville.
Route 234 Business Manassas.
US 29 Centreville (to/from northwest of I-66).
US 50 east/south of I-66.
Route 123 Fairfax.
Route 243 Vienna.

Slip ramp connections were dismissed between:
§
§
§
§

US 15 Haymarket.
Route 234 Business.
US 50 and Route 123 (proposed in lieu of direct access to/from US 50).
Route 243 and I-495 (proposed in lieu of direct connections at I-495 between general purpose
lanes and Express Lanes).

Upon further analysis and discussion with VDOT, the following access point locations in Table 6.1 were
advanced for consideration in the final Build alternatives:
Table 6.1: I-66 Access-Point Locations in Prince William and Fairfax Counties
Prince William County

Fairfax County

US 15 (including slip ramp)

Route 28

University Boulevard

Route 28 and Stringfellow Road (proposed in lieu
of direct access to/from Route 28)

Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway)

Stringfellow Road (HOV access to/from the east)

Balls Ford Road Park-and-Ride

Monument Drive (HOV access to/from the east)
US 50
Route 123
Vaden Drive
Route 243 (Nutley Street)
Dunn Loring
I-495
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CHAPTER 7 INTERCHANGE IMPROVEMENT CONCEPTS
CONSIDERED DURING THE TIER 2 EA
After determining the access-point locations for further consideration, possible geometric configurations
were considered and evaluated at each interchange location. There are eight existing interchanges with
full movements, two interchanges with east-facing access to and from the existing I-66 HOV lanes, and
three new proposed access-point locations. Multiple interchange configurations were considered for:
§
§
§

Locations recognized as existing chokepoints.
Locations with both general purpose lane and Express Lane access.
Locations with new Express Lane access only.

7.1 Existing Interchange Locations
The I-66 corridor from US 15 in Prince William County to I-495 in Fairfax County has interchanges as
shown in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: I-66 Interchanges in Prince William and Fairfax Counties
Prince William County

Fairfax County

US 15

US 29 (Centreville)

US 29 (Gainesville)

Route 28

Route 234 Bypass

Stringfellow Road (HOV access to/from the east)

Route 234 Business

Monument Drive (HOV access to/from the east)
Fairfax County Parkway
US 50
Route 123
Route 243
I-495

The first four interchanges are located in Prince William County, while the remaining nine are located in
Fairfax County. Seven of the interchanges in Fairfax County provide access for the general purpose
lanes and the remaining two interchanges serve high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) traffic to and from the
east at Monument Drive and at Stringfellow Road.
Improvements at two of the interchanges require close coordination with others. The US 15 at I-66
interchange is a Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) Design-Build project that is currently
underway. The design at this location is set and accommodates the future widening of I-66 anticipated as
part of this project. The consultant for the Route 28 and I-66 interchange project developed preliminary
layouts which included connections to the managed lanes on I-66. Those concepts have been integrated
into this project and work on that project has ceased. Any future concepts, design, or construction of the
Route 28 at I-66 interchange will move forward as part of this project.
As a part of the interchange evaluation process, several studied interchanges are proposed to serve a
combination of general purpose and Express Lane traffic.
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7.2 Proposed Interchange Locations
In addition to the existing interchanges, new interchanges are proposed to serve corridor traffic at the
following locations:
§
§
§

University Boulevard.
Balls Ford Road/Bull Run.
Vaden Drive.

These interchanges were identified during the sensitivity analysis of the access points described in
Section 6.4.3.

7.3 Interchange Concepts Considered
Several improvement concepts were developed for each interchange location using an incremental
improvement approach to address safety, capacity, and operational requirements to minimize
right-of-way, environmental, and cost impacts. The Appendix provides graphics of each concept
considered at each of the location along with a list of pros and cons for each concept. The Appendix also
provides decision chronicles for each of the concepts for reference and additional information.

7.4 Segment 1
7.4.1 US 15/I-66 Interchange
7.4.1.1 Existing Condition
Slated to begin construction in the spring of 2015 as a Design-Build project, the US 15/I-66 interchange
will be reconstructed as a Diverging Diamond Interchange (DDI) to relieve congestion and enhance
capacity of the interchange to improve traffic flow and safety.
As proposed and depicted in Figure 7.1, the US 15/I-66 DDI will consist of:
§
§
§
§
§

Two longer bridges for US 15 with two crossover intersections.
Ramp improvements, which include a spur ramp from westbound I-66 to northbound US 15.
Improvements on US 15 from just north of the railroad tracks to just south of Heathcote
Boulevard.
Intersection improvements at the US 15/Heathcote and US 15/US 55 intersections to construct
additional turn lanes.
A 10-foot-wide shared-use path on the east side of US 15 for pedestrian and bicycle use.
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Figure 7.1: US 15 – DDI Alternative

Several I-66 Express Lanes access configurations were developed and considered at the US 15/I-66
interchange, described in more detail below.

Concept 1
During the design process, several flyover locations and alignments were developed and assessed for
the potential impacts to adjacent properties. As a result of this process, Concept 1 was selected as the
preferred dual flyover ramp design concept. Concept 1 proposes general purpose lane access to and
from the Express Lanes via at-grade merge/diverge movements approximately 300 feet east of the
existing US 15 overpass. Additional access to the Express Lanes in both directions is proposed via direct
connection flyover ramps that will provide access to/from US 15 as well as the existing general purpose
lanes.
As part of the US 15 DDI project, a two-lane entry ramp is proposed for US 15 access onto the eastbound
general purpose lanes. This two-lane entry ramp will transition down to one lane approximately 1,850 feet
downstream of the entry ramp gore point on the eastbound general purpose lanes. As part of Concept 1,
the remaining entry ramp lane will then transition into a flyover ramp that will join the eastbound Express
Lanes as an added lane approximately 4,400 feet east of the existing Jefferson Street overpass. The
proposed location of the eastbound flyover ramp will provide approximately 2,900 feet of weave area for
US 15 and general purpose traffic to access the downstream flyover ramp or general purpose lanes. The
proposed eastbound flyover ramp will join with the single Express Lane added upstream near the
US 15 interchange to complete the two-lane eastbound Express Lanes facility without the need for any
merge or weave movements.
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In the westbound direction, a full auxiliary lane will be constructed between US 29 and US 15. The flyover
ramp from the westbound Express Lanes proposed in this alternative would join this auxiliary lane
approximately 600 feet east of the Jefferson Street overpass as an added lane, creating a two-lane
auxiliary lane section from this point to the US 15 exit ramp from the general purpose lanes. At the
location where the flyover ramp diverges from the westbound Express Lanes, located approximately
3,000 feet east of the Jefferson Street overpass, one Express Lane would continue downstream before
merging with the general purpose lane as a left-lane merge approximately 400 feet east of the US 15
overpass. At the point where the proposed westbound flyover Express Lanes ramp would join the
westbound auxiliary lane, approximately 1,600 feet of weave area would be provided to accommodate US
15 and general purpose movements.

Concept 2.1
Concept 2.1 consists of a single-lane, direct connection flyover ramp that would connect northbound US
15 traffic to the eastbound Express Lanes. The proposed flyover ramp would originate approximately 440
feet north of the existing US 15/Route 55 intersection as a diverge movement from a proposed auxiliary
lane. The Express Lanes ramp would then fly over the proposed general purpose lanes ramps from the
US 15 DDI and would transition down to ground level in the existing median area separating the
eastbound and westbound I-66 general purpose lanes prior to the existing Jefferson Street overpass.
Access from the southbound direction on US 15 would not be accommodated with this alternative.

Concept 2.2
Concept 2.2 consists of a variation of the access concept proposed in Concept 2.1—this alternative shifts
the access point to the proposed Express Lane flyover ramp farther north to tie in with the proposed DDI
interchange. With this concept, the access point to the proposed Express Lanes flyover ramp would be
located at the proposed US 15/I-66 eastbound ramps intersection and would involve a right-turn
movement immediately downstream from the proposed northbound US 15 ramp to the eastbound I-66
general purpose lanes. The proposed flyover ramp would then follow the same general alignment as
described in Concept 2.1 above. Similar to Concept 2.1, access from the southbound direction on
US 15 would not be accommodated with this alternative.

Concept 2.3
Concept 2.3 is designed to work in conjunction with Concept 2.1 or Concept 2.2 to provide access to the
Express Lanes from both directions on US 15. While Concepts 2.1 and 2.2 provide access from
northbound US 15, Concept 2.3 would provide access from southbound US 15. This new access ramp to
the Express Lanes would be in the form of an additional exclusive left-turn lane on the east side of the
reconstructed US 15 overpass that would diverge from the southbound US 15 lanes immediately
upstream of the southbound US 15 ramp to the eastbound I-66 general purpose lanes. The proposed
Express Lane ramp in this alternative would then connect with either Concept 2.1 or Concept 2.2 ramp
prior to flying over the existing general purpose lanes.

Concept 3
Concept 3 provides access to US 15 from the Express Lanes via a direct connection flyover ramp that
connects to the proposed westbound general purpose ramp to US 15. The proposed flyover ramp would
diverge from the westbound Express Lanes as a left-lane exit, approximately 300 feet east of the
Jefferson Street overpass. The ramp would then parallel the Express Lanes for approximately 600 feet
before flying over the westbound Express Lanes and general purpose lanes before merging with the
proposed general purpose ramp as a right-lane merge. Where the proposed Express Lanes flyover ramp
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ties into the general purpose ramp, a weave area of just over 200 feet is available for Express or general
purpose vehicles to reach their ultimate destination.

Concept 4
Concept 4 proposes similar access to that described in Concept 2 in providing southbound US 15 access
to the Express Lanes via a direct connection from the proposed I-66/US 15 DDI. Additionally, Concept 4
provides access to the Express Lanes for northbound US 15 traffic via an exclusive right-turn lane located
just north of the US 15/Route 55 intersection as described in Concept 2.1. The proposed Express Lanes
ramps from the US 15 DDI would transition to one lane and join with the eastbound Express Lanes as an
added lane, creating a two-lane facility in the eastbound direction for the remainder of the corridor. With
this added lane, Express Lanes traffic on US 15 would not conflict with Express Lanes traffic that entered
the facility upstream of US 15, providing seamless, high-speed travel downstream along the corridor.
Additionally, this concept provides access to US 15 via a proposed flyover from the westbound Express
Lanes facility. With this concept, the proposed flyover ramp would diverge from the westbound Express
Lanes as a dropped lane approximately 200 feet east of the existing Jefferson Street overpass. The ramp
would then fly over the existing general purpose lanes and join with the existing westbound exit ramp to
US 15 as a right-lane merge. With this option, approximately 350 feet would be provided to allow for
weaving movements on the US 15 exit ramp between general purpose and Express Lanes traffic
attempting to access northbound or southbound US 15.
As noted above, the proposed flyover ramp would diverge from the Express Lanes as a dropped lane,
leaving one Express Lane to continue downstream towards US 15. This remaining westbound Express
Lane would then terminate downstream of US 15 as a left-lane merge.

Concept 5
Concept 5 provides access to the Express Lanes in the area of the US 15 interchange via a proposed atgrade slip ramp from the existing eastbound General Purpose lanes to the proposed eastbound Express
Lanes. This proposed slip ramp, located approximately 4,100 feet east of the Jefferson Street overpass,
would originate as a diverge movement from the general purpose lane as a left-side exit and begin the
Express Lanes approximately 1,500 feet downstream. The proposed slip ramp would exit the general
purpose lanes as a one-lane ramp and widen to a two-lane facility upon entering the I-66 median area.
Additionally, as part of Concept 5, another slip ramp is proposed from the westbound Express Lanes to
the westbound General Purpose lanes, which would represent the western termini of the Express Lanes
facility. The two-lane, westbound Express Lane facility would transition down to one lane approximately
1,900 feet upstream of the proposed left-side merge with the general purpose lanes. The proposed merge
point between the proposed slip ramp and the westbound general purpose lanes would be located
approximately 3,600 feet east of the Jefferson Street overpass.

Concept 6
This concept is geometrically similar to Concept 3 in that it provides a flyover ramp from the westbound
Express Lanes that joins with the existing US 15 exit ramp from the westbound general purpose lanes as
a right-lane merge. Concept 6 differs from Concept 3 through adding an exclusive, single-lane ramp that
would connect to a proposed parking lot facility located north of the US 15 interchange.
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Concept 7
Concept 7 provides access to the eastbound Express Lanes facility through the addition of a flyover loop
ramp from the proposed entry ramp to the eastbound general purpose lanes from the US 15 DDI. As
proposed, the flyover loop ramp would originate from the eastbound general purpose entry ramp from US
15 as an exclusive right-turn lane located approximately 400 feet downstream of the proposed junction of
the US 15 northbound and southbound ramps from the interchange. The proposed Express Lanes flyover
loop ramp would then diverge from the general purpose entry ramp and flyover the US 15 ramp and
existing eastbound general purpose lanes before dropping down in the existing I-66 median area to join
with the eastbound Express Lanes. The proposed ramp would join the Express Lanes as an added lane
approximately 300 feet west of the existing Jefferson Street overpass, requiring no merging movements
to proceed downstream on the eastbound Express Lanes.

Concept 8
Concept 8 proposes access to and from the Express Lanes via two different access points; one at-grade
connection west of the existing Antioch Road overpass, and one grade-separated connection located just
west of the US 15 overpass. In the eastbound direction, the Express Lanes facility will begin as a onelane facility from a left-lane diverge movement from the existing general purpose lanes located
approximately 400 feet west of the existing Antioch Road overpass. In the westbound direction, the
Express Lanes will end as a single-lane, left-lane merge movement with the existing general purpose
lanes approximately 1,700 feet downstream of the exiting Antioch Drive overpass.
Additional Express Lanes access for the US 15 interchange area is proposed via a new overpass serving
a new roadway that will link Heathcote Boulevard to Route 55. The proposed roadway will serve to
provide access to potential park-and-ride facilities on either side of I-66 and provide an additional northsouth connection for the area. As proposed, the southern terminus of the new roadway would be at the
intersection of Route 55 and Charles Street with the northern terminus located at the intersection of
Heathcote Boulevard and Rosemont Manor Drive. Access to the Express Lanes is proposed via a midspan intersection that would provide east- and west-facing ramps for access to the Express Lanes. The
east-facing ramps would serve as an added lane for the eastbound Express Lanes facility and a dropped
lane for the westbound Express Lanes. The west-facing ramps would diverge or merge with the
eastbound and westbound Express Lanes facility as left-side acceleration or deceleration lanes,
respectively. It is envisioned that the proposed Express Lanes ramp intersection would require the
installation of a traffic signal and exclusive turn lanes on the bridge structure. Depending on projected
traffic volumes, additional traffic signals may be required at the northern and southern terminus
intersections. With this concept, no direct connections to US 15 are provided.

7.4.2 US 29 (Gainesville)/I-66 Interchange
7.4.2.1 Existing Condition
US 29 is a four-lane, divided north-south roadway that runs from the North Carolina border through
Washington, DC. Within the project area, US 29 has two different classifications; south of I-66 to US 15
it is classified as an Urban Other Principal Arterial and between I-66 and Route 234, US 29 is classified
as an Urban Minor Arterial.
The existing interchange is a partial clover leaf interchange with three loop ramps and one directional
flyover ramp from westbound I-66 to southbound US 29. A collector-distributor (C-D) road is provided only
in the eastbound direction along I-66. Currently under construction and scheduled to open in the summer
of 2015, the US 29/Linton Hall interchange project will modify the westbound I-66 to southbound US 29
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directional ramp to provide access from I-66 to the new Single Point Urban Interchange (SPUI) at the
existing intersection of US 29 and Route 55/Linton Hall Road.
As documented in the I-66 Tier 1 Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), the weave distance
between the US 29 (Gainesville) C-D road to eastbound I-66 and the off-ramp to Route 234 Bypass
(Prince William Parkway) is less than 2,800 feet, which does not meet current American Association of
State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) design standards. While the crash rates along this
section of I-66 do not exceed statewide averages, the decreased weave space between interchanges
creates additional mainline friction and decreases overall operations and safety.

Concept 1
This concept consists of constructing single-lane flyover ramps for access to the eastbound I-66 Express
Lanes from northbound US 29 and from the westbound Express Lanes to southbound US 29. The flyover
ramp from US 29 northbound to the eastbound Express Lanes would originate from the left lane on the
existing northbound US 29 to eastbound I-66 general purpose entry ramp and join with the eastbound
Express Lanes as a left-lane merge. The flyover ramp from the westbound Express Lanes would originate
as a left-side exit from the Express Lanes and join the existing two-lane directional ramp from the
westbound I-66 general purpose lanes to southbound US 29 as a right-lane merge.
Construction of the westbound Express Lane flyover to southbound US 29 would require reconstruction of
the existing northbound US 29 loop ramp to the westbound I-66 general purpose lanes. The proposed
flyover ramp would result in a tighter loop radius and potential widening of the bridge structure over US 29
that carries the existing two-lane directional ramp from westbound I-66 to southbound US 29 and the
single-lane ramp from northbound US 29 to the westbound I-66 general purpose lanes.
Additionally, construction of the eastbound Express Lane flyover from northbound US 29 would require
the eastbound general purpose lanes to be shifted south to provide for proper ramp design and sufficient
acceleration distance to merge with the eastbound Express Lanes.
Ultimately, with the two mainline alternatives, it was decided that no direct access would be provided to
the I-66 Express Lanes via the US 29/I-66 interchange; however, direct access to the I-66 Express Lanes
is proposed via University Boulevard.

7.4.3 University Boulevard
7.4.3.1 Existing Condition
Opened in 2006, University Boulevard is a 1.3-mile, four-lane roadway that connects US 29 and
Wellington Road east of the US 29/I-66 interchange. Existing traffic control at the northern and southern
termini of University Boulevard is in the form of traffic signal control. According to the 2008 Prince William
County Comprehensive Plan published on April 16, 2013, University Boulevard is planned as a four-lane,
Minor Arterial that will extend from its current intersection at Wellington Road to Nokesville Road in
Manassas, Virginia.

Concept 1
Currently, direct access in either direction to and from the I-66 general purpose lanes is not provided at
University Boulevard; however, access to the Express Lanes was desired for the Gainesville area to
serve the highly residential areas located north and south of I-66. As such, for the two mainline
alternatives—Alternative 2A, which reserves space in the I-66 median for potential transit expansion, and
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Alternative 2B, which does not reserve space in the I-66 median for transit expansion—direct access to
and from the I-66 Express Lanes would be provided at University Boulevard via east-facing ramps serving
eastbound and westbound I-66 Express Lanes traffic only. It is envisioned that the proposed east-facing
ramps would terminate at a signalized intersection at University Boulevard. It should be noted that the
proposed I-66 Express Lanes ramp would require minor widening to connect to the existing bridge
structure and accommodation for all movements to and from University Boulevard.

7.4.4 Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway)/I-66 Interchange
7.4.4.1 Existing Condition
Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway) is a four-lane, divided north-south roadway that runs from
US 1 to its termini at I-66. Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway) is classified as an Urban Other
Principal Arterial and is commonly referred to as Route 234 Bypass around the City of Manassas,
Virginia.
The existing interchange is a standard trumpet configuration with directional ramps serving the
northbound Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway) movement to I-66 westbound and I-66 entry and
exit ramps to and from Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway). A loop ramp, located in the
northwest quadrant of the interchange serves the westbound I-66 movement to southbound Route 234
Bypass (Prince William Parkway). In July 2013, a direct entry ramp from the newly constructed Cushing
Road commuter parking lot was added to the existing northbound Route 234 Bypass (Prince William
Parkway) on ramp to eastbound I-66. This new connection serves as a means of entry from the Cushing
Road commuter parking lot onto eastbound I-66 during the morning high-occupancy vehicle (HOV)
enforcement period (5:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m.).
As outlined the January 2005 Draft EIS for the Manassas National Battlefield Park Bypass Study, Route
234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway) is planned to be extended from its current termini at I-66 northward
to Sudley Road to bypass around Manassas National Battlefield Park. Additionally, as planned in the
2008 Prince William Parkway Comprehensive Plan, Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway) will
continue north into Loudoun County with a planned terminus at US 50. With the planned northern
extension of Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway), it is envisioned that the existing interchange will
be converted into a full interchange with direct access to and from I-66 available in all directions.
Several possible designs were considered ranging from full access to no improvement at all. The various
alternatives are described below.

Concept 1
This concept provides I-66 Express Lanes access via directional flyover ramps between Route 234
Bypass (Prince William Parkway) and Groveton Road. The eastbound directional flyover would originate
from the existing northbound Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway) directional ramp to the
eastbound I-66 general purpose lanes and join with the eastbound Express Lanes as a left-lane merge.
This proposed flyover ramp would extend the added lane from the Cushing Road park-and-ride facility on
the northbound Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway) entry ramp approximately 1,900 feet along
the eastbound general purpose lanes before diverging and flying over the general purpose lanes to
merge with the eastbound Express Lanes.
The westbound flyover ramp would exit the westbound Express Lanes from the left lane and fly over the
westbound general purpose lanes to create an approximately 2,600-foot-long auxiliary lane to the existing
westbound I-66 loop ramp to southbound Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway). This proposed
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flyover ramp would require the relocation of approximately 1,100 feet of the existing Pageland Road
alignment.

Concept 2
This concept provides access to and from the east via the I-66 Express Lanes in the form of two new
directional ramps. The first ramp is located on the northbound lanes of Route 234 Bypass (Prince William
Parkway) south of the I-66 overpass, with the other ramp connecting the westbound Express Lanes to the
existing loop ramp from the westbound general purpose lanes to southbound Route 234 Bypass (Prince
William Parkway).
The proposed ramp from northbound Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway) to the eastbound
Express Lanes would consist of a single-lane direct connection that would fly over the eastbound general
purpose lanes and join the Express Lanes via a left-lane merge. Since the existing alignment of Route
234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway) is elevated over I-66, the proposed Express Lanes ramp would
simply drop over the general purpose lanes and be at-grade for a sufficient distance before merging with
the eastbound Express Lanes. As outlined in the December 2009 I-66 Transit/TDM Study Final Report,
the Cushing Road park-and-ride facility is proposed to be expanded on the opposite side of the existing
northbound Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway) ramp to the eastbound general purpose lanes.
The proposed flyover to the eastbound Express Lanes would connect to this expanded park-and-ride
facility and provide access to northbound Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway) traffic.
The proposed ramp from the westbound Express Lanes to southbound Route 234 Bypass (Prince William
Parkway) would consist of a single-lane direct connection that would exit from the westbound Express
Lanes as a left-lane exit and fly over the westbound general purpose lanes to join the existing westbound
I-66 to southbound Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway) loop ramp as an added lane. Since there
are three available southbound lanes downstream of the westbound I-66 to southbound Route 234
Bypass (Prince William Parkway) loop ramp, there would be no need for merging movements for either
traffic stream to proceed southbound on Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway).

Concept 3
This concept provides access to and from the east via the I-66 Express Lanes in the form of two new
directional ramps. The first ramp is located on the existing northbound Route 234 Bypass (Prince William
Parkway) directional ramp to westbound I-66, with the other ramp connecting the westbound Express
Lanes to the existing loop ramp from the westbound general purpose lanes to southbound Route 234
Bypass (Prince William Parkway).
The proposed ramp from northbound Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway) to the eastbound
Express Lanes would consist of a single-lane direct connection that would diverge from the existing
northbound Route 234 Bypass directional ramp to the westbound I-66 general purpose lanes. This singlelane ramp would then fly over the westbound general purpose and Express Lanes before joining the
eastbound Express Lanes via a left-lane merge.
Similar to Concept 2, the proposed ramp from the westbound Express Lanes to southbound Route 234
Bypass (Prince William Parkway) would consist of a single-lane direct connection that would exit from the
westbound Express Lanes as a left-lane exit and fly over the westbound general purpose lanes to join the
existing westbound I-66 to southbound Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway) loop ramp. However,
instead of the Express Lanes ramp joining the existing westbound I-66 to southbound Route 234 Bypass
loop ramp as an added lane, the proposed westbound Express Lanes ramp and general purpose ramp
would need to merge into a single lane before proceeding southbound on Route 234 Bypass (Prince
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William Parkway). This design takes into account the proposed northern extension of Route 234 Bypass
(Prince William Parkway) as part of the proposed Bi-County Parkway.

Concept 4
This concept consists of a proposed flyover ramp for access to the eastbound I-66 Express Lanes and for
the westbound I-66 Express Lanes return movement to the Cushing Road park-and-ride facility. This
concept has been selected as a Preferred Alternative for mainline option Alternative 2B; however, for
mainline option Alternative 2A, direct access between the I-66 Express Lanes and the existing Cushing
Road commuter parking lot is not proposed.

7.4.5 Balls Ford Road Park-and-Ride
7.4.5.1 Existing Condition
Balls Ford Road is a primarily two-lane, east-west route that serves to connect Route 234 Business
(Sudley Road) and Wellington Road. Within the I-66 project area, Balls Ford Road has two classifications;
Urban Minor Arterial between Route 234 Business (Sudley Road) and Bethlehem Road, and Urban
Collector between Bethlehem Road and Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway).
Existing traffic control along Balls Ford Road within the I-66 project consists of traffic signals at Route 234
Business (Sudley Road), Miramar Drive, Ashton Avenue, Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway),
and Wellington Road. All other minor street approaches are controlled by stop sign control at their
intersections with Balls Ford Road.
Currently, direct access in either direction to and from the I-66 general purpose lanes is not provided at
Balls Ford Road; however, the December 2009 I-66 Transit/TDM Study Final Report identified a parcel of
land adjacent to the intersection of Balls Ford Road and Ashton Avenue as an area for a potential parkand-ride facility. In 2030, the I-66 Transit/TDM study identified the potential for direct access onto I-66
from this proposed park-and-ride facility. As such, several alternatives for access to the I-66 Express
lanes were developed and considered, as described below.

Concept 1
Consistent with the location of the proposed park-and-ride facility adjacent to the intersection of Balls
Ford Road and Ashton Avenue, Concept 1 provides access to this location via direct connection flyover
ramps to the eastbound I-66 Express Lanes and the westbound return trip from the westbound I-66
Express Lanes to the proposed Balls Ford Road park-and-ride facility. This concept proposes a direct
connection to the existing signalized intersection of Balls Ford Road and Ashton Avenue. As such, the
existing intersection lane configuration and traffic signals will need to be modified to accommodate the
additional approach to the intersection.

Concept 2
Concept 2 provides the same type of access to the I-66 Express Lanes as Concept 1 with flyover ramps
to/from the east; however, the location of the proposed Balls Ford Road park-and-ride facility is relocated
one parcel to the west on Balls Ford Road. This proposed location would create a new “T” intersection
approximately 1,725 feet west of the existing Ashton Avenue intersection with Balls Ford Road and may
require the installation of a traffic signal.
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Concept 3
Concept 3 provides similar access to the I-66 Express Lanes as proposed in Alternative 1; however, this
concept provides a tighter turn radius near the median area than Alternative 1. This tighter turn radius
lessens the potential impact to the proposed park-and-ride facility and lessens right-of-way impacts to the
adjacent parcel to the west. Additionally, this alternative does not provide a barrier separation between
movements as proposed in Concept 1, which could decrease construction costs and increase flexibility in
terms of future lane usage. While not shown, it is envisioned that access to the planned park-and-ride
facility will be established at the existing signalized intersection of Balls Ford Road and Ashton Avenue.
As such, additional turn bays and through lanes would need to be constructed, along with modifications to
the existing traffic signal equipment and operations at this intersection.

Concept 4
Concept 4 provides similar access to the I-66 Express Lanes as proposed in Concept 1; however, with
this alternative no direct Express Lanes connection is provided to the planned park-and-ride facility
adjacent to the intersection of Balls Ford Road and Ashton Avenue. In this alternative, a direct connection
is provided to the I-66 Express Lanes via direct flyover ramps to/from the east that terminate at the
existing signalized intersection of Balls Ford Road and Ashton Avenue. Access to the proposed park-andride facility would be provided via a separate intersection located approximately 735 feet east of Ashton
Avenue. Access from the park-and-ride facility to the proposed eastbound Express Lanes flyover ramp
would be via an exclusive westbound right-turn lane between the park-and-ride facility and Ashton
Avenue. Similar to the previous alternatives, intersection modifications in the form of additional turn bays
and traffic signal modifications will be required at the Balls Ford Road/Ashton Avenue intersection.
Depending on projected traffic volumes, a traffic signal may be required at the proposed park-and-ride
facility intersection with Balls Ford Road.

7.4.6 Route 234 Business (Sudley Road)/I-66 Interchange
7.4.6.1 Existing Condition
Route 234 Business (Sudley Road) is a primarily north-south, Urban Minor Arterial that connects the City
of Manassas, Virginia, to I-66 and US 15 near Haymarket, Virginia. Through the I-66 project area, it is a
four-lane, divided roadway; however, at its connections with I-66, additional through lanes are added in
both directions to facilitate access to and from I-66. South of I-66, the six-lane cross section continues
from Balls Ford Road to Godwin Drive where it transitions into a four-lane, undivided roadway to its
terminus at Route 28 (Centreville Road).
The existing Route 234 Business (Sudley Road) interchange with I-66 is a diamond interchange that
operates under traffic signal control at the eastbound and westbound I-66 ramp termini at Route 234
Business (Sudley Road). The exception being the westbound I-66 to southbound Route 234 Business
(Sudley Road) movement is provided via a two-lane, cloverleaf ramp in the northwest quadrant of the
interchange. The northbound Route 234 Business (Sudley Road) to eastbound I-66 and southbound
Route 234 Business (Sudley Road) to westbound I-66 general purpose entry ramps currently consist of
two lanes which transition to one lane before ultimately merging with the three existing mainline lanes in
each direction.
The I-66 Tier 1 Draft EIS has identified the following geometric deficiencies at the Route 234 Business
(Sudley Road)/I-66 interchange that have been identified as contributing to a high number of crashes and
operational breakdowns:
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Westbound I-66 at Route 234 Business: The existing westbound I-66 to southbound Route 234
Business (Sudley Road) movement is heavy during the PM peak hour and experiences stopped
traffic during most of the PM peak period. This stopped traffic condition has been attributed to a
combination of the tight radii on the existing two-lane loop ramp from westbound I-66 to
southbound Route 234 Business (Sudley Road) and four traffic signals within a half mile causes
operational breakdowns which spills back onto adjacent intersections and ramps to and from I-66.
Eastbound I-66 at Route 234 Business: During most mornings, through traffic on eastbound I66 experiences stopped traffic conditions upstream of this interchange. This stopped traffic
condition has been attributed to the existing two-lane entry ramp from Route 234 Business not
providing sufficient distance for vehicles to properly merge onto the eastbound mainline. Rearend accidents frequently occur at this location and weaving into the outer lanes is prone to
sideswipe accidents.

It should be noted that the 2008 Prince William County Comprehensive Plan identifies the I-66/Route 234
Business (Sudley Road) area as a potential location for a transit station should expansion occur. As such,
additional modifications could be made to the existing interchange that have not been included in possible
designs that have already been considered, ranging from full access to no improvement at all. The
various concepts are described below.

Concept 1
This concept proposes constructing two direct-connection flyover ramps to connect Route 234 Business
(Sudley Road) to/from the east on the I-66 Express Lanes. Access to the eastbound Express Lanes
would be in the form of a direct flyover ramp that would begin in the right lane of the existing general
purpose entry ramp from Route 234 Business (Sudley Road) and terminate on the eastbound Express
Lanes as a left-lane merge. The existing entry ramp from Route 234 Business (Sudley Road) to the
eastbound I-66 general purpose lanes is currently a two-lane ramp that transitions to a single lane to
merge with the mainline through lanes. With this concept, the right lane would be dedicated to the
Express Lanes flyover ramp and would diverge from the general purpose ramp at the approximate
location of the existing ramp gore. The general purpose traffic would then proceed onto eastbound I-66
via a single-lane ramp that would merge into the mainline after a sufficient acceleration distance has been
provided.
Access from the westbound Express Lanes to Route 234 Business (Sudley Road) would consist of a
direct flyover ramp that would terminate on the existing westbound I-66 general purpose exit ramp to
northbound Route 234 Business (Sudley Road). The proposed flyover ramp would exit the westbound
Express Lanes via a left-lane exit, fly over the westbound Express and general purpose lanes, and merge
with the existing one-lane exit ramp from the westbound I-66 general purpose lanes to northbound Route
234 Business (Sudley Road). Both general purpose lane and Express Lane traffic streams would proceed
downstream to the existing traffic signal at the Route 234 Business (Sudley Road)/westbound I-66 entry
ramp intersection as a single lane. It should be noted that access to Route 234 Business (Sudley Road) is
not provided as part of this concept.

Concept 2
This concept proposes constructing two direct-connection flyovers that provide similar access to/from the
east on the I-66 Express Lanes as Concept 1. The flyover ramp from Route 234 Business (Sudley Road)
to the eastbound Express Lanes would be the same as the eastbound flyover ramp proposed in
Concept 1.
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This concept also proposes a flyover ramp from the westbound Express Lanes to merge onto the existing
westbound I-66 general purpose ramp to northbound Route 234 Business (Sudley Road). This
alternative, however, begins the westbound Express Lanes flyover farther east than that in Concept 1 and
directly ties into the existing general purpose ramp from westbound I-66 instead of joining the existing
ramp as a merge condition. This new ramp configuration will require the construction of a new general
purpose exit ramp from westbound I-66 that will begin slightly farther east than the existing ramp. This
new general purpose ramp will then parallel the proposed Express Lanes flyover ramp for approximately
1,000 feet, and then merge with the proposed Express Lanes ramp approximately 500 feet downstream
on the existing general purpose ramp alignment. Finally, a slip ramp is proposed on the westbound
Express Lanes flyover ramp that will diverge onto the westbound I-66 general purpose lanes to allow
vehicles to weave into the general purpose lanes to proceed westbound or exit onto the existing two-lane
loop ramp to travel southbound on Route 234 Business (Sudley Road).

7.4.7 US 29 (Centreville)/I-66 Interchange
7.4.7.1 Existing Condition
US 29 (Centreville) is a primarily four-lane roadway that runs from the North Carolina border through
Washington, DC and serves as a western connection to I-66 from the Centreville, Virginia, area. Within
the I-66 project area, US 29 (Centreville) has two classifications; Urban Minor Arterial west of I-66, and
Urban Other Principal Arterial east of I-66 through Centreville and the City of Fairfax, Virginia.
The existing interchange is a diamond interchange that operates under traffic signal control at the
eastbound and westbound I-66 ramp termini at US 29 (Centreville). The exception being the northbound
US 29 to westbound I-66 movement is accommodated via a cloverleaf lamp in the northeast quadrant of
the interchange. Currently, there is an auxiliary lane provided in the westbound direction on I-66 that
connects the exit ramp to US 29 (Centreville) to the upstream interchange at Route 28.
The I-66 Tier 1 Draft EIS has identified the following geometric deficiencies or areas of concern at the US
29 (Centreville)/I-66 interchange that have been identified as contributing to a high number of crashes
and operational break downs:
§

§

Westbound I-66 at Centreville: During the PM peak period, westbound through traffic in the
general purpose lanes frequently queues back to US 29 (Centreville) with congested, stop and go
conditions continuing to the Route 234 Business interchange. Due to the horizontal curvature of I66 in this area and the existing Route 28 overpass, the back of the queue is obscured which
causes frequent rear-end crashes. Additionally, the speed differential between the HOV and
general purpose lanes have been identified as a contributing factor to the frequency of crashes
involving vehicles entering the HOV lane from the Route 28 and US 29 interchanges.
Eastbound I-66 at Centreville: During the AM peak period, eastbound traffic stops on both the
general purpose and HOV lanes with queues extending approximately ½ mile upstream of the US
29 and Route 28 interchanges. This queue has been known to extend to, and combine with,
queues at the Route 234 Business interchange; however, the queues at Centreville do not appear
to be the contributing factor to the queues at the Route 234 Business interchange. The short
merge area from the US 29 (Centreville) entry ramp onto the eastbound mainline and queues on
the downstream loop ramp to northbound Route 28 have been identified as contributing factors to
queues in this area.

Designs directly connecting the US 29 (Centreville) interchange to the I-66 Express Lanes were not
developed as part of this project. However, various alternatives involving access to and from the I-66
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Express Lanes in the vicinity of the US 29 (Centreville) interchange have been developed, including the
concepts described below.

Concept 1
This concept consists of providing access to and from the I-66 Express Lanes in the form of at-grade slip
ramps between the existing general purpose lanes and the proposed Express Lanes. In this concept, a
slip ramp from the general purpose lanes to the Express Lanes is proposed approximately 700 feet east
of the Bull Run Drive overpass. With this concept, approximately 1,100 feet of acceleration/deceleration
lane adjacent to the left general purpose lane before it diverges off to merge with the eastbound Express
Lanes. Approximately 2,400 feet downstream of where the eastbound general purpose ramp merges with
the Express Lanes, another at-grade slip ramp is provided for access from the Express Lanes to the
eastbound general purpose lanes. With this concept, the Express Lane slip ramp will merge with the
eastbound general purpose lane as a left-lane merge after approximately 1,600 feet of
acceleration/deceleration distance is provided on the general purpose lanes. For traffic operations
purposes, the distance between the slip ramps on the Express Lanes would operate as a three-lane
section to provide a full-length weave lane between slip ramps.
Access to the westbound Express Lanes would be provided via an at-grade slip ramp located
approximately 1 mile east of the Bull Run Drive overpass. Similar to the proposed eastbound access, an
approximately 2,400-foot-long weave lane would be created between the general purpose to Express
Lanes slip ramp and the proposed downstream westbound Express Lanes slip ramp to the westbound
general purpose lanes. Merge and diverge movements in the general purpose lanes for these slip ramps
would take place from the left lane, with the weave lane on the Express Lanes added to the right side of
the facility. Finally, approximately 1,800 feet for acceleration/deceleration lane length from the Express
Lanes to the westbound general purpose lanes would be provided to allow for sufficient merging with the
general purpose traffic stream.

Concept 2
This concept would provide the same type of access as Concept 1 via slip ramps between the existing
general purpose lanes and the proposed Express Lanes; however, weaving movements between the
Express and general purpose lanes would take place in a proposed auxiliary lane adjacent to the left
general purpose lane between the entry ramp from the Express Lanes and the exit ramp to the Express
Lanes.
In the eastbound direction, drivers will first encounter a slip ramp exiting the Express Lanes via a rightside diverge movement that will merge with the general purpose lanes in the auxiliary lane described
above. General purpose lane users would then have the option to weave into this auxiliary lane to exit
onto the Express Lanes via a downstream slip ramp that exits the general purpose lanes at the
termination of the proposed auxiliary lane. The slip ramp from the eastbound general purpose lanes will
then merge with the eastbound Express Lanes via a right-lane merge movement. Operations in the
westbound direction will be similar, with drivers first interacting with a slip ramp from the Express Lanes
entering the general purpose lanes via a proposed auxiliary lane which provides the opportunity for
general purpose lane users the option to weave over into this lane for the downstream exit to the Express
Lanes.
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7.4.8 Route 28/I-66 Interchange
7.4.8.1 Existing Condition
Route 28 is a north-south, Urban Other Principal Arterial that connects the City of Manassas, Virginia, to
I-66 and Dulles Airport before terminating at Route 7 near Sterling, Virginia. North of the I-66 project area,
Route 28 is primarily a limited-access facility; however, traffic signals are still in operation at the Braddock
Road/Walney Road intersection and to accommodate the southbound Route 28 left turn onto eastbound
I-66. Through the I-66 project area, Route 28 is a six-lane roadway; however, south of New Braddock
Road it transitions into a four-lane typical section.
The existing interchange is a partial cloverleaf interchange with two loop ramps; one in the northeast
quadrant for the eastbound I-66 to northbound Route 28 movement, and one in the northwest quadrant to
accommodate the westbound I-66 to southbound Route 28 movement. Directional ramps are provided for
the northbound Route 28 to eastbound I-66 movement and the southbound Route 28 to westbound I-66
movement. The directional ramp from westbound I-66 to northbound Route 28 is under traffic signal
control to permit vehicles to safely merge onto Route 28 and access the downstream dual left-turn lanes
onto Braddock Road. The movement from westbound I-66 to the northbound Route 28 through lanes
operates as a free movement with the right lane terminating north of Walney Road. As mentioned
previously, the southbound Route 28 to eastbound I-66 movement is accommodated via a traffic signal
controlled dual left turn. Ramps from eastbound I-66 to southbound Route 28 and northbound Route 28 to
westbound I-66 are not provided at this interchange.
As outlined in the I-66 Tier 1 Draft EIS, the Route 28/I-66 interchange has been identified as a major point
of congestion on the I-66 corridor. Queue spillback onto I-66 can be attributed to the short acceleration
lanes that are provided on Route 28 which create poor merging conditions during the AM and PM peak
hours. Additionally, the traffic signal that serves the southbound Route 28 to eastbound I-66 movement is
frequently over capacity, which results in queue spillback into the southbound through lanes. Completed
in May 2014, the dual southbound left-turn lanes were extended approximately 600 feet to provide
additional storage for this movement. Finally, the heavy westbound I-66 to northbound Route 28
movement is impacted during the AM peak hour by the traffic signal at the ramp termini at Route 28 that
permits vehicles to access the left-turn lanes to go to Braddock Road. Queues on this ramp frequently
spill back onto the westbound mainline through lanes on I-66. Finally, mainline through-lane congestion
on westbound I-66 during the PM peak period causes queue spill back onto the southbound Route 28
through lanes which then reduces overall upstream travel speeds up to the Dulles Toll Road.
Several possible designs were considered ranging from full access to no improvement at all. The various
concepts are described below.

Concept 1
Concept 1 comprises a design concept that was originally proposed by VDOT to improve general purpose
lane access at the Route 28/I-66 interchange. At the northern end of the project, Poplar Tree Road would
be extended via an overpass to connect to Stonecroft Boulevard as a roundabout. From this roundabout,
two-way access to and from Ellanor C. Lawrence Park would be provided via a new two-lane roadway.
The existing northbound Route 28 left turn into Ellanor C. Lawrence Park would be closed, and the
existing traffic signal would be removed. The existing entrance from southbound Route 28 into the park
also would be closed or converted into right-in/right out access only.
At the southern end of the project area at the Route 28 interchange with I-66, several improvements are
proposed including a new overpass over Route 28 that will connect Braddock Road and Walney Road.
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For the westbound general purpose movements to northbound Route 28, the existing ramp to northbound
Route 28 will be widened to two lanes. The ramp providing access to turn left onto Braddock Road will be
closed, and the existing traffic signal will be removed. For the southbound Route 28 movement to the
eastbound I-66 general purpose lanes, a new flyover connection is proposed that will close the existing
southbound dual left-turn lanes and remove the existing traffic signal. The proposed Route 28/eastbound
I-66 flyover ramp also will provide a new connection from eastbound Braddock Road. Connection to
Braddock Road to/from southbound Route 28 will be in the form of new ramps that will travel over the I-66
and terminate as a right-in/right out movement at the existing Route 28/eastbound I-66 intersection.
Finally, a new connection from Heron Drive to Pickwick Road is proposed via a new I-66 overpass. All
other movements at this interchange will remain unchanged.

Concept 2
Concept 2 comprises of an additional design concept that was originally proposed by VDOT to improve
general purpose lane access at the Route 28/I-66 interchange. The northern end of the project is
proposed to be the same design concept as described in Concept 1.
At the southern end of the project area at the Route 28 interchange with I-66, several improvements are
proposed, some of which are the same geometric designs as described in Concept 1, including:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Connect Braddock Road and Walney Road via a new overpass.
Widen westbound I-66 ramp to northbound Route 28 to two lanes.
Close westbound I-66 ramp for Braddock Road left turns and remove signal.
Southbound Route 28 to eastbound I-66 flyover ramp connection.
Close existing southbound dual left-turn lanes to eastbound I-66 and remove existing signal.
New Braddock Road connection to/from southbound Route 28 via new I-66 overpass that
connects at existing southbound Route 28/eastbound I-66 ramp intersection.
New connection from Heron Drive to Pickwick Road via I-66 overpass.
Connection from Braddock Road to eastbound I-66 that joins in with the proposed southbound
Route 28 flyover ramp to the eastbound I-66 general purpose lanes.

Different or new means of access at the Route 28/I-66 interchange associated with Concept 2 include a
new connection that will provide access from Braddock Road to the westbound I-66 general purpose
lanes. Finally, access to the proposed Braddock Road/Walney Road overpass is provided via a new
left-lane exit ramp that will terminate at the mid-span of the Braddock Road/Walney Road bridge
structure. Depending on projected traffic volumes, this ramp intersection may require the installation of a
traffic signal.

Concept 3
Concept 3 is a near total interchange redesign that provides improved general purpose lanes access
while accommodating Express Lanes access in both northbound and southbound directions on Route 28.
Originally proposed as part of the Express Lanes mainline Alternative 2A, this interchange design concept
involves the construction of a new, four-level interchange that uses several flyover ramps to provide
Express Lanes access to/from Route 28 as well as access to/from the general purpose lanes for
Braddock Road.
Access to the Express Lanes from southbound Route 28 will be provided via a left-lane diverge
movement from the Route 28 general purpose lanes between the existing Ellanor C. Lawrence Park
intersection and the proposed Braddock Road/Walney Road overpass. The proposed one-lane ramp from
southbound Route 28 would parallel the general purpose lanes on the left side before diverging as an
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elevated structure over the Braddock Road/Walney Road overpass. The one-lane ramp would transition
into a two-lane ramp on this elevated ramp and would then split into two one-lane ramps to provide
access to the eastbound and westbound Express Lanes.
Access from the Express Lanes in both directions to northbound Route 28 is also provided in this
alternative through another set of two one-lane flyover ramps that exit the eastbound and westbound
Express Lanes as a left-lane exit and fly over the entire Route 28 interchange area, before merging
together as a two-lane, elevated ramp on the east side of Route 28. This elevated ramp would then fly
over the proposed Braddock Road/Walney Road overpass before transitioning down to the existing grade
as a single-lane, left-lane merge with the northbound Route 28 general purpose lanes.
Access from the westbound Express Lanes to southbound Route 28 is provided through a separate
flyover ramp that would share the same Express Lanes exit ramp as the westbound-to-northbound flyover
ramp described above. The proposed one-lane Express Lanes flyover ramp to southbound Route 28
would fly over the entire interchange area, mostly over the southwest quadrant of the interchange, before
transitioning down to the existing grade as a left-lane merge movement with the southbound general
purpose lanes.
The final Express Lanes access point is provided for northbound Route 28 traffic to enter the eastbound
Express Lanes facility via an additional one-lane flyover ramp. This proposed flyover ramp would
originate from the northbound Route 28 left lane as a diverge movement and parallel the existing
northbound general purpose lanes before flying over the southeast quadrant of the interchange. The
proposed flyover ramp would then transition down to the existing grade level to merge with the proposed
southbound Route 28 flyover ramp to the eastbound Express Lanes facility.
This concept borrows some concepts that were developed in Concept 2 through the proposed Braddock
Road/Walney Road overpass that also will provide access from northbound Route 28 to Braddock Road
as well as access to southbound Route 28 from Braddock Road via a signalized, mid-span intersection.
Additionally, a southbound Route 28 flyover ramp to the eastbound general purpose lanes is also
provided with this alternative with an additional connection from Braddock Road. The westbound general
purpose ramp to northbound Route 28 is proposed to be widened to three lanes to provide a one-lane
overpass connection to Braddock Road, with the remaining two-lane ramp continuing downstream to
merge into the northbound Route 28 mainline. Access from northbound Route 28 to the eastbound
general purpose lanes will be slightly modified to tie into the proposed southbound Route 28/Braddock
Road flyover ramp to eastbound I-66 as a two-lane auxiliary lane to proceed downstream towards the
Fairfax County Parkway. The loop ramp in the northwest quadrant will remain unchanged while the loop
ramp in the southeast quadrant of the interchange will be widened to two-lanes. Finally, as a result of the
proposed southbound Route 28/Braddock Road flyover ramp, the existing traffic signal serving the
southbound dual left-turn movement onto the eastbound general purpose lanes will be removed.

Concept 4
Concept 4 is another near total interchange redesign concept that provides improved general purpose
lanes access while accommodating Express Lanes access in both northbound and southbound directions
on Route 28. Originally proposed as part of the Express Lanes mainline Alternative 2B, this interchange
design concept involves the construction of a new, four-level interchange that uses several flyover ramps
to provide Express Lanes access to/from Route 28 as well as access to/from the general purpose lanes
for Braddock Road. For this concept, the general purpose ramp design is geometrically similar to the
improvements described in Concept 3 in both alignment and level of access provided for the general
purpose lanes, Route 28, and Braddock Road. The proposed flyover ramps providing access to and from
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the Express Lanes to northbound and southbound Route 28 are geometrically similar to those described
in Concept 3. However, the proposed Express Lanes ramps in Concept 4 would merge/diverge from
northbound and southbound Route 28 as right-lane movements instead of the left-lane merge/diverge
movements proposed in Concept 3. Finally, access from northbound Route 28 to the eastbound Express
Lanes is provided via a flyover ramp that would originate from the existing northbound Route 28 entry
ramp to the eastbound general purpose lanes. For this proposed ramp, the Express Lanes flyover ramp
would exit the general purpose ramp on the right side and parallel the general purpose ramp before flying
over the eastbound general purpose and Express Lanes. The flyover ramp would transition down to
grade level to join with the eastbound Express Lanes as a left-lane merge.

Concept 5
This concept consists of a complete interchange redesign to provide improved or new general purpose
access from Route 28 and Braddock Road while providing access to and from the Express Lanes. As
with the previous two concepts, Concept 5 also proposes a new overpass to connect Braddock Road and
Walney Road, eliminating the dual southbound left-turn from Route 28 and the eastbound general
purpose lanes currently served by a traffic signal.
In terms of improvements to general purpose lane access to and from Route 28, the following
improvements are proposed with Concept 5:
§

§

§

§

§

§

For eastbound general purpose access to northbound Route 28, Concept 5 proposes eliminating
the existing loop ramp in the southeast quadrant of the interchange and replacing it with a onelane flyover ramp. This one-lane flyover ramp would merge onto the northbound Route 28
mainline just north of I-66, with an additional elevated ramp over the proposed westbound I-66 to
northbound Route 28 ramp. This elevated ramp would then join with a ramp from the westbound
general purpose to northbound Route 28 ramp to create a two-lane ramp to proceed downstream
to an intersection on the proposed Braddock Road/Walney Road overpass.
For southbound Route 28 access to eastbound I-66, the existing southbound dual left-turn
movement and traffic signal would be eliminated and replaced with a loop ramp in the southwest
quadrant of the interchange.
The loop ramp in the southwest quadrant would then create a collector-distributor (C-D) road that
will join with the existing northbound Route 28 entry ramp onto the eastbound general purpose
lanes. This two-lane C-D road would then proceed downstream towards the Fairfax County
Parkway.
The westbound general purpose ramp to northbound Route 28 would be widened to a two-lane
ramp and realigned to provide the access to Braddock Road previously described. The remaining
ramp for access to northbound Route 28 would be a two-lane ramp and would enter the Route 28
mainline as added lanes which would eventually transition down to a five-lane section after
sufficient merging distance has been provided.
Southbound Route 28 access to the eastbound and westbound general purpose lanes would be
facilitated through the creation of a two-lane C-D road that will provide one lane to continue
downstream towards the westbound general purpose lanes. The remaining lane would provide an
exclusive weaving area for vehicles entering southbound Route 28 via the existing loop ramp in
the northwest quadrant and vehicles exiting southbound Route 28 to proceed eastbound on the
general purpose lanes via the proposed loop ramp in the southwest quadrant. This weave area
will consist of a two-lane cross section so that traffic wishing to continue southbound towards
US 29 can do so with minimal conflict from the two loop ramps.
Access from Braddock Road onto the general purpose lanes will be provided via a separate
intersection located to the west of the proposed Braddock Road/Walney Road overpass. This
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intersection will provide a two-lane exit ramp from Braddock Road that will then split off into two
one-lane ramps that will tie into the proposed southbound C-D road and the proposed ramp to the
westbound general purpose lanes.
Access to the Express Lanes at Route 28 is facilitated through the following improvements proposed with
Concept 5:
§

§

§

§

§

Access from northbound Route 28 to the eastbound Express Lanes is provided via a one-lane
flyover ramp. This proposed flyover ramp would originate from the northbound Route 28 left lane
as a diverge movement and parallel the existing northbound general purpose lanes before flying
over the southeast quadrant of the interchange. The proposed flyover ramp would then transition
down to the existing grade level to merge with the proposed southbound Route 28 flyover ramp to
the eastbound Express Lanes facility.
Access from the westbound Express Lanes to southbound Route 28 is provided through a
separate flyover ramp that would share the same Express Lanes exit ramp as the westbound to
northbound flyover ramp described below. The proposed one-lane Express Lanes flyover ramp to
southbound Route 28 would fly over the southeast quadrant of the interchange, before
transitioning down to the existing grade as a left-lane merge movement with the southbound
Route 28 general purpose lanes.
Westbound Express Lanes access to northbound Route 28 will consist of a single-lane flyover
ramp, originating as a left-lane diverge movement from the Express Lanes, that will connect with
the proposed eastbound Express Lanes flyover to northbound Route 28. These two single-lane
flyover ramps will join together to make a two-lane ramp in a newly created median area
separating the northbound and southbound Route 28 general purpose lanes. This proposed twolane ramp will then transition down to be at the existing road grade to pass underneath the
proposed Braddock Road/Walney Road overpass. North of the proposed overpass, the two-lane
ramp will then transition down to one lane for merging onto the northbound Route 28 mainline as
a left-lane merge movement.
Access from the eastbound Express Lanes will be provided via an additional flyover ramp that will
connect to the flyover ramp from the westbound Express Lanes as previously described. The
proposed flyover ramp from the eastbound Express Lanes to northbound Route 28 will originate
as a left-lane exit from the Express Lanes and will pass underneath flyover ramps proposed for
access to the Express Lanes from southbound Route 28.
Access from southbound Route 28 to the eastbound and westbound Express Lanes will be
provided via a left exit ramp that will fly over the proposed Braddock Road/Walney Road
overpass before splitting off into separate flyover ramps for access onto the Express Lanes. The
proposed exit ramp from southbound Route 28 will originate as a single-lane left exit that will
parallel the Route 28 mainline in the newly created median area separating northbound and
southbound travel lanes. The proposed flyover ramps would then fly over the entire interchange
area, representing the highest level of the interchange, before transitioning down to existing
grade to merge with the Express Lane facility as left-lane merge movements. The flyover ramps
from southbound and northbound Route 28 would not require immediate merging action once the
ramps are at grade level; however, the ramps are proposed to transition down to a single-lane
ramp once sufficient merging distance has been provided in order to merge with the eastbound
Express Lanes.

Concept 6
This concept consists of a complete interchange redesign to provide improved or new general purpose
access from Route 28 and Braddock Road while providing access to and from the Express Lanes. As
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with the previous two concepts, Concept 6 also proposes a new overpass to connect Braddock Road and
Walney Road and the elimination of the dual southbound left turn from Route 28 and the eastbound
general purpose lanes currently served by a traffic signal.
In terms of improvements to general purpose access to and from Route 28, the following improvements
are proposed with Concept 6:
§

§

§

§

§

For eastbound general purpose access to northbound Route 28, Concept 6 proposes realigning
the existing loop ramp in the southeast quadrant of the interchange and providing a longer
acceleration length to merge onto the northbound Route 28 mainline. From this extended
acceleration lane, a ramp to provide access to the downstream Braddock Road/Walney Road
overpass. This ramp will elevate over a new westbound general purpose ramp to northbound
Route 28 and tie into a new one-lane ramp that will have diverged from the westbound I-66 to
northbound exit ramp to proceed downstream towards Braddock Road. This new two-lane ramp
would then terminate at the Braddock Road/Walney Road overpass at traditional “T” intersection
to the east of the bridge structure.
Westbound general purpose traffic whose destination is Route 28 northbound will now exit
upstream via a new two-lane auxiliary lane. This new auxiliary lane will then transition into a
three-lane ramp, with two lanes proceeding downstream to merge with the northbound Route 28
mainline while the remaining one-lane ramp proceeds towards Braddock Road as described
above.
The westbound I-66 to southbound Route 28 traffic will continue to be serviced by a loop ramp in
the northwest quadrant of the interchange. This loop ramp will merge with a one-lane southbound
C-D road to proceed towards US 29.
Southbound Route 28 movements to the westbound and eastbound general purpose lanes will be
facilitated through a two-lane C-D road that will diverge from the southbound mainline north of
Braddock Road. One lane will proceed downstream towards the westbound general purpose
lanes, where it will join with proposed ramps from Braddock Road north of the existing loop ramp.
These two ramps will then merge with the westbound general purpose lanes as a right-lane
merge movement. The remaining C-D lane will parallel the southbound Route 28 general purpose
lanes and add a lane from the westbound to southbound general purpose loop ramp. This
additional lane will then terminate at a new loop ramp in the southwest quadrant of the
interchange that will service the southbound-to-eastbound movement from Route 28. Lanes from
this movement and the northbound-to-eastbound movement will then create two auxiliary lanes
that will proceed downstream towards the Fairfax County Parkway.
Access from Braddock Road onto the general purpose lanes will be provided via a separate
intersection located to the west of the proposed Braddock Road/Walney Road overpass. This
intersection will provide a two-lane exit ramp from Braddock Road that will then split off into two
one-lane ramps that will tie into the proposed southbound C-D road and the proposed ramp to the
westbound general purpose lanes as described above.

Access to the Express Lanes at Route 28 is facilitated through the following design features proposed
with Concept 6:
§

Access from northbound Route 28 to the eastbound Express Lanes is provided via a one-lane
flyover ramp. This proposed flyover ramp would originate from the northbound Route 28 exit ramp
to the eastbound general purpose as a right-lane diverge movement. The proposed Express
Lanes ramp would parallel the proposed auxiliary lane from the southbound and northbound
Route 28 general purpose movements for a sufficient distance before flying over the eastbound
general purpose and Express Lanes. The flyover ramp would then transition down to existing
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grade in the I-66 median area before joining the eastbound Express Lanes as a left-lane merge
movement.
Access from the eastbound and westbound Express Lanes would be in the form of two one-lane
flyover ramps that would connect to create a two-lane ramp on the east side of Route 28. These
proposed ramps would represent the highest level of the interchange before transitioning down to
existing grade before merging with the northbound Route 28 mainline as a one-lane merge
movement.
Access to the Express Lanes from southbound Route 28 will be facilitated through a separate
C-D road that will diverge from the southbound Route 28 mainline upstream of the proposed C-D
road designed for general purpose traffic. This one-lane C-D road would pass under the
Braddock Road overpass and transition to an elevated two-lane ramp that would fly over the
northwest quadrant of the interchange but remain under the eastbound Express Lane ramp to
northbound Route 28. The two-lane southbound flyover ramp would then split into two one-lane
ramps to provide access to the eastbound and westbound Express Lanes.

Concept 7
This concept is another complete interchange redesign concept that provides improved access to the
general purpose lanes while providing additional access to the Express Lanes. Similar to the previous two
alternatives, Braddock Road and Walney Road will be connected via a new overpass. Additionally, the
existing dual southbound left-turn lanes for access onto the eastbound general purpose lanes will be
closed, with the existing traffic signal removed from service.
The main component of this interchange design concept is reconstructing the Route 28 bridge structures
over I-66 at two different elevations. With the Route 28 bridge structures at two different elevations,
ramps can be designed to fly over or under the bridge structures without needing to be constructed at
multiple levels over the interchange area. As such, with this proposed design concept, the Route 28
northbound bridge structure would be constructed as a separate structure at a higher elevation than the
overpass carrying the southbound Route 28 lanes over I-66.
With this design concept, the following improvements are proposed for Route 28 access to the general
purpose lanes:
§

§
§

§

Access from the eastbound general purpose lanes to northbound Route 28 is provided as a
flyover ramp that will fly over the southbound Route 28 mainline and join the northbound Route
28 mainline as an added lane.
Access from northbound Route 28 to the eastbound general purpose lanes will remain
unchanged from existing conditions by utilizing the existing ramp junction.
Westbound general purpose access to northbound Route 28 will be provided via two new
auxiliary lanes, which will widen to a three-lane ramp approaching the Route 28 area. This threelane ramp will split into two separate ramps, with a one-lane ramp proceeding northbound to
connect to the proposed Braddock Road/Walney Road overpass while the remaining two-lane
ramp proceeds downstream to join the northbound Route 28 mainline as two added lanes.
Access to the westbound general purpose lanes from southbound Route 28 is proposed via a
two-lane exit ramp that originates north of Braddock Road. Along with providing westbound
general purpose access for southbound Route 28 traffic, additional access to this ramp is
provided via a single-lane ramp originating from a new intersection located just left of the
Braddock Road bridge structure. This Braddock Road ramp will join the southbound Route 28
ramp as an added lane, creating three total lanes on this ramp to proceed downstream towards I66.
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Access from the westbound general purpose lanes to southbound Route 28 is provided via a
proposed loop ramp in the northwest quadrant of the interchange. This proposed loop ramp will
connect to a C-D road in order to minimize conflicts with southbound Route 28 through traffic
upon proceeding southbound towards US 29 (Centreville).
Access to the eastbound general purpose lanes from Braddock Road is proposed via a new loop
ramp located in the southwest quadrant of the interchange that will originate from the C-D road
described above. This C-D road will originate from a new intersection on Braddock Road located
just west of the proposed Braddock Road/Walney Road overpass. The proposed loop ramp is
envisioned to join the eastbound general purpose lanes as an added lane, minimizing conflicts
with eastbound through traffic on the general purpose lanes.
Access to the eastbound general purpose lanes from southbound Route 28 is proposed via a leftside, two-lane exit ramp that will pass underneath the northbound Route 28 mainline and connect
with the proposed northbound Route 28 ramp to the eastbound general purpose lanes. This twolane ramp from southbound Route 28, combined with the one-lane ramp from northbound Route
28, will create a three-lane entry ramp onto the general purpose lanes. After sufficient merging
distance has been provided, this three-lane ramp will transition to a one- or two-lane auxiliary
lane to proceed eastbound towards the Fairfax County Parkway.

Access to the Express Lanes at Route 28 is facilitated through the following design features proposed
with Concept 7:
§

§

§

§

§

Access to the eastbound Express Lanes from northbound Route 28 is provided via a right-lane
exit ramp that will drop over the existing general purpose lanes and transition down to the existing
road grade before joining the eastbound Express Lanes via a left-lane merge movement. This
proposed Express Lanes ramp will originate downstream of the northbound Route 28 ramp to the
eastbound general purpose lanes and will exit the northbound Route 28 mainline as a dropped
lane.
Access from the eastbound Express Lanes to northbound Route 28 will be in the form of a singlelane flyover ramp originating from the Express Lanes as a left-lane exit. The proposed Express
Lane ramp will parallel the eastbound Express Lanes facility before flying over the southbound
Route 28 mainline to join the northbound Route 28 mainline as an added left lane. This added
lane will then merge with the northbound Route 28 through lanes after a sufficient merge distance
has been provided.
Access from the westbound Express Lanes to northbound Route 28 is provided via a single-lane
flyover ramp originating from the Express Lanes as a left-lane exit. The proposed Express Lanes
ramp will parallel the westbound Express Lanes facility before flying over the Express Lanes and
general purpose lanes to join the northbound Route 28 mainline as an added lane. The junction
point for this proposed Express Lanes ramp will be located just downstream of the proposed
westbound general-purpose to-northbound Route 28 ramp.
Access to the westbound Express Lanes facility will be provided for southbound Route 28 and
Braddock Road via the same ramp that provides access to the westbound general purpose lanes.
However, access to the Express Lanes will originate from the leftmost lane on this ramp and will
fly over the westbound general purpose and Express Lanes to join the westbound Express Lanes
facility as a left-lane merge movement.
Access from southbound Route 28 to the eastbound Express Lanes is proposed as a left-lane
exit from the southbound Route 28 mainline. The proposed single-lane exit ramp would pass
under the northbound Route 28 overpass to transition down to the existing road grade to join with
the proposed Express Lanes ramp from northbound Route 28 before merging downstream as a
single-lane left-side merge movement.
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7.5 Segment 2
7.5.1 Slip/Flyover Ramps between Route 28 and Stringfellow Road
7.5.1.1 Existing Condition
Currently the access between HOV lanes and the general purpose lanes is not physically constrained.
As part of the proposed improvements defined under the mainline alternatives, a physical separation will
be implemented between the managed lanes and the general purpose lanes. A concept under
consideration would provide access between the managed lanes and the general purpose lanes via slip
ramps or elevated flyover ramps between Route 28 and Stringfellow Road.

Concept 1
Concept 1 provides at-grade slip ramps from eastbound and westbound general purpose lanes to the
managed lanes. In the same vicinity, elevated flyover ramps are provided from the Express Lanes in both
eastbound and westbound directions to the general purpose lanes. This concept allows for segmental
tolling near the Route 28 interchange and access to and from the Express Lanes for interchange access
that does not have direct access. Due to the addition of the auxiliary lanes to allow for these movements,
additional right-of-way impacts and costs are associated with this option. This concept was carried
forward for further consideration as part of Alternative 2B.

7.5.2 Stringfellow Road
7.5.2.1 Existing Condition
Stringfellow Road is currently a four-lane divided roadway within the project limits and classified as a
Minor Arterial. Two bridges carry I-66 eastbound and westbound over Stringfellow Road. A reversible
median ramp provides access to the HOV lanes along I-66 to and from the east during peak periods. The
median ramp is access controlled by a signal along Stringfellow Road. A gate system is in place to
prevent access during periods when the ramp is closed or access is being provided in the opposite
direction. To the north of I-66, construction of the widening of Stringfellow Road is open to traffic and
expected to be complete in July 2015. Fairfax County also has a project out for construction to expand
the park-and-ride facility along Stringfellow Road directly north of the I-66 corridor.

Concept A1
Concept A1 utilizes the existing median ramp on the east side of the interchange to provide an eastbound
on-ramp and a westbound off-ramp for the I-66 Express Lanes. This concept involves adding a
divider/barrier down the center of the existing reversible median ramp to allow permanent two-way traffic.
The proposed rail corridor in the I-66 median is not preserved in this design. This concept was not carried
forward for further consideration.

Concept A2
Concept A2 utilizes the existing median ramp on the east side of the interchange to provide an eastbound
on-ramp and a westbound off-ramp for the I-66 Express Lanes. This concept involves maintaining the
existing reversible median ramp using a similar system as the one currently in place for the HOV ramp.
The proposed rail corridor in the I-66 median is not preserved in this design. This concept was carried
forward for further consideration as part of Alternative 2A.
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Concept B1
Concept B1 includes removal of the existing median ramp on the east side of the interchange and
proposes a separate eastbound on-ramp and a separate westbound off-ramp for the I-66 managed lanes.
The new directional ramps are aligned next to the I-66 median with sufficient separation between the new
ramps to preserve the proposed rail corridor in the I-66 median. This concept was not carried forward for
further consideration.

Concept C1
Concept C1 utilizes a single combined flyover ramp from Stringfellow Road to the I-66 median to realign
the eastbound on-ramp and the westbound off-ramp for the I-66 managed lanes. In this concept, the I-66
access point is relocated north to a new signalized intersection near the existing Stringfellow Road parkand-ride facility. The eastbound on-ramp and the westbound off-ramp are carried over westbound I-66 on
a new bridge structure and tie in with the Express Lanes next to the I-66 median. Removal of the existing
median ramp on the east side of the interchange and sufficient separation between the new ramps at the
I-66 tie-ins allow for preservation of the proposed rail corridor in the I-66 median. This concept was
carried forward for further consideration as part of Alternative 2B.

Concept D1
Concept D1 utilizes two separate flyover ramps from Stringfellow Road to the I-66 median to realign the
eastbound on-ramp and the westbound off-ramp for the I-66 Express Lanes. In this concept, the
eastbound on-ramp begins at a new signalized intersection south of I-66. It continues on a new bridge
structure over eastbound I-66 to meet the Express Lanes next to the I-66 median. The westbound offramp departs from the Express Lanes next to the I-66 median and is carried over westbound I-66 on a
new bridge structure. The westbound off-ramp ends at a new signalized intersection north of I-66 near the
existing Stringfellow Road park-and-ride facility. Removal of the existing median ramp on the east side of
the interchange and sufficient separation between the new ramps at the I-66 tie-ins allow for preservation
of the proposed rail corridor in the I-66 median. This concept was not carried forward for further
consideration.

7.5.3 Access to Fairfax County Parkway via Stringfellow Road/Monument
Drive
7.5.3.1 Existing Condition
The existing interchange of I-66 at Fairfax County Parkway is a full cloverleaf interchange with C D roads
provided for eastbound and westbound traffic exiting or entering the I-66 mainline. The Constrained Long
Range Plan adopted by MWCOG, as well as the Fairfax County Comprehensive Plan, call for conversion
of the inner-most lanes of the Fairfax County Parkway to HOV lanes by the year 2035. Access to Fairfax
County Parkway was evaluated comparing the indirect access via Stringfellow Road and Monument Drive
to direct connections between the managed lanes on I-66 and the proposed HOV facility on Fairfax
County Parkway. These two concepts are shown under Sections 7.5.3 and 7.5.4. Preliminary access
configurations tested for traffic demand in the screening sensitivity analysis examined access to/from the
west as well as to/from the east.
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Concept 1
Concept 1 provides access to the Fairfax County Parkway via the two parallel arterials (Monument Drive
and Stringfellow Road) in lieu of direct access to the Fairfax County Parkway. The following are the
advantages and disadvantages of this approach:
§

Pros:
- Allows for potential optimization of use of existing access at Stringfellow Road and Monument
Drive.
- Existing park-and-ride facility with expansion under construction at Stringfellow Road.
- Stringfellow and Monument park-and-ride facilities currently are served by existing bus
routes.
- Location of a potential future transit station or Metrorail station adjacent to Stringfellow and
Monument direct-access locations (per Fairfax County Comprehensive Plan).
- Minimizes potential project costs and impacts at the Fairfax County Parkway interchange.
- Accommodates near-term plans for transit improvements at Stringfellow Road.

§

Cons:
- Does not provide direct access to Fairfax County Parkway, potentially increasing travel times
for bus transfers.
- Creates a disconnect between the proposed HOV facility on Fairfax County Parkway and the
HOV facility that is an element of the proposed Express Lanes.
- Connecting bus routes potentially impacted by traffic on arterial road network.
- If Monument Drive location is a potential transfer point between the future High Quality
Transit Network (HQTN) Fairfax County Parkway Route, the HQTN service would have to
divert substantially on local arterials with multiple signalized intersections, resulting in travel
time increases.
o As an alternative, more direct paired service (rather than coordinated transfer service)
may be needed, which could result in increased operating costs or less-frequent transit
service.

§

Decision: This option has been carried forward in both Alternative 2A and 2B.

7.5.4 Fairfax County Parkway
The following concepts look at providing direct access to Fairfax County Parkway as opposed to providing
that access via the parallel facilities of Stringfellow Road and Monument Drive.

Concept 1: Direct Ramp Access
The first concept considered was to provide direct ramp connections from the I-66 Express Lanes to
future HOV access on Fairfax County Parkway. Of the alternatives evaluated, this would provide the most
capacity for traffic to and from the managed lanes on I-66. This option only looked at direct ramp
connections to and from the west of Fairfax County Parkway based on the preliminary traffic data. This
concept had the most impacts to right-of-way along both I-66 and Fairfax County Parkway. Due to the
lengths of the required structures to provide the direct ramp connections, the construction cost of this
concept would be considered higher than all other options evaluated. Direct ramp connections also could
be provided to and from the east but would require significantly more impacts and cost. This concept has
not been carried forward for further consideration.
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Concept 2: Third Level Signal, Keeping Existing Cloverleaf
The next concept evaluated was to provide the access to and from the I-66 Express Lanes via a thirdlevel signal that would provide ramps from the Fairfax County Parkway future HOV and the I-66 Express
Lanes to a third level above the existing interchange and allow those movements to be separated out
from the rest of the interchange. This option would have the least cost and impact of the alternatives
evaluated but also the least capacity to and from the I-66 Express Lanes. If access were maintained at
Stringfellow Road and Monument Drive, the spacing of the interchange would not meet AASHTO criteria.
If that access were eliminated, additional traffic analysis would have to evaluate if the signal option would
accommodate the demand shifted from the other access points. Also, this concept does not address the
existing interchange issues for the general purpose lanes. This concept was not carried forward for
further consideration.

Concept 3: Third Level Signal Replacing Cloverleaf
This concept takes the third-level signal option that kept the existing cloverleaf and replaces the
northwest and southeast quadrant loop ramps with flyover ramps to eliminate weaving issues in the
general purpose lanes. This would add additional costs and impacts to the previous alternative. The
introduction of the two flyover ramps also extends the impacts of the alternative along the Fairfax County
Parkway by adding additional auxiliary lanes. This is especially an issue on the north side because of the
closeness of the recently constructed Fair Lakes interchange project. A new weave would be introduced
at this location that would be substandard. This concept has not been carried forward for further
consideration.

Concept 4: Third-Level Signal Removing North and South Weaves
The next two concepts take the previous alternative and evaluated only replacing one of the two loop
ramps with a flyover ramp. The cost and impact of these alternatives would fall between the previous two
alternatives. The concept adding the flyover to the north would still introduce the weave issue with the
Fair Lakes interchange. The concept with the flyover to the south does have additional impacts and rightof-way costs but would make some improvement on the general purpose lane issues at the interchange.
The US 29 interchange is far enough away that the weave would meet criteria. The concept has not been
carried forward for further consideration.

Concept 5: Third-Level Signal (SPUI-like intersection)
This concept would be a potential revision to any of the third level signal options and addressing the issue
of interchange spacing between Fairfax County Parkway and Stringfellow/Monument access points. The
interchange spacing issue is important because of the length of the acceleration/deceleration lanes
needed to get on and off the Express Lanes at Stringfellow and Fairfax County Parkway. The general
approach on I-66 is that all movements come on and off to the inside or median side of the facility. If this
is applied within this area, the acceleration and deceleration lanes would overlap resulting in insufficient
space for the managed lanes to access the ramps. This concept addresses that issue by shifting the
access at Fairfax County Parkway to the side of the Express Lanes adjacent to the general purpose
lanes. This does increase the costs and impacts of the other third level signal alternatives by increasing
the size of the third level structure and also the width of the widening along I-66. This concept has not
been carried forward for further consideration as part of this project.
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7.5.5 Monument Drive
7.5.5.1 Existing Condition
Monument Drive is currently a four-lane divided roadway within the project limits and is classified as a
Minor Arterial. A bridge carries Monument Drive over Stringfellow Road. A two-way, two-lane median
ramp provides access to the HOV lanes along I-66 to and from the east. The median ramp is access
controlled by a signal along Monument Drive.

Concept A1
Concept A1 utilizes two separate flyover ramps from Monument Drive to the I-66 median to realign the
eastbound on-ramp and the westbound off-ramp for the I-66 Express Lanes. In this concept, the
eastbound on-ramp begins at a new signalized intersection on the south end of the Monument Drive
bridge. It continues on a new bridge structure over eastbound I-66 and meets the Express Lanes next to
the I-66 median. The westbound off-ramp departs from the Express Lanes next to the I-66 median and is
carried over westbound I-66 on a new bridge structure. The westbound off-ramp ends at a new signalized
intersection on the north end of the Monument Drive bridge. Removal of the existing median ramp on the
east side of the interchange and sufficient separation between the new ramps at the I-66 tie-ins allow for
preservation of the proposed rail corridor in the I-66 median. This concept also includes a slight
realignment of Monument Drive to facilitate replacement of the existing structure over I-66. This concept
was not carried forward for further consideration.

Concept A2
Concept A2 adds two additional flyover ramps to the design in Concept A1. Two separate flyover ramps
from Monument Drive to the I-66 median provide a new eastbound off-ramp and a new westbound onramp for the I-66 managed lanes. In this concept, the eastbound off-ramp departs from the managed
lanes next to the I-66 median and is carried over eastbound I-66 on a new structure. The eastbound offramp ends at the new signalized intersection south of I-66. The westbound on-ramp begins at the new
signalized intersection north of I-66. It continues on a new bridge over westbound I-66 and meets the
managed lanes next to the I-66 median. Sufficient separation between the new ramps at the I-66 tie-ins
allows for preservation of the proposed rail corridor in the I-66 median. This concept also includes a slight
realignment of West Ox Road to facilitate replacement of the existing structure over I-66. This concept
was not carried forward for further consideration.

Concept B1
Concept B1 includes removal of the existing median ramp on the east side of the interchange and
proposes a separate eastbound on-ramp and a separate westbound off-ramp for the I-66 Express Lanes.
The new directional ramps are aligned next to the I-66 median with sufficient separation between the new
ramps to preserve the proposed rail corridor in the I-66 median. This concept also includes a slight
realignment of Monument Drive to facilitate replacement of the existing structure over I-66. This concept
was not carried forward for further consideration.

Concept B2
Concept B2 adds additional directional ramps on the west side of the interchange to the design in
Concept B1. The new eastbound off-ramp and new westbound on-ramp are aligned next to the I-66
median with sufficient separation between the new ramps to preserve the proposed rail corridor in the I66 median. This concept also includes slight realignment of West Ox Road to facilitate replacement of the
existing structure over I-66. This concept was not carried forward for further consideration.
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Concept C1
Concept C1 utilizes a single combined flyover ramp from Monument Drive to the I-66 median to realign
the eastbound on-ramp and the westbound off-ramp for the I-66 managed lanes. In this concept, the I-66
access point is relocated north to a new signalized intersection on the north end of the Monument Drive
bridge. The eastbound on-ramp and the westbound off-ramp are carried over westbound I-66 on a new
bridge structure and tie in with the Express Lanes next to the I-66 median. Removal of the existing
median ramp on the east side of the interchange and sufficient separation between the new ramps at the
I-66 tie-ins allow for preservation of the proposed rail corridor in the I-66 median. This concept also
includes a slight realignment of Monument Drive to facilitate replacement of the existing structure over
I-66. This concept was not carried forward for further consideration.

Concept C2
Concept C2 adds an additional flyover ramp to the design in Concept C1. A single combined flyover ramp
from Monument Drive to the I-66 median provides a new eastbound off-ramp and a new westbound
on-ramp for the I-66 Express Lanes. In this concept, the I-66 access point is located at the new signalized
intersection north of I-66. The eastbound off-ramp and westbound on-ramp are carried over westbound
I-66 on a new bridge structure and tie in with the managed lanes next to the I-66 median. Sufficient
separation between the new ramps at the I-66 tie-ins allows for preservation of the proposed rail corridor
in the I-66 median. This concept also includes slight realignment of West Ox Road to facilitate
replacement of the existing structure over I-66. This concept was carried forward for further consideration
as part of Alternative 2A.

Concept C3
Concept C3 is similar to Concept C1, except it relocates the I-66 access point to a new signalized
intersection south of the Monument Drive bridge. In this design, the eastbound on-ramp and westbound
off-ramp are carried over Random Hills Road and eastbound I-66 on a new bridge structure and tie in with
the Express Lanes next to the I-66 median. This concept was not carried forward for further
consideration.

Concept D1
Concept D1 includes removal of the existing median ramp on the east side of the interchange and
proposes a flyover eastbound on-ramp and a directional westbound off-ramp for the I-66 Express Lanes.
In this concept, the eastbound on-ramp begins at a new signalized intersection south of the Monument
Drive bridge. It continues on a new bridge structure over Random Hills Road and eastbound I-66 and
meets the Express Lanes next to the I-66 median. The new westbound off-ramp is aligned next to the I-66
median. Sufficient separation between the new ramps at the I-66 tie-ins allows for preservation of the
proposed rail corridor in the I-66 median. This concept also includes a slight realignment of Monument
Drive to facilitate replacement of the existing structure over I-66. This concept was not carried forward for
further consideration.

Concept D2
Concept D2 adds additional directional ramps on the west side of the interchange to the design in
Concept D1. The new eastbound off-ramp and new westbound on-ramp are aligned next to the I-66
median with sufficient separation between the new ramps to preserve the proposed rail corridor in the
I-66 median. This concept also includes slight realignment of West Ox Road to facilitate replacement of
the existing structure over I-66. This concept was not carried forward for further consideration.
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Concept E1
Concept E1 utilizes the existing median ramp on the east side of the interchange to provide an eastbound
on-ramp and a westbound off-ramp for the I-66 managed lanes. This concept involves adding a
divider/barrier down the center of the existing reversible median ramp to allow permanent two-way
operations. The proposed rail corridor in the I-66 median is not preserved in this design, and the existing
Monument Drive bridge remains in place. This concept was not carried forward for further consideration.

Concept E2
Concept E2 adds an additional median ramp on the west side of the interchange to the design in Concept
E1. Eastbound off-ramp and westbound on-ramp traffic are separated by a divider/barrier down the center
of the ramp to allow permanent two-way operations. As was the case for Concept E1, the proposed rail
corridor in the I-66 median is not preserved in this design. This concept also shifts the proposed
eastbound I-66 auxiliary lane south under the adjacent bridge span similar to Concept F1. Once it passes
under Monument Drive, the proposed auxiliary lane remains separated from the mainline as it becomes
the southbound ramp of US 50. This concept was carried forward for further consideration as part of
Alternative 2B.

Concept F1
Concept F1 is similar to Concept E1 with a modification to the alignment of eastbound I-66 as it passes
under Monument Drive. The pier locations of the existing Monument Drive bridge do not allow for full
shoulders on the proposed eastbound I-66 cross section as it passes under the structure. This concept
realigns the proposed eastbound I-66 auxiliary lane south under an adjacent bridge span to allow for the
development of full shoulders. This concept was not carried forward for further consideration.

7.5.6 US 50 (Lee Jackson Highway)
7.5.6.1 Existing Condition
US 50 is a four-lane divided highway within the project limits and is classified as a Principal Arterial.
Eastbound and westbound US 50 diverge at the interchange with I-66 and separate bridges carry each
direction over I-66. The interchange is currently served by three loop ramps in the northeast, northwest
and southeast quadrants. The other movements are provided via direct ramps. A flyover ramp is also
within the functional area of the interchange providing access from westbound US 50 to Fair Oaks Mall.

Concept A1
Concept A1 removes the existing loop ramp in the northeast quadrant from US 50 westbound to I-66
westbound and replaces it with a flyover that ties into the shifted ramp from US 50 eastbound to I- 66
westbound. This concept also provides ramps along the median of I-66 that provide access from I-66
westbound managed lanes to US 50 westbound and from US 50 eastbound to I-66 eastbound managed
lanes. This concept was carried forward for further consideration as part of Alternative 2A.

Concept A2
Concept A2 is a duplicate of Concept A1, except for the access to/from the Express Lanes. Concept A2
does not provide access. This concept was carried forward for further consideration as part of Alternative
2B.
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Concept B1
Concept B1 utilizes two separate flyover ramps to provide access to/from the I-66 Express Lanes. One
flyover departs from the existing US 50 eastbound to I-66 eastbound general purpose and connects to the
I-66 eastbound Express Lanes. The other ramp departs from the I-66 westbound Express Lanes and
connects to the existing I-66 westbound to US 50 westbound ramp. This concept did not propose any
improvements to the general purpose lanes. This concept was not carried forward for further
consideration due to cost considerations and the lack of improvements to the general purpose lanes.

Concept C1
Concept C1 removes the existing ramp from US 50 westbound to I-66 westbound and replaces it with a
flyover that ties into the shifted ramp from US 50 eastbound to I-66 westbound. This concept also
provides flyover ramps to/from the managed lanes. One flyover ramp departs from US 50 eastbound to
the I-66 eastbound Express Lanes, while the other departs from the I-66 westbound Express Lanes and
connects to the existing I-66 westbound to US 50 westbound ramp. This concept was not carried forward
for further consideration because the maximum vertical clearance for the eastbound flyover could not be
achieved without raising the existing US 50 eastbound bridge an additional 10 feet.

Concept D1
Concept D1 removes the existing ramp from US 50 westbound to I-66 westbound and replaces it with a
flyover that ties into the shifted ramp from US 50 eastbound to I-66 westbound. This concept also
provides ramps along the median of I-66 that provide access from I-66 westbound Express Lanes to US
50 westbound and from US 50 eastbound to I-66 eastbound Express Lanes. Concept D1 also widened
the radius of the I-66 westbound to US 50 eastbound loop ramp to allow for a maximum speed of 35 mph.
This concept was not carried forward due to cost considerations. While the ramp was redesigned, a
design speed of 25 mph was chosen due to space constraints.

Concept D2
Concept D2 is a duplicate of concept D1 except for access to/from the Express Lanes. Concept D2 does
not provide access. This concept was not carried forward due to cost considerations. While the ramp was
redesigned, a design speed of 25 mph was chosen due to space constraints.

Concept E1
Concept E1 removes the existing ramp from US 50 westbound to I-66 westbound and replaces it with a
flyover that ties into the shifted ramp from US 50 eastbound to I-66 westbound. It also replaces the
substandard loops from I-66 westbound to US 50 eastbound and from I-66 eastbound to US 50
westbound with loops with larger radii. The concept also changes the exit configuration to only one exit off
of I-66 onto US 50 in each direction and provides Express Lane access with flyover ramps. This concept
was not carried forward due to cost considerations; however, the two loop ramps from I-66 westbound to
US 50 eastbound and from I-66 eastbound to US 50 westbound were redesigned and have design
speeds of 25 mph and 30 mph, respectively.

Concept E2
Concept D2 is a duplicate of concept E1 except for access to/from the Express Lanes. Concept E2 does
not provide access. This concept was not carried forward due to cost considerations; however, the two
loop ramps from I-66 westbound to US 50 eastbound and from I-66 eastbound to US 50 westbound were
redesigned and have design speeds of 25 mph and 30 mph, respectively.
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Concept F1
Concept F1 removes the existing ramp from US 50 westbound to I-66 westbound and replaces it with a
flyover that ties into the shifted ramp from US 50 eastbound to I-66 westbound. It also replaces the
substandard loops from I-66 westbound to US 50 eastbound and from I-66 eastbound to US 50
westbound with loops with larger radii. The concept also changes the exit configuration to only one exit off
of I-66 onto US 50 in each direction and provides Express Lane access with slip ramps along the median
of I-66. This concept was not carried forward due to cost considerations; however, the two loop ramps
from I-66 westbound to US 50 eastbound and from I-66 eastbound to US 50 westbound were redesigned
and have design speeds of 25 mph and 30 mph, respectively.

7.6 Segment 3
7.6.1 Route 123 and I-66 Interchange
7.6.1.1 Existing Condition
Route 123 is classified as a Primary Arterial running from Woodbridge in Prince William County through
Lorton and Burke in southern Fairfax County, the City of Fairfax, Vienna, Tysons Corner, McLean and
Washington, DC (via Chain Bridge). It is primarily a four-lane divided facility with the exception of a small
section in Fairfax City. It functions as the “main street” in Fairfax City, Vienna, Tysons Corner, and
McLean and has different names at different locations including Gordon Boulevard, Ox Road, Chain
Bridge Road, Maple Avenue, and Dolly Madison Boulevard.
The existing interchange is a partial cloverleaf interchange with three loop ramps and one directional
flyover ramp from westbound I-66 to southbound Route 123. C-D roadway is provided only in eastbound
direction along I-66. Substandard shoulders, deceleration and acceleration lanes, and short weaving
distances are safety issues at this interchange.

Concept 1.1
The existing partial cloverleaf interchange configuration will be retained. Bridges over I-66 will be rebuilt
longer in their current location to accommodate I-66 widening (per mainline typical section Alternative 2A)
and wider to provide for shared-use path, bike lanes and/or shoulders. Maintenance of traffic will require
staged construction of overpass bridges. Ramp radii and terminals at tie-in points will be adjusted to
accommodate design speed and wider I-66 and longer overpass bridge. The C-D roadway also will be
provided on eastbound I-66, and the weaving section between the loop ramps along the C-D road and
northbound Route 123 will still exist.

Concept 1A
Similar to Concept 1.1, the existing partial cloverleaf interchange configuration will be retained and
bridges built longer to accommodate I-66 widening (per mainline typical section Alternative 2A) and wider
to accommodate shared-use path, bike lanes and/or shoulders along Route 123. However, the bridges
over I-66 will be shifted westward to maintain traffic and limit construction staging. Ramp radii and
terminals at tie-in points will also be adjusted to accommodate design speed and I-66 widening. The
weaving section between the loop ramp along the C-D road and along northbound Route 123 will still
exist.
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Concept 2
Concept 2 is a partial cloverleaf interchange with two loops along the eastbound I-66. The existing loop
ramp in the northeast quadrant carrying northbound Route 123 traffic to westbound I-66 will be replaced
with a directional ramp. The off-ramp from northbound Route 123 will split to two ramps after diverging
from Route 123. The ramp on the right will carry traffic to eastbound I-66. The ramp on the left will carry
traffic to westbound I-66, flying over I-66 and under the Route 123 bridge to where the existing ramp from
westbound I-66, carrying traffic to southbound Route 123, is located. The westbound-to-southbound ramp
will be relocated under the last span of the same bridge and shifted west where it crosses I-66 to
minimize construction staging. The ramps’ radii and terminals will be adjusted to accommodate the
widening of I-66 and addition of shared-use path, bike lanes, and/or shoulders along Route 123. The C-D
roadway along eastbound I-66 will be provided to move the weaving section between the two remaining
loops away from the mainline. Overpass bridges will be built longer to accommodate I-66 widening (per
mainline typical section Alternative 2A) and wider to accommodate shared-use path, bike lanes, and/or
shoulders along Route 123.

Concept 3
Concept 3 is a partial cloverleaf with only one loop in the southeast quadrant carrying eastbound I-66
traffic to northbound Route 123. The loop ramp in the northeast quadrant will be replaced with a
directional ramp similar to Concept 2. The loop ramp in the southwest quadrant, carrying southbound
Route 123 traffic to eastbound I-66, will be replaced with a left-turn lane, a signalized intersection on
Route 123 immediately south of the bridge over I-66, and a spur that will merge with the ramp from the
northbound Route 123 that carries traffic to eastbound I-66. In this alternative, the ramp carrying
northbound Route 123 traffic to westbound I-66 is on the right, and the ramp carrying traffic to eastbound
I-66 is on the left. The ramps’ radii and terminals will be adjusted to accommodate the widening of I-66
(per mainline typical section Alternative 2A) and addition of shared-use path and bike lanes or shoulders
along Route 123. Overpass bridges will be built longer to accommodate I-66 widening and wider to
accommodate shared-use path, bike lanes, and/or shoulders along Route 123.

Concept 3A
Concept 3A is based on the mainline typical section Alternative 2A and similar to Concept 3 with the
exception that the ramp from northbound Route 123 to westbound I-66 is on the left and the ramp
carrying traffic to eastbound I-66 is on the right.

Concept 3A-DA
This alternative is the same as Concept 3A with the exception that east-facing direct-access ramps from
Route 123 are provided to and from I-66 at a signalized intersection immediately north of the Route 123
bridge over the ramp from westbound I-66 to southbound Route 123. This concept has two signalized
intersections on Route 123, one for the left turn from southbound Route 123 to eastbound I-66 and one
for the direct-access ramps.

Concept 4
Concept 4 is also a partial cloverleaf interchange. The existing interchange will be modified by replacing
the loop ramp on the southeast quadrant, carrying eastbound I-66 traffic to northbound Route 123, with a
directional ramp. The removal of this loop ramp will eliminate the weaving sections along eastbound I-66
and northbound Route 123, as well as the need for the C-D roadway on eastbound I-66. Overpass
bridges will be built longer to accommodate I-66 widening and wider to accommodate shared-use path,
bike lanes, and/or shoulders along Route 123. The rest of the interchange ramp configuration will
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essentially remain the same, with the exception of some modification of ramps’ terminals where they tie in
to I-66 and Route 123. The eastbound I-66 off-ramp to Route 123, after exiting I-66, will split to two ramps
carrying traffic destined to northbound and southbound Route 123. The ramp on the left, carrying traffic to
northbound Route 123, is proposed to go under Route 123, fly over I-66, fly over the existing ramp from
westbound I-66 to southbound 123, and then merge with the ramp carrying traffic from I-66 westbound to
Route 123 northbound. The ramp on the right will merge with the ramp from westbound I-66 carrying
traffic to southbound Route 123 before connecting to Route 123.
The existing two-lane flyover ramp bridge, carrying westbound I-66 traffic to southbound Route 123, is
proposed to be rebuilt as a one-lane ramp bridge on the west side of the existing bridge spanning the
widened I-66 mainline. The ramp will then merge with the eastbound I-66 off-ramp carrying traffic
destined to southbound Route 123 before tying-in to Route 123. The tie-in point with southbound Route
123 has been shifted northward to increase the distance between the merge point and the intersection of
Route 123 and Eaton Place downstream. The tie-in point could be at a controlled intersection or a freeflow merge with an auxiliary lane.
The proposed modifications at this interchange provides sufficient length for the acceleration and
deceleration lanes; improves lane continuity and lane balance; provides standard shoulder width; and
eliminates weaving conditions. These modifications should significantly improve safety and operation at
this location. There is no direct access to and from the I-66 Express Lanes at Route 123 in Concept 4.
Two versions of this concept (4A and 4B) have been developed based on mainline typical section
Alternatives 2A and 2B, respectively—one preserves space for the future Metrorail line extension and one
does not.

Concept 4A-DA
Improvements are similar to improvements in Concept 4, with the exception that in Concept 4A-DA, eastfacing direct-access ramps to and from the I-66 Express Lanes are provided at a signal-controlled
intersection south of the Route 123 bridge over I-66. The direct-access ramps connect Route 123 to
eastbound I-66 Express Lanes (merging on the left) and the westbound I-66 Express Lanes (exiting on
the left) to Route 123 at this signalized intersection. The footprint of Concept 4A along the mainline will be
larger than the footprint of Concept 4 due to the addition of direct-access ramps to and from the Express
Lanes. Two versions of this alternative have been developed based on mainline typical section
Alternatives 2A and 2B, respectively—one with space preserved for the extension of the Metrorail in the
future and one without.

7.6.2 Vaden Drive and I-66 Interchange
7.6.2.1 Existing Condition
Vaden Drive is classified as an Urban Local road and has two lanes per direction between Virginia Center
Boulevard and Saintsbury Drive. The intersection of Vaden Drive and Virginia Center Boulevard currently
is signalized. As part of the ongoing Metro West development, the developer has constructed Vaden
Drive Extended, a four-lane divided roadway from Saintsbury Drive to US 29. The intersection of Vaden
Drive and Saintsbury Drive also is signalized. There is no direct access between Vaden Drive and I-66.
There is an existing ingress loop ramp connecting Saintsbury Drive to the eastbound C-D roadway.

Concept 1
This concept is the selected concept for the ongoing I-66–Vienna /Fairfax-GMU Metrorail Station
Accessibility Improvement Project. This project provides for the construction of an exclusive bus ramp
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between the I-66 HOV lanes and Vaden Drive to provide access to Vienna/Fairfax-GMU Metrorail station.
A two-lane, two-way (without barrier separation) flyover ramp provides a direct access for bus traffic
between I-66 Express Lanes and Vaden Drive. This project has currently been included as part of the I-66
Corridor Improvements Project.

Concept 2
This concept includes a two-lane, two-way with barrier separation ramp on structure over the existing
Metrorail tracks. The alignment is centered in the median of I-66 following the alignment of the Metrorail
tracks and terminates on structure mid-span at the Vaden Drive bridge forming a signalized
T-intersection. The ramp is for Express Lane traffic (no longer an exclusive bus ramp).

7.6.3 Route 243 (Nutley Street) and I-66 Interchange
7.6.3.1 Existing Condition
Route 243 (Nutley Street) is a six-lane divided Urban Minor Arterial in the vicinity of I-66 between US 29
in Fairfax City to Virginia Center Boulevard in Vienna, Virginia. On the north side, Route 243 narrows
down to a four-lane divided roadway between Virginia Center Boulevard and Route 123. North of Route
123, Route 243 is a two-lane, two-way local road. On the south, Route 243 is a two-lane, two-way
roadway that extends along the western edge of a residential area and the Pan American Shopping
Center, where it changes to a two-lane, two-way roadway and then to a four-lane divided roadway before
it intersects US 29.
The existing interchange is a full cloverleaf interchange with C-D roadways in both directions along I-66.
The Vienna Metrorail station is located in the middle of I-66, immediately west of the interchange, with
pedestrian access to parking lots and garages on both sides of I-66. Access and egress from I-66 to the
Metrorail parking facilities are provided via the C-D roadways along I-66 and two parallel roadways, one
on the north side and one on the south side of I-66. The access/egress ramps connect the Virginia Center
Boulevard/County Creek Road, on the north side, to the westbound C-D roadway. On the south side, the
access/egress ramps connect Saintsbury Drive to the eastbound C-D roadway. Furthermore, Virginia
Center Boulevard/County Creek Road on the north and Saintsbury Drive on the south are connected via
the Vaden Drive overpass immediately west of the Metrorail station. Vaden Drive and the Metrorail
access/egress ramps are essentially functioning as another interchange sharing the C-D roadways with
the Route 243 (Nutley Street) interchange.
The radii of the loop ramps at Route 243 and the Metrorail access/egress ramps are at or below
minimum. The Route 243 interchange loop ramps create weaving sections in both directions along the I66 C-D roadways and Route 243. The access/egress to the Metrorail station parking facilities create
additional weaving sections along the C-D roadways. The tight radii of the loop ramps and the weaving
sections have adversely impacted the safety and operation of the interchange. Additionally, the proximity
of signalized intersections, Saintsbury Drive on the south and Virginia Center Boulevard on the north,
further reduces the operational capacity of this interchange.

Concept 1
In Concept 1, the Route 243 (Nutley Street) overpass bridge will be reconstructed on the east side of the
existing bridge longer to accommodate widening of I-66 and wider to provide for bike lanes, sidewalk,
median, and a shared-use path. Three of the loop ramps will be replaced with two flyover ramps and a left
turn at a new signalized intersection. The C-D roadways and the access/egress to the Metrorail station
parking facilities will be provided in the reconfigured interchange.
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The ramp from the westbound C-D roadway to northbound Route 243 will be shifted west, closer to Route
243, to make room on the northeast quadrant for the flyover ramp from northbound Route 243 to
westbound I-66. The existing loop ramp from the westbound I-66 C-D roadway to Route 243 will be rebuilt
and offset east to accommodate the new flyover ramps on the northwest quadrant.
The ramp from the eastbound C-D roadway carrying traffic to Route 243 and the Metrorail parking
facilities has been reconfigured. The existing loop ramp from the eastbound I-66 C-D roadway to
northbound Route 243 is replaced with a ramp and a new signalized intersection to turn left from the west
side to northbound Route 243. This ramp and the signalized intersection also could be used for
eastbound I-66 traffic to make a right turn to southbound Route 243, depending on traffic volumes and
operational requirements. Alternatively, the existing at-grade directional ramp from eastbound I-66 to
southbound Route 243 could be retained with slight modification.
The two existing loop ramps from northbound and southbound Route 243 to westbound and eastbound
I-66, respectively, will be replaced with ramps flying over I-66 and under Route 243. The off-ramp from
southbound Route 243 will split to two ramps after diverging from Route 243. The ramp on the left,
carrying traffic to westbound I-66, merges with the ramp carrying traffic from northbound Route 243 to
westbound I-66 and then merges with the ramp from the Metrorail parking facilities on the north side
before merging with the westbound C-D roadway. The ramp on the right will fly over I-66 and under the
Route 243 bridge prior to merging with the I-66 eastbound C-D roadway. The off-ramp from northbound
Route 243 also will split to two ramps. The ramp on the right will carry traffic destined to eastbound I-66
and will merge with the eastbound C-D roadway. The ramp on the left carrying traffic to westbound I-66
will fly over I-66 and under Route 243, then merge with the ramp from southbound Route 243 prior to
merging with the ramp from the Metrorail parking facilities on the north and the westbound C-D roadway.

Concept 2
Similar to Concept 1, the Route 243 (Nutley Street) bridge over I-66 will be reconstructed to the east of
the existing bridge longer to accommodate widening of I-66 and wider to provide for bike lanes, sidewalk,
median, and shared-use path. Three of the loop ramps will be replaced with direct flyover ramps, and the
loop ramp in the southeast quadrant carrying eastbound I-66 traffic to northbound Route 243 will be
replaced with a ramp for a left turn at a signalized intersection. The two northbound and southbound loop
ramps in the northeast and southwest quadrants will be replaced with flyover ramps similar to Alternative
1. Additionally, the loop ramp in the northwest quadrant carrying westbound I-66 traffic to southbound
Route 243 also will be replaced with a flyover ramp. The location of the ramp from eastbound I-66 to
northbound Route 243 and the signalized intersection have been slightly adjusted closer to I-66.

Concept 3
This concept is a Double Crossover Diamond (Diverging Diamond) interchange with two separate bridges
over I-66. The southbound bridge will be built on the east side of the existing bridge, and the northbound
bridge will be built near where the Route 243 (Nutley Street) bridge is currently located. The new roadway
and bridges will carry three through lanes and one auxiliary lane in each direction. Sidewalks, a shareduse path, and/or bike lanes also will be provided along Route 243. All existing movements, including
interchange ramps and ramps to and from the Metrorail station, are or can be provided through the C-D
roadways.
As is the case with a Diverging Diamond, left-turning traffic from the mainline (I-66) will be merging on the
left instead of crossing a signalized intersection, and left-turning traffic from the crossroad (Route 243) will
be exiting from the left instead of crossing a signalized intersection. Right-turning traffic from both roads
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will exit from the right and merge on the right side of the receiving roadway. The removal of signal phases
for left-turn movements should significantly improve traffic operation at this interchange.
The off-ramps from I-66 mainline or C-D roadway will split to two ramps carrying traffic to northbound and
southbound Route 243. The ramp carrying traffic from westbound I-66 to northbound Route 243 also can
have a separate spur exclusive for traffic turning left at the intersection of Route 243 and Virginia Center
Boulevard. This ramp, at intersection with Route 243, could be stop or signal controlled depending on
traffic analysis and operational requirements. Traffic from this ramp and from the northbound Route 243
destined to the Virginia Center Boulevard must be separated by a raised median prior to the merge point
of the ramp carrying I-66 westbound traffic to areas north of the intersection of Virginia Center Boulevard
and Route 243. Similarly, the ramp carrying traffic from eastbound I-66 to southbound Route 243 could
intersect Route 243 at a stop- or signal-controlled intersection or merged as a free-flow lane, depending
on traffic analysis and operational requirements.
Several variation of Concept 3 in conjunction with Vaden Drive were developed including options with or
without C-D roadway in the eastbound direction and with or without access from the Metrorail station. The
one with the minimum footprint and right-of-way impact is described below.

Concept 3A
This concept is a variation of Concept 3. The existing C-D roadway in the east direction, along with the
access loop ramp from Saintsbury Drive, is eliminated. Both inside and outside shoulder widths between
Vaden Drive and the Route 243 (Nutley Street) overpass bridges are reduced to avoid the impact to the
existing eastbound retaining wall and the pedestrian bridge at Vienna Metrorail station.

7.6.4 I-495 and I-66 Interchange
7.6.4.1 Existing Condition
I-495 is a major regional freeway, classified as an Urban Interstate, which circumnavigates Washington,
DC, through various cities and counties in Virginia and Maryland. I-495 runs north-south from Springfield
in Fairfax County, Virginia, to I-270 in Montgomery County, Maryland. I-495 is a 12-lane roadway, with
Express Lane facility from I-95 in Springfield to north of the Dulles Toll Road. There are four continuous
general purpose lanes and two continuous Express Lanes in each direction. All users can use the general
purpose lanes and can access all interchanges. There are C-D roads at selected interchanges to access
major side roads.
At theI-495 interchange with I-66, access between the two interstates is available in all directions, with the
exception of westbound I-66 to northbound I-495 and southbound I-495 to eastbound I-66. Similar access
between the two interstates is available for general purpose and I-495 Express Lane movements. The
posted speed limit along I-495 near I-66 is 55 mph within the general purpose lanes and 65 mph within
the I-495 Express Lanes.
Express Lanes are solely for HOV-3 and toll-paying vehicles. Tolls are collected automatically via the
overhead gantries scanning the in-vehicle transponders. There are on- and off-ramps to and from the
Express Lanes at selected locations.
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The following are interchange movements at I-495/I-66:
§
§
§

§

§
§

I-66 eastbound to I-495 southbound. HOV-2 must weave from HOV lanes to the right exit in
order to get to I-495 southbound general purpose lanes.
I-495 southbound to I-66 eastbound. This movement is provided at the Dulles Toll Road (Route
267) interchange.
I-495 northbound Express Lanes to I-66 westbound general purpose lanes. I-495
northbound high-occupancy toll (HOT) single-occupancy vehicles (SOVs) exit onto I-66
westbound HOV-2. Non-HOV drivers must merge out.
I-495 northbound general purpose lanes to I-66 westbound HOV-2. I-495 northbound general
purpose lanes exits onto I-66 westbound general purpose lanes. HOV-2 drivers have to weave to
get into HOV-2 lanes.
I-66 westbound to I-495 northbound Express Lanes and general purpose. This movement is
provided at the Dulles Toll Road (Route 267) interchange.
I-495 southbound to I-66 westbound HOT and general purpose lanes. I-495 southbound
general purpose exits onto I-66 westbound general purpose. HOV-2 drivers have to weave to get
to HOV-2 lane. Also, where I-495 southbound HOT exits onto I-66 westbound general purpose
lanes, HOV-2 drivers must weave to the left.

In the morning, the heaviest traffic movement at this interchange is from eastbound I-66 to northbound I495. A large number of vehicles also travel from eastbound I-66 to the southbound I-495. The northbound
I-495 to westbound I-66 is also a heavy movement in the morning. In the evening, three movements are
the heaviest: southbound I-495 to westbound I-66; eastbound I-66 to northbound I-495; and northbound I495 to westbound I-66. Operational and safety issues with the current loop ramp include substandard
geometric design, insufficient capacity, substandard merging area, and merge-weave conflicts from I-495
northbound general purpose lanes to eastbound I-66.
The ideal improvement for the I-495 interchange would be to provide direct access between the Express
Lanes and general purpose lanes of I-66 to the Express Lanes and general purpose lanes of I-495.
However, improvements at this interchange are constrained by the Metrorail Orange Line and the recently
completed improvements under the I-495 Express Lanes Project. Four design concepts were considered,
ranging from full access to no improvement at all.

Concept 1
This is a directional system interchange with the exception of one oval-shaped loop ramp from the
eastbound I-66 general purpose lanes to the northbound I-495 Express Lanes. Additional ramps are
proposed to provide direct access from I-66 Express and general purpose lanes to I-495 Express and
general purpose lanes and vice versa in all directions except the two missing movements.
§

§

The existing loop ramp from northbound I-495 general purpose lanes to westbound I-66 is
replaced with a flyover ramp. This ramp will split to two ramps (after crossing over I-495) to
provide direct access to both westbound I-66 general purpose and Express Lanes. The existing
loop ramp could be retained and used during emergencies on the flyover ramp with minimal
realignment of the I-495 northbound off-ramps.
A new flyover ramp also is proposed from the northbound I-495 Express Lanes to provide direct
access to both the westbound I-66 Express and general purpose lanes. The existing ramp from
the northbound I-495 Express Lanes to westbound I-66 Express Lanes will be broken in half—the
northern half (including the existing bridge over eastbound I-66 and Metrorail) will be connected
to the new ramp from northbound I-495 to the westbound I-66 Express Lanes, and the southern
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half (including the bridge over southbound I-495) will be connected to the existing ramp from the
eastbound I-66 general purpose lanes to provide direct access to the southbound I-495 Express
Lanes.
The existing ramp from the southbound I-495 general purpose lanes to westbound I-66 will split to
two ramps to provide direct access to the westbound I-66 general purpose and Express Lanes.
Similarly, the existing ramp from the southbound I-495 Express Lanes will split to two ramps to
provide direct access to the westbound I-66 Express and general purpose lanes.
A new ramp is proposed from eastbound I-66 Express Lanes, immediately east of the Dunn
Loring Metrorail station, to provide direct access to both the northbound and southbound I-495
general purpose lanes. This ramp splits to two ramps immediately east of I-495. The ramp on the
left flies over Metrorail, westbound I-66, the westbound I-66 to southbound I-495 ramps, and the
Washington & Old Dominion (W&OD) trail, and ties to the I-495 general purpose lanes prior to the
Idylwood Road overpass. The ramp on the right flies over Metrorail and westbound I-66, and ties
to the westbound I-66 ramp to southbound I-495 general purpose lanes. The ramp from the
westbound I-66 to southbound I-495 Express Lanes will be shifted south, and the gore will be
moved further east.
Two separate ramps are proposed to provide direct access from eastbound I-66 to southbound
and northbound I-495 Express Lanes:
-

-

From the existing I-66 eastbound to southbound I-495 ramp, a new diverging ramp is
proposed to connect to southbound Express Lanes for those desiring access to the
southbound Express Lanes from the I-66 general purpose lanes. The existing bridge currently
provides access from the northbound I-495 Express Lanes to the westbound I-66 HOV lane.
A new diverging ramp is proposed from the existing eastbound I-66 general purpose to
northbound I-495 general purpose ramp, fly over I-495, and loop in an oval shape over
northbound I-495 and tie to the northbound I-495 Express Lanes.

Concept 2
Concept 2 is an abbreviated version of Concept 1. A number of new ramps in Concept 1 can be
eliminated, and those movements are either provided or can be provided elsewhere along I-66 or I-495.
§

§

Access from eastbound I-66 general purpose lanes to northbound and southbound I-495 Express
Lanes can be provided via a slip ramp or flyover ramp on eastbound I-66 in the vicinity of the
Cedar Lane overpass between Route 243 (Nutley Street) and I-495. (Several concepts are
developed for both the slip ramp and the flyover ramp, respectively. These concepts are
described in the following section.) Motorists on the eastbound I-66 general purpose lanes could
access the I-66 Express Lanes via a slip or flyover ramp and then access the I-495 Express
Lanes via the existing interchange ramps.
New ramps from the eastbound I-66 Express Lanes to the northbound I-495 general purpose
lanes are considered redundant because motorists from the eastbound I-66 Express Lanes can
access every interchange on I-495 north of I-66 from the northbound I-495 Express Lanes, and
direct access from the eastbound I-66 Express Lanes to the northbound I-495 Express Lanes
currently exists. It also is assumed that motorists on the I-66 Express Lanes destined to
northbound I-495 Express Lanes would prefer to continue on the Express Lanes rather than
getting out to avoid paying the toll for a short distance. All interchanges on I-495 north of I-66
have south-facing access to and from the Express Lanes, with the exception of Route 123
interchange and those outside the limits of the Express Lanes. However, Route 123 can be
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accessed from the I-495 Express Lanes via Route 7, West Park Connector, and Jones Branch
Drive Connector.
Similarly, the ramp from southbound I-495 general purpose lanes to westbound I-66 Express
Lanes has been eliminated because motorists desiring to access the I-66 Express Lanes can
access the southbound I-495 Express Lanes from all interchanges on I-495 (except Route 123)
north of I-66 and then access the I-66 Express Lanes via the existing interchange ramps.

Concept 3
Concept 3 is a “do nothing at I-495” concept; however, the on- and off-ramps will be extended westward
to provide sufficient acceleration and deceleration length, which fits with the 12-lane I-66 including the
auxiliary lanes in this segment. Signing will need to be provided between the two Express Lane facilities
(I-66 and I-495) to facilitate efficient traffic movement through this proposed transition area. Further traffic
analysis is needed to determine the feasibility of this option and if sufficient space can be provided to
accommodate the merging and weaving movements between the two facilities.

Concept 4
Concept 4 is a full-blown interchange that provides all possible connections between I-66 and I-495
Express and general purpose lanes and vice versa, including the missing movements as were developed
during the I-495 Express Lanes construction. This concept will require the reconstruction of almost all of
the existing bridges.

7.6.5 New Access Point from Eastbound I-66 General Purpose to I-66
Express Lanes
As previously described, the improvements at the I-66 and I-495 interchange are strictly constrained by
the existing right-of-way, Metrorail Orange Line, and the recently completed improvements under the
I-495 Express Lanes Project. To simplify the interchange improvements and minimize the footprint, some
of the traffic movements can be provided prior to the interchange. A new flyover access from I-66
eastbound general purpose lanes to Express Lanes is considered between Cedar Lane and Gallows
Road. Motorists on the eastbound I-66 general purpose lanes could access the I-66 Express Lanes via
this access, and then access the I-495 Express Lanes via the existing interchange ramps.
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CHAPTER 8 ALTERNATIVES CARRIED FORWARD FOR FURTHER
ANALYSIS
8.1 Alternatives
Each of the two corridor access-point alternatives were combined with the two mainline cross- section
alternatives, resulting in a distinct combination of what became Alternative 2A and Alternative 2B. These
alternatives were developed through a series of meetings with project stakeholders. The alternatives for
Express Lane access were developed, varying in terms of access location and type—slip ramps or flyover
ramps between the general purpose lanes and Express Lanes, compared with direct access ramps
serving arterials.
The remaining potential access-point locations were combined to derive the two draft access alternatives,
including a substitution of flyover/slip ramps east of Route 28 for the creation of two tolling segments,
instead of the previous option of slip ramps only without direct access to Route 28.
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Figure 8.1: Preliminary Express Lanes Access Alternatives
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Within the study, the I-66 corridor is divided into three segments, each of which is impacted differently by
the different configuration alternatives:
§
§
§

Segment 1 is considered to run from US 15 (STA 51000+00) to east of Route 28 (STA 5820+00).
Segment 2 is considered to run from east of Route 28 (STA 5820+00) to just west of Jermantown
Road (STA 6070+00).
Segment 3 is considered to run from just west of Jermantown Road (STA 6070+00) to I-495 (STA
6431+49).

Segment 1 Express Lane access alternatives slightly differ between Alternatives 2A and 2B. One accesspoint location is consistent between Alternatives 2A and 2B, with three additional access-point locations
in Alternative 2A and one additional access-point location in Alternative 2B.
Segment 2 Express Lane access alternatives slightly differ between Alternatives 2A and 2B. Two accesspoint locations remain consistent, with one additional access point in Alternative 2A and Alternative 2B
that differs in location.
Segment 3 Express Lane access alternatives slightly differ between Alternatives 2A and 2B. One accesspoint location is consistent between Alternatives 2A and 2B, with one additional access point in
Alternative 2A and three additional access points in Alternative 2B.
Interchange improvement options for existing chokepoints/spot locations are addressed by either or both
of the proposed alternatives at the following locations:
§
§

Alternative 2A and 2B:
- Route 243 (Nutley Street).
Alternative 2A:
- Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway) and Route 123 (Chain Bridge Road).

Interchange improvement options for existing general purpose lane and new Express Lane access are
addressed by either or both of the proposed alternatives at the following locations:
§

Alternatives 2A and 2B:
- Balls Ford Road.
- Route 28 at I-66.
- I-495 (Capital Beltway).

§

Alternative 2A:
- US 50 (Lee Jackson Highway) between US 50 and Route 123 in the vicinity of Route 243
(Nutley Street and Vienna Metrorail station).

§

Alternative 2B:
- Route 234 Bypass (Prince William Parkway).
- Route 123 (Chain Bridge Road).

Interchange improvement options for new Express Lane access are addressed by either or both of the
proposed alternatives at the following locations:
§

Alternatives 2A and 2B:
- University Boulevard.
- Stringfellow Road.
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Monument Drive.
Vaden Drive.

§

Alternative 2A:
- Between US 15 and US 29 (Gainesville), east of US 15.

§

Alternative 2B:
- New connector road, west of US 15.
- Express Lane transition ramps west of Stringfellow Road.
- Express Lane transition ramps east of Vaden Drive.

The focus areas for providing access in Alternative 2A include:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Eastern Fairfax County (between Route 123 and Gallows Road).
I-495 access (Express Lanes and general purpose lanes).
Western Prince William County.
Vaden Drive (vehicular access).
Monument Drive/US 50.
Stringfellow Road time-of-day access (i.e., keep existing reversible ramp configuration in place)
versus on/off ramps open to both directions of traffic to/from the east at all times.
Fairfax County Parkway.
US 29 (Centreville).

The focus area for providing access in Alternative 2B include:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Eastern Fairfax County (between Route 123 and Gallows Road).
I-495 access (Express Lanes and GP lanes).
Western Prince William County.
Vaden Drive (bus-only access).
Monument Drive/US 50.
Stringfellow Road.
Fairfax County Parkway.
US 29 (Centreville).

The end-to-end alternatives developed for Alternative 2A and Alternative 2B are supplied in the Appendix.

8.2 Other Suggested Concepts
Several additional suggested improvement concept scenarios (ICSs) that were not advanced for further
analysis were later incorporated into the advanced ICS concepts through specific concept criteria. The
non-advanced concepts that impacted the advanced concepts at various levels include:
§
§
§
§
§
§

Active traffic management.
Aspects of Transportation Demand Management (TDM).
Safety.
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS).
No-Build.
Transit.
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TDM can increase transportation system efficiency and savings in time and money while decreasing
traffic congestion in various ways by presenting options for commuters outside of driving alone from origin
to destination. TDM concepts carried forward include:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Enhancing park-and-ride facilities.
Working with employers to provide ride-matching assistance, transit benefits, commute planning,
telework, and other commuter benefits.
Expanding the availability of vanpools in the I-66 corridor.
Expanding local ride-matching services by identifying carpool partners and vanpool options..
Enhancing web-based and mobile applications to provide live transit, vanpool, carpool, and other
commute options and commute information at employers and in public places.
Providing home-based outreach.
Promoting bicycling, walking, and transit.
Supporting casual carpooling or “slugging.”

ITS concepts carried forward included aspects of Advanced Transportation Management Systems
(ATMS) and Integrated Corridor Management (ICM). Active traffic management concepts were carried
forward in forms such as dynamic message signs, cameras for corridor monitoring, and software
development to control sign messages. Safety improvements at interchanges were carried forward by
calling attention to or making recommendations at US 50, the Vienna Metrorail station, Route 28/US 29,
and Route 234 Business.
Existing transit in the I-66 corridor includes local bus, commuter bus, Metrorail, and Virginia Railway
Express (VRE). Proposed new or modified commuter bus service provides enhanced connectivity
between park-and-ride facilities and regional destinations and directional peak period service (AM
eastbound and PM westbound). Proposed new I-66 Rapid Bus Service (RBS) complements Metrorail;
provides frequent, all-day bi-directional service; and travels to and from key park-and-ride facilities that
have direct access to Express Lanes and Metrorail stations in and near the I-66 corridor. Potential future
transit could be advanced as a part of future projects separate from the I-66 Corridor Improvements
Project.
No-Build concepts carried forward included:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Upgrading US 15 at I-66 interchange.
Widening I-66 between US 15 and US 29 (Gainesville) from four to eight lanes with a central
HOV lane.
Widening US 15 between US 29 (Gainesville) and I-66 from two to four lanes.
Constructing an interchange at US 29 (Linton Hall Road) including bridging existing railroad
tracks.
Extending Route 234 Bypass to US 50 (Bi-County Parkway).
Widening Route 28 between I-66 and Route 7 from six to eight lanes.
Improving Fairfax County Parkway.
Constructing bus-only ramps at Vienna Metrorail station.
Rehabilitating I-66 pavement between US 50 to I-495.

Existing, expanded, and new park-and-ride facilities were analyzed at several locations within the I-66
corridor. Park-and-ride facilities include features such as direct access to/from I-66 Express Lanes;
multimodal access to the facility through sidewalks, bike facilities, and local bus services; transit service;
kiss-and-ride accommodations; bus bays and passenger waiting facilities; waiting areas for casual
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carpooling or “slugging;” lighting; bike parking; and the potential for complementary services such as the
Capital Bikeshare program or small retail space.
The Vienna Metrorail station is the only existing station without any planned or proposed expansions.
Existing stations with planned or proposed expansions include Route 234 Bypass (Prince William
Parkway), Stringfellow Road, and Monument Drive. New park-and-ride facility locations include US 15
(Haymarket), Gainesville (University Boulevard), and Balls Ford Road/Manassas.
Intermodal centers were included in the scope of analysis for access-point locations as they relate to the
I-66 corridor. Key locations include Haymarket, Gainesville, Route 234 Bypass, Balls Ford Road,
Centreville, Stringfellow Road, Monument Drive/Fairfax Corner, and Vienna/GMU Metrorail station.
Analysis included ramps to/from station areas to/from I-66 travel lanes, information and support amenities
at the locations, station area bicycle and pedestrian improvements, and adjustments/enhancements to
local bus service.
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CHAPTER 9 AVOIDANCE ALTERNATIVES
9.1 Section 4(f) Properties
The Build Alternatives under consideration in this project have the potential to use land associated with
Section 4(f) properties to varying degrees; these properties are described herein. Potential Section 4(f)
properties that are located nearby or adjacent to the project, but which are not anticipated to be used by a
Build Alternative, are not included, but are addressed as appropriate in the EA.
1. Thoroughfare Gap Battlefield
The Thoroughfare Gap is located at the border of Prince William County and Fauquier County,
Virginia, west of Haymarket. A narrow passage through the Bull Run Mountains, the Gap provided an
important protected passage from Northern Virginia to the Shenandoah Valley during the Civil War. It
was a key point of military action, especially during the Battle of Thoroughfare Gap in August 1862.
The resource consists of a collection of sites, structures, and objects related to the battle.
2. Buckland Mills Battlefield
The Buckland Mills Battlefield straddles portions of US 15 and US 29, near the Prince William and
Fauquier county line. Buckland Mills Battlefield was the site of an engagement on October 19, 1863.
The area still retains some of its rural character; however, the area between Buckland and New
Baltimore (well south of the project area) has been subject to piecemeal development.
3. Manassas Battlefield Historic District
The Manassas Battlefield Historic District in Prince William and Fairfax Counties contains
approximately 11,451 acres of landscape historically significant for its association with two major
engagements of the Civil War: First Manassas (July 1861) and Second Manassas (August 1862).
The Manassas Battlefield Historic District encompasses Manassas National Battlefield Park and
lands outside of the Park where military actions associated with the two battles occurred (e.g., troop
movements and encampments).
4. Ellanor C. Lawrence Park
The Ellanor C. Lawrence Park is located in western Fairfax County at 5040 Walney Road, Chantilly
on the northern side of the I-66/Route 28 (Sully Road) interchange. Sully Road bisects the park,
which consists of approximately 650 acres. The park is generally bounded by Poplar Tree Road to
the north and I-66 and its ramps to the south, with residential neighborhoods on all sides. The
southern-most sections of the park include two isolated pieces of land (one on each side of Sully
Road) that are located north of I-66 and the westbound on- and off-ramps and Braddock Road (to the
west) and Cabells Mill Drive (to the east), both of which bisect the park property but neither of which
provide direct access to any park facilities.
5. Random Hills Park
Random Hills Park is a triangular-shaped area of undeveloped land that is bounded by Random Hills
Road, the Random Hills residential community, and the eastbound I-66 off-ramp to eastbound US 50.
The Park is just over 11 acres in size.
6. Stenwood Elementary School Recreational Facilities
Stenwood Elementary School is a Fairfax County public elementary school located at 2620 Gallows
Road. The school property is bounded by residential areas to the north and west, I-66 to the south,
and Gallows Road to the east. The school building is located largely toward the north end of the
property; recreational facilities are located south and west of the building. The property is
approximately 10 acres in size. Pursuant to FHWA’s Section 4(f) Policy Paper (July 2012), Section
4(f) applies only to portions of school property used for public park or recreation purposes (e.g.,
baseball diamonds, soccer fields, playground equipment, etc.) and not the entire campus. The
Fairfax County School Board encourages the use of school buildings and grounds by the community
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for educational, recreational, civic, and cultural activities. Pursuant to the Memorandum of
Understanding between the Fairfax County School Board and the Fairfax County Board of
Supervisors regarding the use of Fairfax County Public School Facilities for Community Recreational
Activities, “FCPS will make its gymnasiums and fields available to NCS [Neighborhood and
Community Services Department] and FCPA [Fairfax County Park Authority] for scheduling
community recreational activities during designated community use times.” Applications can be
submitted to the Fairfax County Department of Neighborhood and Community Services for the
community use of school facilities and grounds by non-school users. The scheduling of organized
sport groups and the issuance of permits to those groups shall be in accord with guidelines provided
by Fairfax County Public Schools and the Fairfax County Board of Supervisors. Permits are issued
by the Fairfax County Department of Neighborhood and Community Services. Permit holders shall
have first rights for the use of the fields to which they have been assigned. A field not being utilized
by a permit holder may be used by others, including the “walk-on” public. Accordingly, the athletic
fields and recreational portions of the property are subject to Section 4(f).

9.2 Avoidance Alternatives for Section 4(f) Properties
9.2.1 No-action (or No-build)
Under the no action or No-Build Alternative, the improvements considered in the I-66 Corridor
Improvements Tier 2 Environmental Assessment (EA) would not be constructed and the roadway, and
transit services in the corridor, and supporting facilities such as park-and-ride lots, would continue to
operate as they do today, with the exception of other programmed improvements in the corridor as
contained in the National Capital Region's Draft 2014 CLRP (April 9, 2014) through 2025 and 2040. The
No-Build Alternative would avoid all uses of Section 4(f) properties. However, this alternative fails to
address the purpose and need of the project.

9.2.2 Other Locations Alternatives
The proposed improvements are focused on the existing I-66 corridor, a heavily travelled corridor linked
with many other transportation routes and facilities in a long-established pattern. Moreover, development
in the region surrounding I-66, including directly adjacent to the existing right of way, severely constrain
the ability to relocate the roadway away from or around the Section 4(f) properties along the corridor.
Due to the sizes of some of the Section 4(f) properties, such as the Civil War Battlefields, and the fact that
such properties lie on both sides of I-66, some potential shifts of roadway location would need to be
substantial in order to avoid the properties. Such shifts would clearly be highly destructive to existing
development and communities. Moreover, such attempts to reroute the roadway would result in impacts
to other Section 4(f) properties scattered throughout the region.

9.2.3 Alternatives that Avoid Individual Section 4(f) Properties
In some instances, one build alternative (2A or 2B) uses a particular Section 4(f) property while the other
alternative does not. In these instances, the alternative that does not use the property can serve as the
avoidance alternative. In instances where both alternatives would use the property, design modifications
have been examined to reduce the extent of proposed right of way needed to implement the project.
Such modifications include use of retaining walls, narrowing of shoulders to reduce the roadway cross
section, or other similar engineering adjustments. Many of these may require design exception approvals
where the resulting roadway would not meet standard geometric design criteria. In some instances, the
use of Section 4(f) land is linked only, or mostly, to park and ride lots. In these cases, the avoidance
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alternative would be to relocate the proposed park and ride lot or relocate what usage that lot would have
had to other available park and ride facilities in the corridor.
1. Thoroughfare Gap Battlefield: The I-66 roadway improvements would not use land from the
Thoroughfare Gap Battlefield. However the proposed park and ride lot on the south side of I-66 west
of US 15 would use a portion of it. Avoidance would consist of eliminating this particular park and
ride lot and accommodating the parking at an alternate location or at one of the other proposed or
existing parking facilities in the corridor. One potential alternative location would be in the northeast
quadrant of the I-66/US 15 interchange on land that currently is undeveloped and outside the
boundaries of the Thoroughfare Gap Battlefield and the nearby Buckland Mills Battlefield. However,
during development of the potential park and ride lots proposal, representatives of the Town of
Haymarket expressed opposition to use of this location as a park and ride site. Other potential site
locations may be considered once public and review agency input is received. Alternatively, potential
users could travel farther east to utilize lots proposed at University Boulevard and the interchange of
I-66 and VA 234.
2. Buckland Mills Battlefield: The I-66 roadway improvements would not use land from the
Thoroughfare Gap Battlefield. However the proposed park and ride lots on the north and south sides
of I-66 west of US 15 would use portions of it. Avoidance would consist of eliminating these particular
park and ride lots and considering accommodating the parking at an alternate location or at one of the
other proposed or existing parking facilities in the corridor. The location noted above in the
discussion for the Thoroughfare Gap Battlefield would be one such site, although it is not favored by
representatives of the Town of Haymarket.
3. Manassas Battlefield Historic District: Both alternatives 2A and 2B would use land from this
historic property, which encompasses a large acreage of land on both sides of I-66. Shifting the
alignment slightly north or south would eliminate use of land on one side of the road only to increase
the usage on the other side. Also, the bulk of the use of Manassas Battlefield land is due to proposed
park and ride lots (one associated with Alternative 2A and the other 2B) between I-66 and Balls Ford
Road. Accordingly, avoidance efforts would entail a combination of eliminating or relocating the park
and ride lots, reducing the dimensions of design features, and constructing retaining walls. To this
end, Alternative 2B, with design features such as retaining walls along the shoulder edges and
realignment of existing Vandor Lane to place it closer to the retaining wall along I-66 would avoid use
of lands within the historic district along I-66. A design waiver would be required for the reduced
retaining wall access width along Vandor Lane. Alternative 2A can be designed to avoid the portion
of the Manassas Battlefield Historic District that is also within Manassas National Battlefield Park;
however, use of land on the south side of I-66 that is within the District still would be required.
4. Ellanor C. Lawrence Park: Alternative 2C would avoid use of land from Ellanor C. Lawrence Park.
This alternative involves a different configuration that requires less right of way for the interchange of
VA 28 with I-66. This design also requires reduced lane and shoulder widths that would require
design waivers.
5. Stenwood Elementary School Recreational Facilities: The current alternatives for I-66 maintain
the Dunn Loring Metrorail Station in its current location. One avoidance Alternative would entail
shifting all improvements to the south, which would require the relocation of the Dunn Loring Metrorail
Station. In order to relocate the Dunn Loring Station a new station would have to be constructed
parallel to the existing structure and put into operation before the existing station could be
demolished. This relocation would require a shift in the current I-66 and Metrorail alignment that
would require reconstruction of approximately two miles of I-66 including the I-495 interchange,
approximately two miles of Metrorail tracks, and displacement of portions of the transit orientated
development currently under construction along I-66 just south of the existing station. This
alternative, therefore, would have major impacts to existing infrastructure and development and,
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though not quantified at this time, the additional right of way and construction costs likely would be
substantial. Another avoidance alternative would entail constructing this section of I-66 as an “open
section,” that is, the express lanes and the general purpose lanes would not be physically separated
and direct exclusive connections between the proposed I-66 express lanes and the existing I-495
express lanes would not be provided, resulting in four fewer total lanes through this section than with
Alternatives 2A or 2B. Additional general purpose lanes would be added in both I-66 eastbound and
westbound directions for the open section by relocating the ramps under the open space between the
abutments and adjacent piers of existing Gallows Road overpass bridge. Existing Gallows Road and
the overpass bridge would remain as-is except the rehabilitation/improvements near both abutments.
The capacity of I-66 westbound within the I-495 interchange area also would be increased by
pavement widening and/or pavement restriping with narrow shoulders. Preliminary traffic analysis of
this scenario indicates that it would result in considerable traffic congestion due to less capacity and
traffic weaving movements between express lanes and general purpose lanes.

9.2.4 Total Avoidance Alternative
Using a combination of the individual Section 4(f) property avoidance alternatives, an overall total
avoidance alternative can be assembled. Such an alternative would consist of the following:
§

§

§

§

§

Elimination of the park and ride lots west of US 15 at Haymarket or relocation of them to other
properties that are not Section 4(f) properties. The Thoroughfare Gap and Buckland Mills
Battlefields would be avoided.
Elimination of the park and ride lot alternative locations that are on properties between I-66 and
Balls Ford Road west of Business 234 (Sudley Road) within a portion of the Manassas Battlefield
Historic District, or location of a park-and-ride lot to other property that is not Section 4(f) property.
Utilization of Alternative 2B and construction of retaining walls and a shift of Vandor Lane through
Manassas Battlefield Historic District. A design waiver would be required for the reduced
retaining wall access width along Vandor Lane. This alternative also avoids use of land from
Manassas National Battlefield Park, which is owned by the US Department of Interior and is also
a historic property in its own right as well as being a contributing resource to the Manassas
Battlefield Historic District. [Alternative 2A shifted southward from its original location avoids
Manassas National Battlefield Park, but would still use lands on the south side of I-66 that are
within the Manassas Battlefield Historic District.]
Utilization of Alternative 2C at Ellanor C. Lawrence Park. This alternative would require retaining
walls, lane widths reduced to 11 feet, and reduced shoulder width. The reduced widths would
require design waivers.
Utilization of open section alternative at Stenwood Elementary School, which would have less
capacity and greater weaving movements in comparison to Alternatives 2A and 2B.

For additional and more detailed information regarding the Avoidance Alternatives for the Project, see
Draft Section 4(f) Evaluation of the Tier 2 Environmental Assessment.
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CHAPTER 10 CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS
This Alternatives Development Technical Report has been created in support of the Tier 2 EA and the
Interchange Justification Report for the I-66 Corridor Improvements Project, or Transform 66 Outside the
Beltway. This technical report provides documentation on previously completed studies along the
corridor, a summary of the Tier 1 EIS and the high-level alternatives screening process, and a more
detailed documentation of the Tier 2 EA alternatives refinement.
During the Tier 1 EIS, a total of 14 improvement concepts were considered. Four were eliminated
because they did not directly address the Purpose and Need of the project, and none of the other 10
concepts fully met the need; therefore, the 10 concepts were combined into 47 different capacity and noncapacity improvement concept scenarios (ICS). The ICSs were evaluated based on seven criteria and the
highest performing alternatives were advanced for consideration in the Tier 2 EA.
Three specific types of alternatives testing occurred during the Tier 2 process:
6. Consideration of mainline/cross section alternatives.
7. Evaluation of possible locations and types of access along the I-66 corridor.
8. An assessment of possible interchange concepts at each of the selected access locations.
Four mainline alternative sections were evaluated for the corridor (Alternatives 1, 2A, 2B, and 2C). Two
alternatives (2A and 2B) were advanced that include two Express lanes and three general purpose lanes
separated by a flexible barrier with buffer in each direction. Alternative 2A provides a center median for
future transit accommodation while Alternative 2B does not.
Twenty-one potential access-point locations throughout the I-66 corridor were identified and evaluated for
travel demand, geometric feasibility, and a general planning-level analysis. Fourteen of the locations were
advanced for consideration in one or both of the final access-point alternatives, 2A and 2B.
Following the determination of access-point locations, several improvement concepts were developed for
each interchange location using an incremental improvement approach to address safety, capacity, and
operational requirements to minimize right-of-way, environmental, and cost impacts. A preferred concept
was selected for each location within each final Build alternative (a single interchange may have a
different concept in each of the two Build alternatives).
The mainline, access-point, and interchange concept alternatives were compiled into two final Build
Alternatives – 2A and 2B at the conclusion of the Draft Tier 2 EA. Build Alternatives 2A and 2B will be
presented at the May/June Environmental Public Hearings. Appendix D provides a copy of the design
concept boards that will be presented at the public hearings. Following the conclusion of the Draft report,
both alternatives will be studied in greater detail, and a single Build alternative will be determined in the
Final Tier 2 EA. It is expected that the final Build alternative will include components of the Draft
Alternatives 2A and 2B.
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